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Background An ablation catheter with integrated high-frequency single element ultrasound transducers has been developed by Philips Research, which makes it possible to assess tissue-depth and lesion formation in real-time. The interpretation of the acquired ultrasound M-mode images is difficult due to a combination of cardiac motion and motion of the catheter itself.

Objective The aim of this study is to develop and validate a simulation model that includes catheter and tissue motion and use this as a tool to gain insights in the effects of catheter motion on M-mode images and corresponding velocity profiles.

Method A 2D simulation model, of a moving catheter with three integrated ultrasound transducers that observe contracting tissue, was developed. Comparison of simulated data with real ultrasound data was performed, among other tests, to validate the 2D simulation model. Validation criteria were based on predefined requirements. The validated simulation model was used to generate seventeen different output datasets varying with the frequency and amplitude of the cardiac & catheter motion input signals. These datasets were used to analyse the effect of catheter motion on M-mode images and corresponding velocity profiles.

Results The validation tests imply that the simulated data can serve as reliable replacements for real ultrasound data. Findings from the analysis of the simulated data suggest that cardiac velocity is underestimated when the catheter angle deviates from its perpendicular state in relation to the tissue and is overestimated when the catheter angle moves back to its perpendicular state. Moreover, when catheter motion dominates over cardiac motion the cardiac velocity may be estimated in the opposite direction as the actual direction of cardiac motion.

Conclusion The validation tests insinuate that the simulation model meets the predefined requirements. The simulation increases understanding of the relation between catheter & cardiac motion in M-mode images. The information that can be derived from an M-mode image can be used to estimate if catheter motion is dominating over cardiac motion. Furthermore, the findings obtained within this study can be used to evaluate if the estimated direction of the velocity of cardiac motion is correct and if the cardiac velocity is under- or overestimated.
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1. Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia disease worldwide associated with an adverse prognosis \[1,2\]. AF occurs when undesired electrical signals arise around the pulmonary veins (PVs) and disturb the normal heart rhythm \[3\]. The prevalence of people suffering AF is increasing in relation to age. For patients aged 60-69 the estimated prevalence ranges from 1.2% to 2.8%, for patients older than 80 years the prevalence ranges from 7.3% to 13.7% \[3,4\]. Moreover, a significant increase of the prevalence is expected in the coming fifty years \[4,5\]. AF is a costly health problem and will become even more costly as a result of the increasing prevalence. Developments in the treatment of AF could contribute to limit these rising rates \[3\]. (Appendix D)

Cardiac radiofrequency (RF) ablation has become the surgical treatment of choice to treat AF permanently. In order to make this treatment successful for AF, contiguous lesions are required to totally isolate the PVs and block undesired electrical signals. These lesions need to be transmural, which means that the lesion covers the entire thickness of the heart wall. Currently, observing a decrease in local electro gram amplitude, intracardiac echocardiography, electrical impedance and contact force are used to assess the success rate of a lesion. However, these methods, in combination with the delivered power and duration of ablation, do not give a direct measurement of the lesion size, which makes it difficult to determine in real-time if a lesion is transmural \[6\]. Moreover, because of the shortcomings of the current assessment possibilities, gaps in ablation lines around the PVs that are supposed to be contiguous are a reality of current clinical practice, which constrain the success rate of AF ablation \[7\]. (Appendix E)

To be able to assess tissue-depth and lesion formation in real-time, an ablation catheter with integrated high-frequency single element ultrasound (US) transducers has been developed by Philips Research, shown in Figure 1 (Appendix \textsuperscript{4}). This type of catheter has one transducer at the tip and three transducers at the side, respectively
Figure 1: The ‘Cameleo’ ablation catheter with four integrated ultrasound transducers, developed and manufactured by Philips Research.

Figure 2: Phaseshift between the RF signals of two subsequent time samples, which can be used to measure the velocity of the observed tissue in relation to the transducer.

Figure 3: M-mode image with a TSM image as an overlay, which presents the direction and velocity of the tissue motion.

The visualisation processes of converting the RF data into these M-mode and TSM images are performed with the Cameleo software (Philips, Version 904, Eindhoven The Netherlands).

With the generated M-mode images the progression of a lesion formation can be monitored. The TSM is used to observe a decrease in velocity of the ablated tissue, since ablated tissue is stiffer and consequently the tissue velocity decreases. This intraprocedural method allows a physician to adapt the ablation parameters in real-time in order to safely perform successful transmural lesions [6,9]. However, for new physicians it is challenging to get familiar with these M-modes and TSM images.

The main problem with this novel system is that the M-mode images of moving cardiac tissue are acquired with a moving catheter. This undesired, but also unknown movement, makes the interpretation of M-mode images difficult, since it is unknown how the M-mode pattern relates to cardiac and catheter motion. It is also unknown how catheter motion influences the TSM estimations. (Appendix G)

Therefore, the aim of this study is to:

- Develop and validate a 2D simulation model that simulates a moving catheter, including integrated US transducers that generate RF-data of naturally moving cardiac tissue.
- Use this simulation model as a tool to gain insight about how catheter and cardiac motion relates to patterns in M-mode images and subsequent velocity profiles.

First, the development of the 2D simulation model will be explained in Section 2. Second, the performed validation of this model is evaluated in Section 3. Finally, insight about the effect of catheter motion on an M-mode image and corresponding TSM, based on the analysis of simulated data, will be discussed in Section 4.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF SIMULATION MODEL

2.1. METHOD OF SIMULATION DEVELOPMENT

To gain insight into the effects of catheter and cardiac motion on M-mode images, a simplified simulation model was
developed, see Figure 4. First, a naturally moving cardiac tissue model was generated in a 2D space using a Cartesian coordinate system. Secondly, a moving catheter, including three integrated US transducers, was added to this model. Finally, per modelled transducer the received RF signal of the moving tissue was generated and displayed in a single M-mode image.

In clinical practice there is a limited understanding how the catheter is moving, which makes it hard to determine the relation between the M-mode images and catheter motion. This model could be used as a tool to provide insight in the effects of catheter and cardiac motion on M-mode images since effects of these motions can be observed directly.

Matlab (Mathworks, version R2012b, Natick, United States of America (USA)) was used for programming the simulation model. The 2D simulation model was developed based on predefined requirements, specifications and assumptions. (Appendix I)

2.1.1. Requirements & Specifications Model
To be able to simulate the interaction between the cardiac tissue and catheter as desired, the 2D simulation model should meet the following predefined requirements (Appendix J), which were based on the physiology of a beating heart, the working principles of the Cameleo catheter (Figure 1) and the corresponding visualisation processes:

1. Motion of the modelled cardiac tissue, which represents a beating heart, should at least contain motion in the axial direction, which is defined as perpendicular direction in relation to the tissue surface, in other words, the Y direction of the 2D space, see Figure 4 and 5
2. At least three catheter motions should be modelled, representing translation in lateral and axial direction, respectively X and Y direction of the 2D space, see Figure 4 and rotation along the Z-axis, see Figure 5
3. Every transducer integrated in the catheter tip should provide a single M-mode image
4. If identical catheter and cardiac motion is used to generate data, then simulated M-mode images should present the same patterns compared to real M-mode images, which can be quantified by comparing the frequency, amplitude and slope that can be derived from the geometry of the M-mode patterns
5. The simulation model should display directly the observed moving tissue as result of a changing catheter orientation, which can be compared with a real M-mode image, or should generate a received RF signal that contains information about the reflections and motions in the observed tissue
6. The velocities that occur in the tissue as result of cardiac or catheter motion should be able to be measured from the simulated RF data with an accuracy of 98% using the TSM algorithm (Philips, Eindhoven The Netherlands)
7. If identical catheter and cardiac motion are used to generate data, the TSM of the simulated RF data should be similar to the TSM of real RF data, which can be quantified by comparing if identical velocity directions are determined
8. The simulated RF data should be generated in 16-bit integers, which is required in order to use the simulated data as input for the visualisation Cameleo software (Philips, Version 904, Eindhoven The Netherlands)
9. The values of all parameters in the simulation model should be adjustable

Throughout this entire study, the adjustable parameters were set according to the following specifications, which are schematically shown in Figure 4 (Appendix K). These values were based on the settings of the MUVIC 444-H Cameleo catheter, shown in Figure 1 and accessory US system, developed and manufactured by Philips research.

10. The tip of the catheter should contain one single element transducer
11. Two single element transducers should be placed at the side of the catheter tip, orientated with a fixed angle of 90° in relation to the orientation of the tip transducer
12. Distance between the side transducers and tip transducer should be 2.5 mm
13. The carrier wave of the received RF signal should be modelled with a frequency of 30 MHz and a sample frequency of 100 MHz
14. The observation depth of the transducers should be 15.8 mm, which relates to a RF signal consisting of 2048 samples
15. The frequency for both catheter and cardiac motion should be comparable to an average heart rate of 60 beats per second, which relates to a frequency of 1 Hz of the motion input signals.
16. The tissue should consist of at least a two layer structure with different reflection coefficients.

2.1.2. Assumptions

The following assumptions were made to simplify the model: (Appendix L)

- The density and compressibility of the tissue are not determined, but assumed to be equal in the entire tissue.
- The speed of sound is assumed to be equal in the entire tissue, since the speed of sound is a function of density and compressibility.
- The acoustic impedance is assumed to be equal in the entire tissue, since the acoustic impedance is a function of density and speed of sound.
- In practice, the reflection coefficient is determined by the differences in acoustic impedance between tissue structures. In a real US image, these differences in reflection coefficients are represented with different shades of grey. Since for this simulation model is assumed that the acoustic impedance is equal in the entire tissue, the reflection coefficients are determined with a value in the range of 16-bit, independent of any physical properties. The value 0 relates to no reflection and the value $2^{16}$ relates to maximal reflection, visualised as respectively black and white in an M-mode image.
- Differences in reflection coefficients within one tissue layer, a speckle pattern, are introduced in the simulation for detailed visual purposes, but are also not in relation with any physical properties of the tissue.
- The RF signal of a transducer does only contain information about the tissue on which the transducer is oriented.
- There is no reduction of the amplitude and intensity of the RF signal as a function of depth.
- No frequency shift of the carrier wave occurs as a result of interaction with a moving tissue particle.

2.2. Results of Simulation Model Development

The 2D simulation model can generate two different types of output depending on the purpose of the simulation results:

- The Movie-generator, Figure 6, generates a movie of the observed moving tissue as result of a changing catheter orientation, which can be used to obtain graphical data for qualitative analysis.
- The RF-generator, Figure 7, generates RF data that is not directly suitable for interpretation, but can be used for applications as calculating a TSM or can serve as input for the Cameleo software.

Figure 6 shows an edited screenshot of a movie obtained with the Movie-generator. The cardiac motion and catheter motion input signals are displayed in the upper right corner. The red dots in these graphs represent the current time sample. For each time sample, tissue changes and changes of the catheter orientation are showed in the upper left corner. The red, blue and pink lines represent the sightlines of the transducers. For each transducer, these sightlines per time sample are displayed in the three lower images, where the horizontal axis represents the time, the vertical axis represents the observation depth and the coloured dot at the top represents the transducer.

So, for each time sample the grey values that are observed are directly plotted. This way of presenting data is representative for M-mode images acquired with the Cameleo catheter.

Figure 6: Movie generator: In the upper left corner the tissue composition and catheter orientation, including three US transducers, is shown per time sample, which are determined by the motion signals shown in the upper right corner. The three bottom images correspond to the three transducers and show per time sample the temporal changes of the observed tissue.

Figure 7: RF data generator: Generates representative RF data of the observed tissue as shown in Figure 6. After processing the RF data it can be used for interpretation.

The RF data generator shows the RF data after running the simulation for a set time period, see Figure 7. That
means that the data are not displayed per time sample, as is the case for the Movie-generator. The RF-generator displays the RF data in a separate image per transducer.

To run this simulation model, some preparations tasks have to be fulfilled before the simulation can be run for a set time period. The workflow of the simulation model is shown in a schematic overview in Figure 8, and will be explained in more detail. (Appendix M)

**Initialisation (Figure 8 step 1)**
First, an empty 2D space is generated, which is represented by the graph size of the image in the upper left corner of Figure 6 and 7. The physical dimensions of this 2D space are discretized in a number of pixels, which determines the resolution of the 2D space. Also, the simulation time period and sample frequency are defined that automatically determine the number of time samples, which is the number of iterations that must be completed when running the simulation model.

**Define the cardiac tissue and motion input signal (Figure 8 step 2)**
Second, the cardiac tissue is modelled, shown in the upper left corner of Figure 6 and 7. To achieve simulated output that can be compared with real images, a routine is created that generates a set number of tissue layers for which different reflection coefficients can be determined that are independent of any physical properties. The reflection coefficients are visualised in shades of grey, of which black determines no reflection and white means maximal reflection, see Figure 6 and 7. Additionally, the cardiac motion input signal is defined, which determines the tissue height of one tissue layer over time, shown in the upper right corner of Figure 6 and 7.

**Define the catheter configuration and motion input signal (Figure 8 step 3)**
The third step is to define the properties and configuration of the transducers. First, the starting position and orientation of the tip transducer is defined. The orientation and position of the two remaining transducers are defined in relation to the tip transducer. As a consequence, all transducers will move as one object. Next, the movement of the catheter is defined by means of three motion input signals, displayed in the upper right corner of Figure 6 and 7. Furthermore, the watching depth of the transducers is defined, which relates to the number of pixels in which the sightline or RF signal of one time sample is expressed.

**Goal of simulation (Figure 8 step 4).**
The prepared parameter settings defined at this point are essential for both the Movie-generator and the RF-generator. Depending on the desired output the choice is made which generator will be used to run for all the time samples.

**Run simulation as RF-generator (Figure 8 step 4a)**
For each iteration an entire process need to be repeated, see Figure 8. First of all, for the current iteration that should be completed, from now on referred to as \( t^i \), the tissue is deformed as is determined with the cardiac motion input signal (Figure 8 step 5a).
Next (Figure 8 step 6a), the three catheter motion input signals are expressed in a 4x4 translation-rotation matrix, see Equation 1 that can be used to calculate the orientation and position of the transducers for \( t = i \). In this 4x4 matrix the three dimensional coordinate \((x, y, z)\) of the catheter tip is written as \((x', y, z', 1)\), which makes it possible to include translations in this matrix, presented in the fourth column.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x' \\
  y' \\
  z' \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  \cos \theta_x & -\sin \theta_x & 0 & dx \\
  \sin \theta_x & \cos \theta_x & 0 & dy \\
  0 & 0 & 1 & dz \\
  0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
  x \\
  y \\
  z \\
  1
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

Subsequently, the deformed tissue data and the changed position and orientation of the catheter are used to determine the sightlines of all the transducers for \( t = i \) (Figure 8 step 7a). To achieve this, two coordinates are determined for every transducer; the spatial begin-position and end-position of the sightline for \( t = i \), see Figure 9. The intermediate coordinates between the begin- and end-position are determined based on the set number of pixels that the sightline or RF signal should contain. Next, these series of coordinates are used to find the corresponding reflection coefficients in the deformed tissue data, which results in the sightline per transducer for \( t = i \). The sightline at any given time \( t \) resembles an A-mode image of a real US image.

To make these data comparable to real RF data the simulated sightline is multiplied with a carrier wave, which resembles the inverse operation of the envelope extraction (Figure 8 step 8a). In order to also include information about motions to this carrier wave a routine is created that generates a carrier wave signal that is modified depending on the cardiac and catheter motion signal at \( t = i \). This carrier wave consists of a series of generated Gaussian pulses of which the distance between these pulses varies as a function of the cardiac motion or catheter motion, see Figure 10. The change of this carrier wave signal provides a measurable phase shift between two iterations.
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The simulated RF signal for \( t = i \) is then saved in the matrices \( \text{MmodeTip}, \text{MmodeA} \) and \( \text{MmodeB} \), representing the output of the different transducers. (Figure 8, step 9a) When this entire process is completed for each time sample, then these matrices are plotted as shown in Figure 7.

**Run simulation as Movie-generator** (Figure 8, step 4b)
The processes that need to be accomplished to generate the output of the Movie generator are the same as step 5a, 6a, 7a that are performed for the RF-generator, see Figure 8. The main difference is that the determined sightlines of the three transducers are immediately displayed after completion of an iteration (Figure 8, step 9b), directly next to the sightlines of the previous iterations, which resembles an M-mode image as has been shown in Figure 6.

The user of the simulation model can set the values of all the parameters, which makes it possible to simulate a large variety of cases. The motion input signals that are used in the examples shown in Figure 9 and 7 are modelled with a (co)sine function. It is also possible to use a multi-sine or a representative simulated ECG signal (Appendix M.2) as motion input signal. Comprehensive user manuals of the Movie generator and RF data generator are provided in Appendix M.2.5 and Appendix M.2.6.

In Figure 11 an overview is shown of the outputs that can be created with the simulation model and for which applications the RF data can be used.

### 3. Validation of Simulation Model

#### 3.1. Method of the Validation

To provide confidence in the described simulation model, a validation should be performed [10] and should prove whether the simulation model meets the predefined requirements. Figure 11 shows the relation between the validation tests and the used output data of the simulation model. (see Appendix N for additional validation tests)

**3.1.1. Test set-up**

For some of the validation tests real US image where generated. A test set-up was build to be able to apply the same motions as used in the simulation model.

A tissue phantom was created with comparable visual properties as the tissue in the simulation model. This phantom consisted of 4 layers with a difference in reflection behaviour caused by using aluminium oxide \( (Al_2O_3) \) powder with different particles size. The layers were created by using 80 grams of gelatine, in 800 ml water and 1.6 gram of \( Al_2O_3 \) 9 \( \mu m \) for the blue coloured layers and 1.6 gram \( Al_2O_3 \) 3 \( \mu m \) for the red coloured layers. See Figure 12.

The test set up, Figure 12 consisted of two Hitec HS-815BB stepper motors, which have a range of rotation of 180° in 127 steps. These motors were controlled with the Remote Advanced Playback Unit (RAPU) (Brookshire software, version 4.0, Springfield). Identical motion signals as were used in the simulation model were generated with the Visual Show Automation (VSA) (Brookshire software, version 5.0, Springfield) and then uploaded to the RAPU. The motors were connected to a rod, which was able to translate or rotate depending of the motor that was used. The cardiac motion was performed with a palpating movement controlled by hand. The catheter holder, which was fixed to the rod, was designed in such a way that the tip transducer was oriented exactly in the extension of the rod. As a result, the tip transducer was the pivot of the rotational motions, which is also the case in the simulation model. The MUVIC 444-H Cameleo catheter was used, of which only the data acquired with the tip transducer and transducer A were used, since these transducers lie in one 2D-plane. Furthermore, the acquisition was done in a water tank to prevent that the transmitted US pulses were reflected by air before reaching the tissue. (Appendix N.1)

**3.1.2. Test 1: Simulated sightline compared to real US data**

To test if the model meets Requirement 4, the simulated sightline (Figure 11 simulated sightline) generated with the simulation model was compared with real US data.

The real US data and the simulated sightlines that were compared with each other, were generated according to the parameter settings of cases I to VI given in Table 1. These real US data were compared with simulated data based on the following criteria:

- Y translation, X translation, cardiac and catheter motion; can the same amplitude and frequency be determined from the simulated data and US data and is this information correct compared to the input parameters?
- Is the geometry of the acquired data with the side transducers comparable for the simulated data and US data based on the form of the observed tissue surface area?

**3.1.3. Test 2: Envelope of simulated RF data compared to simulated sightline**

This test was developed to test if the same motion patterns can be extracted from the simulated RF data as shown by the simulated sightline (Figure 11 simulated RF data, simulated sightline). The Hilbert transformation was used to obtain the envelope signal from the simulated RF data, with an M-mode image as result (Figure 11 M-mode). This M-mode image was compared with the simulated sightline. The validity of the simulated RF data can be supported when no dissimilarities are found between the geometry of those two images. In that case it is demonstrated that the correct motion patterns are stored in the simulated RF data. Test 2 was performed for simulated RF data with parameter settings of cases III to V given in Table 1 of which the thickness of the middle layer was measured for \( t = 0.25 \text{ sec}, t = 0.5 \text{ sec} \) and \( t = 1 \text{ sec} \).
3.1.4. Test 3: Simulated RF data of cardiac motion compared with velocity profile

The velocities that occur in the tissue can be calculated with two different methods: with the derivative of the predefined cardiac motion input signal or with the TSM algorithm.

These velocities were compared to test if the simulated RF data meet Requirement 6, which asserts that the velocity should be estimated by the TSM with an accuracy of 98%. In this test should be taken into account that the velocity distribution in relation to the catheter tip is not equal in the entire tissue when the heart wall deforms homogeneously. Tissue particles that are located nearby the transducer are less translated in relation to the catheter tip compared to the tissue particles located further away from the catheter tip, see Figure 13. Consequently, the (absolute) velocities that are measured increase as a function of depth. Therefore, it is important that velocities that are calculated based on the input signal and measured with the TSM are compared at the same depth in the tissue. The validity of the RF data is demonstrated if less than 2% difference is measured between the velocity based on the input signal and the velocity based on the TSM. Test 3 was performed for simulated RF data with parameter settings of case III given in Table

3.1.5. Test 4: Simulated RF data of catheter motion compared with velocity profile

Both cardiac motion and catheter motion cause phase shifts between the RF data of two time samples. Test 3 was focused on the validity of the simulated RF data in case of cardiac motion, the following test was done to demonstrate if the simulated RF data were also modelled correctly with respect to catheter motion and if the simulation model meets Requirement 6.

When the catheter is orientated with a constant angle in relation to moving tissue, the observed movement in the tissue would differ in comparison to a catheter that is placed perpendicular to the tissue. The TSM algorithm was used to calculate the velocity of the observed tissue, measured at a constant angle, see Figure 14. In this test the Y-component of this estimated velocity was compared to the velocity at depth $Y_{\text{angle}}$ according to derivative of the predefined input signal. The depth $Y_{\text{angle}}$ is 11.17 mm when an angle of 0.25π is used. The validity of the simulated RF data is demonstrated if less than 2% difference is measured between the velocity based on the input signal and the velocity based on the TSM. Test 4 was performed for simulated RF data with parameter settings of case VII given in Table I.

3.1.6. Test 5: Compatibility of simulated RF data with Cameleo software

To test if the model meets Requirement 8, the simulated RF data were converted to a .cam file (Appendix M.2.6), which is the input for the Cameleo software. The validity of the simulated RF data is demonstrated if the data can be displayed as an M-mode and if the TSM algorithm works in real-time on the simulated RF data. When RF data are generated or converted incorrectly into an input file of the Cameleo software, then the data would not be displayed correctly. Figure 3 shows a correct presentation of a TSM. Figure 15 shows some examples of incorrectly displayed RF data. In the RF data of Figure 15A an undesired frequency shift occurs, with as result that phase shifts in the RF data can not be measured correctly. Figure 15B shows an example of aliasing. This means that the velocities that are measured in the RF data are too high to measure with the TSM, which is probably a result of incorrectly simulated RF data. Figure 15C shows an example of RF data that is converted incorrectly to 16-bit data. In this example the data are not scaled in a range of 16-bit, which can be indicated as bit-reduction. As a result, the amplitude information, and consequently the shades of grey of an M-mode image are in the same order of magnitude. In this example the TSM is shown correctly, but the M-mode shows limited differences in brightness. Figure 15D shows an image where information stored in the RF signal has been lost due to incorrect demodulation parameters in the Cameleo software.

Table 1: Settings of performed acquisitions with the simulation model and/or real US that were used for several validation tests. $A=\text{amplitude and } F=\text{frequency}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Cardiac motion controlled by hand</th>
<th>Catheter motion motorised</th>
<th>Catheter motion controlled by hand</th>
<th>Y motion controlled by hand</th>
<th>X motion controlled by hand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td>$A=\pm 2 \text{ mm, } F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td>$A=\pm 4 \text{ mm, } F=\pm 0.5 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.5 \text{ mm, } F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.125\pi, F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.125\pi, F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.5 \text{ mm, } F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.125\pi, F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.5 \text{ mm, } F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.125\pi, F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.5 \text{ mm, } F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$A=\text{constantly } \pm 0.25\pi$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.125\pi, F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$A=\pm 0.125\pi, F=\pm 1 \text{ Hz}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: Absolute velocities of tissue particles in relation to the catheter tip increase as a function of depth

Figure 14: Schematic overview of validation test 4, in which the Y-component of the estimated velocity by the TSM is compared with the velocity according to the input signal
3.1.7. Test 6: TSM of simulated RF data compared to TSM of real US data in Cameleo Software

To test if the model meets Requirement 7, the TSM of simulated RF data generated with the simulation model and displayed in the Cameleo software (Figure 11 M-mode with TSM overlay) was compared with the TSM of real US data. The real US data and the simulated data were generated according to the parameter settings of cases III & VIII given in Table 1.

The real US data acquisition applied with catheter motion was done by hand since the TSM tracked the undesired shocking movements of the stepper motor instead of the more rough catheter movements, see Figure 16. A disadvantage of the hand controlled catheter motion was that the frequency and amplitude could be less accurately controlled in comparison with the motor driven catheter movements.

3.2. Results of the Validation

3.2.1. Test 1: Simulated sightline compared to real US data

The graphical results of test 1 are presented in Figure 17, 18, 19 and 20 as determined by the settings from respectively case I, II, III,IV of Table 1. In these Figures is specified how the peak-to-peak amplitude and period of one movement can be determined based on the geometry of the simulated data and real US data. The derived frequency and amplitude of the movement signals are presented in Table 2 for the four different cases. These determined values are equal to the input signals shown in Table 1 excluding the amplitude determined in case IV for real US data. Other comparisons between the simulated and real US data are discussed per Figure.

Table 2: Determined frequency and amplitude from geometry of simulated data and real US data for cases I, II, III and IV, respectively Figures 17, 18, 19 and 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Real US</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>0.5 Hz</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Real US</td>
<td>0.5 Hz</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>0.5 mm (one layer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Real US</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>0.5 mm (one layer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>0.1257π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Real US</td>
<td>1 Hz</td>
<td>0.1780π</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17: Catheter motion in Y-direction: Simulated data compared to real US data, both acquired with 1 Hz frequency and 2 mm amplitude, which can be derived from this Figure as presented in Table 2

Figure 17 shows acquired data with a translating catheter in Y-direction. It can be seen that for both the simulated data and real US data the tissue is only observed with the tip transducer, since the side transducers do not show any data. This is because motion is only applied in the Y-direction. Characteristic for Y-motion are the black areas above the observed tissue which means that there is no reflective signal, which in this case indicates water. Consequently, this means that there is no catheter-tissue contact.

Figure 18 shows translation of the catheter in the X-direction acquired with a constant catheter angle. It can be seen that for both the simulated data and real US data the tissue is observed with the tip transducer and side transducer, since the catheter was placed with a constant angle on the tissue surface while it moved from left to right. The distance from the transducer to the tissue surface, which is water, is visible in the images of the side transducers and is 3 mm for both the simulated and real US data. Furthermore, it can be seen that for both the simulated and real US data the slope of the speckle patterns of the tip transducer and side transducer are in opposite directions, indicated with the black arrows. When the transducer moves in direction to the tissue, the slope of the speckle pattern is increasing, while the slope is decreasing when the transducer moves away from the tissue.
A difference that can be noticed in Figure 18 is that the peak-to-peak amplitude can be determined from the simulated data, but is hard to determine from the real US data. Another remarkable difference is the circled black spot in the M-mode of the tip transducer from the real US data. This spot is caused by the catheter that has been moved too far to the edge of the tissue, with as result that the tip transducer observes through the tissue wall, as shown in Figure 18, this detail is not an indication that the simulated data is incorrect.

Figure 18: Catheter motion in X-direction: Simulated data compared to real US data, both acquired with 0.5 Hz frequency and 4 mm amplitude, which can be derived from this Figure as presented in Table 2

Figure 19: Cardiac motion: Simulated data compared to real US data, both acquired by palpating with 1 Hz frequency and 0.5 mm amplitude in Y direction, which can be derived from this Figure as presented in Table 2

Figure 19 shows data acquired with only simulated cardiac motion. It can be seen that for both the simulated data and real US data the tissue is only observed with the tip transducer, since cardiac motion is only applied in Y-direction. This cardiac motion signal is defined per tissue layer. In case of the real US data, the first layer border crossing is hard to determine, therefore the peak-to-peak amplitude of the second border crossing is used, which gives the amplitude of two layers. In Table 2 the amplitude for one tissue layer is presented.

Figure 20: Catheter rotation: Simulated data compared to real US data, both acquired with 1 Hz frequency and 0.125π amplitude of the rotation around Z-axis, which can be derived from this Figure as presented in Table 2

Figure 20 shows data acquired with only catheter motion. In the images of the tip transducers a visual thickening of the tissue layers takes place at the same time for simulated data and real US data. These motion patterns are a result of a change in catheter angle and consequently, the images of the side transducer show a curve-shaped tissue surface area. When the catheter angle increases or decreases, presented as $\alpha_2$ in Figure 21, the observed tissue by the side transducer respectively also increases or decreases per A-mode, with a curved shaped surface area in the M-mode image as result.

Figure 21 Equation 2 and 3 present how the maximum catheter angles can be determined from Figure 20 as is presented in Table 2

$$\alpha_1 = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{6 \text{ mm}}{2.5 \text{ mm}}\right) = 0.3742\pi$$  \hbox{ (2)}

$$\alpha_2 = 0.5\pi - 0.3742\pi = 0.1257\pi$$  \hbox{ (3)}

Figure 21: The amplitude of catheter rotational motion, here indicated as $\alpha_2$, can be determined based on the distance from the side transducer to the tissue surface that can be seen on the M-mode, here indicated as ‘water’
3.2.2. Test 2: Envelope of simulated RF data compared to simulated sightline

Figure 22 shows the M-mode derived from simulated RF data and the simulated sightline (Figure 11 M-mode, simulated sightline) of case V. The thickness of the middle tissue layer of the simulated M-mode corresponds to the thickness measured in the simulated sightline. The thickening of the tissue layers occur at the same time and show that the simulated RF data and simulated sightline do not show any dissimilarity in the observed motion patterns caused by cardiac or catheter motion. However, a clear difference can be seen in the brightness between the two images, which relates to a loss in amplitude of the simulated M-mode image in comparison to the simulated sightline. Moreover, in the simulated M-mode image patterns are visible which suggest that the data still contain a carrier wave after envelope extraction. Table 3 presents the comparison of the simulated M-mode and the simulated sightline for the other tested cases.

![Figure 22: Top: M-mode image derived from simulated RF data. Bottom: Simulated sightline. Both were acquired by settings of case V from Table 1.](image)

Table 3: Results of validation test 2. Comparison of the thickness of the middle layer of the M-mode derived from simulated RF data (envelope) and the simulated sightline. Case V is displayed in Figure 23 (and case III and IV in Appendix N.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>t = 0.25</th>
<th>t = 0.5</th>
<th>t = 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Envelope</td>
<td>5.91 mm</td>
<td>6.47 mm</td>
<td>5.38 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sightline</td>
<td>5.94 mm</td>
<td>6.40 mm</td>
<td>5.36 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Envelope</td>
<td>6.31 mm</td>
<td>5.53 mm</td>
<td>5.50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sightline</td>
<td>6.33 mm</td>
<td>5.51 mm</td>
<td>5.51 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>Envelope</td>
<td>6.35 mm</td>
<td>6.48 mm</td>
<td>5.50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sightline</td>
<td>6.33 mm</td>
<td>6.47 mm</td>
<td>5.53 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3. Test 3: Simulated RF data of cardiac motion compared with velocity profile

Table 4 shows the results from test 3, where the fourth column presents the maximum velocity that occurs in the tissue at the corresponding depth according to the motion input signal and its derivative, shown in Figure 23. These values are used to calculate the velocity that occurs at the maximal observation depth of the transducer, presented in the fifth column of Table 4. This value should correspond with the maximum absolute velocity that is measured with the TSM of case III, see Figure 24 and presented in the sixth column of Table 4.

According to the input signal, the velocity is 8.27 mm/s at a depth of 15.8 mm. The TSM, estimates a velocity of 8.18 mm/s from the simulated RF data. This means that the velocity can be estimated from the simulated RF data with an accuracy of 98.9%, which meets the validation criteria.

![Cardiac compression entire tissue](image)

**Figure 23:** Left: Input signal of simulation model, that shows the thickness of entire tissue over time. Right: Derivative of input signal, which shows maximum velocity in tissue. Combining information from these graphs shows that a maximum velocity of 12.57 mm/s occurs at a depth of 24.01 mm at t=0.2506 sec.

![Cardiac motion with TSM overlay](image)

**Figure 24:** TSM profile of cardiac motion, case III from Table 4 with the data cursor placed where the velocity is maximum.

3.2.4. Test 4: Simulated RF data of catheter motion compared with velocity profile

Table 4 also shows the results from test 4. An additional seventh column presents the Y-component of the maximum estimated velocity by the TSM of case VII, Figure 25, which is measured at a depth of 11.17 mm, see Figure 16. This estimated velocity should correspond to the velocity that is determined at the same depth based on the input signal, presented in the fifth column.

Table 4: Comparison of the tissue velocities estimated with the TSM and derived from the input signal to test the reliability of the simulated RF data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Maximum velocity that occurs in tissue at corresponding depth (Figure 23)</th>
<th>Velocity in tissue at maximal depth that can be observed by transducer</th>
<th>Absolute velocity in tissue at maximal depth that can be observed by transducer (Figure 24 and 25)</th>
<th>Y-component of absolute velocity measured with catheter angle of 0.25π</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>12.57 mm/s</td>
<td>8.27 mm/s</td>
<td>8.181 mm/s</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>24.01 mm</td>
<td>15.8 mm</td>
<td>15.8 mm</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>12.57 mm/s</td>
<td>5.85 mm/s</td>
<td>8.199 mm/s</td>
<td>5.80 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>24.01 mm</td>
<td>11.17 mm</td>
<td>11.17 mm</td>
<td>11.17 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the input signal, the velocity is 5.85 mm/s at a depth of 11.17 mm. The TSM estimates a velocity of 5.80 mm/s from the simulated RF data. This means that the velocity can be estimated from the simulated RF data with an accuracy of 99.2%, which meets the validation criteria.

![Cardiac motion](image)

**Figure 25:** TSM profile of cardiac motion acquired with a constant catheter angle of 0.25π, case VII from Table 4, with the data cursor placed where the velocity is maximum.

### 3.2.5. Test 5: Compatibility of simulated RF data with Cameleo Software

In this test the simulated RF data are used as input for the Cameleo Software. Figure 26 shows how the data are presented by the simulation model and how the simulated RF data are displayed with the Cameleo software. The output in the Cameleo Software does not show any of the artefacts shown in Figure 15 and are similar in relation to the simulation output. Moreover, the TSM algorithm works in real-time. These facts support that the simulated RF data are compatible with the Cameleo Software.

![Output simulation model](image)

**Figure 26:** Top: Output simulation model for cardiac motion and catheter motion with TSM as overlay. Bottom: Simulated RF data displayed in Cameleo software with TSM overlay.

### 3.2.6. Test 6: TSM of simulated RF data compared to TSM of real US data in Cameleo Software

The results of validation test 6 are presented in Figure 27 and Figure 28, these figures show the difference between the M-mode and TSM of simulated RF data and real ultrasound data. Figure 27 is acquired with only cardiac motion and Figure 28 is acquired with only catheter motion, respectively case III and VIII from Table 1. As already demonstrated in previous tests, the simulated data and real US data show comparable motion patterns in the M-mode images.

![M-mode images](image)

**Figure 27:** M-mode images with a TSM overlay of cardiac motion generated with simulated data (top) and real US data (bottom) displayed in Cameleo Software, where T indicates the tip transducer and A indicates the side transducer.

In Figure 28 the results acquired with only catheter motion are displayed for both simulated data and real US data. For the data observed by the tip transducers can be noticed, like it is the case for cardiac motion, that when it seems that the tissue becomes thicker and the slope of the M-mode pattern increases, a positive velocity is estimated by the TSM and for a decreasing slope a negative velocity is estimated. Another similarity for both simulated data and real US data is that the velocity determined with the side transducer is the opposite direction of what is determined by the TSM of the tip transducer. Furthermore, Figure 28 shows that the velocity direction estimated for the side transducer changes at the top of the curved shaped observed tissue. This is supported with Figure 20 where has been shown that at this point the catheter motion changes in direction. (Appendix N.4 supports the comparison between the simulated data and real US data with images on more detailed level)

Although the results are comparable, differences can be noticed. For example, in the simulation model the motions of the tissue and catheter can be accurately controlled in comparison to the acquisition of real US data, with as result that the motion patterns in the simulated M-mode and TSM images are more consistent in comparison to the real US data. The TSM of the real US data has a lot of interruptions, since the motion is not as smooth applied as...
in the simulated data. Also the velocity measured in the curve-shaped TSM of the side transducer of the real US data, especially for an increasing catheter angle, seems to be less than in the simulated data, which indicates that the increasing catheter angle was applied with less velocity than the decreasing catheter angle.

Figure 28: M-mode images with a TSM overlay of catheter motion generated with simulated data (top) and real US data (bottom) displayed in Cameleo Software, where T indicates the tip transducer and A indicates the side transducer A

4. Analysis of Output Data from Simulation Model

4.1. Method of Analysis

Observation of output data from the validated simulation model had to indicate how cardiac and catheter motion relates to characteristic patterns in M-mode images and corresponding velocity profile. To obtain these insights, the focus was on the following points:

- How does acquisition with only cardiac motion or only catheter motion relates to M-mode images and TSM of the tip and side transducers?
- How does catheter motion affects data that is acquired with only cardiac motion and vice versa?
- Can be indicated if catheter or cardiac motion is dominant from the M-mode or TSM?

In this study the term ‘dominating catheter motion’ refers to the situation in which the absolute velocity of a changing catheter angle between two time samples is larger than the absolute velocity of a change in tissue thickness between two time samples. When calculating this absolute velocity of both motions, as schematically shown in Figure 29, it is essential to divide the largest value (of tissue thickness or catheter angle) by the smallest value, to be sure that every situation, including decreasing or increasing motion, can be compared with each other.

Figure 29: Overview of calculation method to determine if catheter motion or cardiac motion is dominant

To perform this analysis, output data were generated by varying the settings of the motion input signals of cardiac and catheter motion. For cardiac motion the total growth of one tissue layer was varied with 1 mm and 2 mm, for catheter motion the angle was varied with the values $0.125\pi$, $0.2\pi$ and $0.25\pi$, with as result that in data sets are acquired with both dominating cardiac motion and catheter motion. Moreover, phase shifts of $0.25\pi$ and $0.5\pi$ were used between the cardiac motion signal and catheter motion signal, to investigate how dominating motion could be determined from the output data. Table 8 in Appendix O.1 shows the complete overview of settings that were used.

4.2. Results of Analysis

Figure 30 and 31 show an overview of the findings that have been made from the acquired simulated data. (Appendix O.2) The overviews will be discussed per Figure.

Figure 30: Overview that shows how the M-mode and TSM of the tip transducer, acquired with only catheter motion, can be influenced by cardiac motion

The image displayed at the top of Figure 30 shows the M-mode image and TSM of the tip transducer when only catheter motion is applied. This M-mode image is used as a starting point to show which changes occur when also cardiac motion is simulated. If cardiac motion is added to
catheter motion, shown in the lower images of Figure 30, the M-mode and TSM can be influenced in two different ways: If the cardiac motion is in contraction phase (cardiac wall becomes thicker), then the tissue particles move away from the transducer, with a decreasing velocity as result. If the cardiac motion is in relaxation phase (cardiac wall becomes thinner), then the tissue particles move towards the transducer and the velocity will increase. Moreover, if cardiac motion is dominant over catheter motion it would dominate the M-mode patterns and corresponding TSM. This means that the TSM could estimate the opposite velocity direction as the actual applied catheter motion.

Figure 31: Overview that shows how the M-mode and TSM of the side transducer, acquired with only catheter motion, can be influenced by cardiac motion

The image displayed at the top of Figure 31 shows the M-mode image and TSM of a side transducer when only catheter motion is simulated. From the curve shaped surface area can be determined if the catheter motion is increasing or decreasing, as have been explained with Figure 21. When the catheter angle increases, a positive velocity is estimated by the TSM. When the catheter angle decreases, a negative velocity is estimated by the TSM.

This M-mode image and TSM is used as a starting point to show which changes occur when also cardiac motion is added to the catheter motion, shown in the lower images of Figure 30. The surface area of the observed tissue does not change, which means that the surface area is fully dependent on the catheter motion. On the other hand, the speckle pattern of the M-mode and the TSM will be influenced by cardiac motion. If the cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the observed tissue changes and the steepness of the speckle pattern in the M-mode increases, which results in an increasing velocity. If the cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the speckle pattern in the M-mode decreases, which results in a decreasing velocity.

Also for the simulated M-mode of the side transducer applies that if cardiac motion is dominant over catheter motion it would dominate the M-mode patterns and TSM, which can cause an opposite estimated velocity direction as the actual applied catheter motion. Since the direction of catheter motion could also be determined from the curved shape surface area, based on the available simulated data the conclusion can be made that when an increasing M-mode surface area has a blue TSM this should be caused by dominating cardiac motion. The same also applies for a decreasing M-mode area that has a red TSM.

Furthermore should be noticed that the side transducer estimates the opposite velocity direction in relation to the tip transducer. This knowledge can be used, with all of the previously mentioned, to gain knowledge about which motion is dominating.

Figure 96 in Appendix O.3 supports the observations shown in Figure 30.

4.3. Example Case

All the findings schematically shown in 30 and 31 are applied on an example, see Figure 32 to demonstrate how these observations can be combined and how they can give more insight in the motions patterns in M-mode images and corresponding TSM. First, a possible action plan will be explained, which can be used to apply the find observations in order to evaluate an M-mode and TSM.

Figure 32: Simulated output data, acquired with both cardiac motion and catheter motion, divided in six segments in order to evaluate effects of catheter motion and cardiac motion

1. Determine based on the geometry of the curved shaped surface area displayed by the side transducer what the influence of catheter motion should be on the tissue velocity estimation of the tip transducer. An increasing surface area of the side transducer M-mode means that the estimated velocity with the tip transducer decreases and vice versa.

2. Determine if it can be said for sure that cardiac motion is dominant. This is the case when the estimated TSM of the side transducer is blue while the surface area of the M-mode is increasing or when the estimated TSM of the side transducer is red while the surface area of the M-mode is decreasing. If so, it is for sure that the velocity direction of the tip transducer is properly estimated in relation to cardiac motion, but the estimated velocity is over or under estimated, depending on the direction of catheter motion, which can be determined based on the geometry of the curved shape surface area shown by the side-transducer.
3. This third step is only relevant if it cannot be said for sure that cardiac motion is dominant (step 2). If so, two considerations are left:

First, if cardiac motion is in relaxation phase & catheter motion has an increasing effect on the tip transducer velocity (determined by step 1) or if cardiac motion is in contraction phase & catheter motion has a decreasing effect on the estimated velocity by the tip transducer (determined by step 1), then it is for sure that the TSM of the tip transducer estimated the correct direction of cardiac motion, but the velocity will be over or under estimated depending on the direction of catheter motion.

Second, if cardiac motion is in contraction phase & catheter motion has an increasing effect on the tip transducer velocity (determined by step 1) or if cardiac motion is in relaxation phase & catheter motion has a decreasing effect on the estimated velocity by the tip transducer (determined by step 1), then the motions have an opposite result on the M-mode image and corresponding TSM. The velocity estimated by the TSM of the tip transducer would probably be a wrong interpretation of the cardiac velocity direction (then is catheter motion dominant) or is cancelled out by cardiac motion (then nor catheter motion, nor cardiac motion is dominant).

The example of Figure 32 is divided into several segments. The white lines are placed where the direction of catheter motion turns, which is based on the geometry of the M-mode image of the side transducers. The grey lines are placed where the velocity direction changes based on the TSM. All these segments will be evaluated based on the previously mentioned action plan.

a) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.

   Step 2) Side transducer is red, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.

   Step 3) If cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but underestimated, if cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.

b) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.

   Step 2) Side transducer is red, so it is for sure that cardiac motion is dominant. Cardiac velocity direction in tip transducer is correct, but overestimated due to catheter motion.

c) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.

   Step 2) Side transducer is blue, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.

   Step 3) If cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but overestimated, if cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.

d) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.

   Step 2) Side transducer is red, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.

   Step 3) If cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but underestimated, if cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.

e) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.

   Step 2) Side transducer is blue, so it is for sure that cardiac motion is dominant. Cardiac velocity direction in tip transducer is correct, but underestimated due to catheter motion.

f) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.

   Step 2) Side transducer is blue, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.

   Step 3) If cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but overestimated, if cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.

(Appendix O.4 and O.4 show two more example cases)

5. Discussion

The aim of this study was to develop and validate a 2D simulation model of a catheter, including simulated US transducers, that moves during M-mode acquisition and to use this simulation model as a tool to gain insight into the effects of catheter motion on M-mode images and corresponding TSM.

Development of Simulation Model

A 2D model has been developed that is able to simulate moving cardiac tissue that is observed by a catheter including integrated US transducers. All the settings of the simulation model can be set as desired, which makes it possible to simulate a large variety of situations and experiment with different catheter configurations.

The advantage of having this simulation, is that the impact of certain motions can be investigated by changing the settings of motion input signals. Since these signals can be set by the user, the user can directly observe how a change in the input parameters affects the output of the simulation model.

The output of the simulation model, which depends on the interaction between the cardiac tissue and catheter, can be visualised in a movie. In this movie the changes in tissue and catheter orientation are shown, but also the observed tissue by the transducers is displayed over time, which is comparable with a real US M-mode image. Such a movie can be used to train physicians to interpret M-modes and TSM images for an intraprocedural procedure and to get familiar with the M-mode images acquired with a moving catheter in a moving environment.

The purpose of this simulation was to use the simulation model as a tool to gain insight into the effects of motion, rather than building a fully realistic simulation that includes the impact of all different physical tissue properties. This motivation has led to a simulation model that
is a simplification of the reality, due to multiple assumptions that have been made. For example, propagation of an US wave in a homogeneous medium is normally described with the visco-elastic wave equation [11]. The high degree of complexity of the visco-elastic wave equation would not contribute to the scope of this study. Nevertheless, if in the future the scope of a study also includes the impact of physical properties, this simulation lends itself to be extended with these aspects.

Moreover, almost all the parameters in the simulation model are based on measurable dimensions of the Cameleo catheter or physical properties of real US. The distance between pulses of the simulated carrier signal as function of cardiac and catheter motion is based on the changes in tissue thickness and catheter orientation, as shown in Figure 10. This way of modelling seems to be properly since the motion patterns in the RF data exactly follow the motion patterns of the M-mode image (see Appendix N.4). However, further research should prove whether this way of modelling is correct. This can for example be investigated by comparing the velocities measured from real US data with the velocities measured from the simulated data using an accurate test set-up to perform catheter motion as generated in the simulation model. (Appendix P.1.1)

Another fact that should be reconsidered in further research is that no scattering occurs during acquisition, while it may be possible that also using scattering information may provide insight about present motions.

**Validation of Simulation model**

The validation tests show for the tested cases that the geometry of the motion patterns in the M-mode of simulated data corresponds to real US data when same input parameters are used. The tissue velocity derived from the simulated RF data has been estimated with an accuracy higher than 98% in this study, which demonstrates the reliability of the simulated RF data. Furthermore, the simulated data works properly as input for the currently used Cameleo software. In conclusion, the performed validation tests suggest that the simulated data meet the predefined requirements and suggest that the simulated data can be used as reliable replacements for real US data.

However, the results of the validation process of this simulation model does not guarantee that this simulation is completely valid. An attempt was made to find a balance between confidences in the model and the time spent on the validation process, as advised by Robinson, 1997 [10]. For example, the designed test set-up shown in Figure 12 turned out not to be ideal and unexpected problems occurred during the validation tests.

One problem that occurred with this test set-up was that the stepper motor introduced undesired disruptions in the TSM, shown in Figure 10. Using a servomotor that operates with a continuous position feedback control may solve this problem. Eventually, given the time limitations of this study, the catheter motion that was applied during the data acquisition of real US data for validation test 6, was controlled by hand. Nevertheless, a test set up that can control motions more accurately will generate data that would be more suitable for comparison with the simulated data.

On the other hand, the simulation model gives also the opportunity to add these stepper motor disturbances to the input signal of the simulation model (as done in Appendix P). In that case disturbances would be added to the motion input signals of the simulation model. However, this could lead to other difficulties, like estimating the exact disturbances of the stepper motor. (Appendix P.2.1)

A result of the shortcomings of the test set-up was that the real US data of case V and VI from Table 1 where cardiac and catheter motion were combined, were not utilizable for comparison with simulated data. These data sets were excluded since it was impossible to perform the combined motions with a constant frequency and amplitude as was intended with the current used test set-up. (Appendix N.2)

In summary, more confidence in this simulation model can be gained when the validation set-up will be further developed in such a way that cardiac and catheter motion can be accurately controlled at the same time. An additional benefit of a more accurate controlled test set-up is that it also creates the opportunity to compare the value of the velocities estimated from the simulated and real US data, instead of only comparing the directions. As a final, repetition of validation tests should be performed in order to also statistically demonstrate the reliability of the simulation model [10].

**Analysis of Output Data from Simulation Model**

From the analysis of the simulated output data turned out that the estimated cardiac velocity seems to be overestimated when the catheter angle is decreasing and seems to be underestimated when the catheter angle is increasing. When catheter motion is dominant over cardiac motion the estimated velocity by the TSM could even be estimated in the opposite direction as the actual direction of the cardiac motion. It is possible that cardiac and catheter motion are alternating in dominance, since both motions increase and decrease.

In section 4.3 has been showed how these findings can be applied on an example case. For the samples a, c, d, and f there are still uncertainties about the correctness of the estimated velocity, since this depends on whether this cardiac motion is in contraction or relaxation phase. An ECG signal can be used to determine if the cardiac motion is in relaxation or contraction phase. This extra information could be used to establish whether the TSM shows the correct velocity direction, see part a, c, d and f of example in Figure 8.2.

Currently, the velocities that are displayed by the TSM are assumed to be the velocities that occur in the cardiac tissue. The insights obtained with this study imply that catheter motion certainly influences the M-mode images and corresponding TSM. These insights can be used as a starting point to develop an inverse algorithm that can compensate for the catheter motion. With such a compensation algorithm it may be possible to display the actual cardiac tissue velocities. Such an algorithm could contribute to a better assessment of a lesion formation, since the estimated tissue velocities are used to determine if the tissue is ablated successfully. Besides, this simulation model lends itself as a development and validation tool for such an algorithm, since the motion input signals and output are both known.
A possible solution to compensate for catheter motion is to use the catheter angle that can be calculated as shown in Figure 21. Based on this information it should be possible to calculate the velocities that are caused by catheter motion. When subtracting the value of these velocities from the estimated velocity by the TSM the actual velocities of the cardiac tissue are determined. Further research must show the feasibility of this theory. Nevertheless, this solution will only compensate for the estimated velocities by the TSM. It will be challenging to compensate for the influences of catheter motion on the acquired M-mode images, which is supported by the vision of Gibson, 2011 (12).

Furthermore, the question is whether these findings are also valuable for more complicated motions, as is the case for clinical data. First of all, the motion inputs that are used during this study are simplified motion signals, but since the findings are based on geometric relations, it is expected that the findings should also maintain for more complicated motions.

Another challenge that is already being provided when applying these findings in clinical practise is that in some clinical cases the tip of the catheter is pushed into the tissue, with as a result that you will constantly have side transducer M-mode images. As a result, it is not possible to calculate the catheter angle and no distinction can be made if the catheter angle is increasing or decreasing, which is information that is required to determine, according to the findings adressed in this study, if cardiac motion is dominant. A solution for this may be to add extra side transducers in the catheter that are placed with a larger distance in relation to the catheter tip (Appendix P.3.1). A drawback of a larger distance is that the estimation of the catheter angle may be less accurate, since cardiac tissue is not a straight surface as simulated in this model. In fact, for the most accurate catheter angle estimation this distance should be as small as possible, but to retain the ability to measure the catheter angle from the M-mode of the side-transducer a larger distance is needed. This simulation model can be used to experiment with varying the configuration of the transducers, to investigate which possible solutions are reliable. In conclusion, more research is needed to investigate if the findings of this study remain intact for more complicated motion patterns in clinical practise.

Compared to other studies
As far as known, this is the first study that simulates a moving catheter with integrated US transducers, which observes moving cardiac tissue, and that analyses the effects of catheter motion on M-mode images and corresponding velocity profile. Information that can be found in the literature that is related to this topic is for example the study of Klemm et al., 2007, (13) where the effect of catheter motion, as a result of cardiac and respiratory motion, effects three-dimensional mapping systems during ablation. The results show that the catheter motion has a significant effect on the displacement during three-dimensional mapping of the heart.

Another related study to this topic is from Caspari et al., 2001. (14) They also designed a catheter with integrated ultrasound. They did not mention anything about the effect of catheter motion on their acquired B-mode US images. They only mentioned that rhythmical motion of the catheter may cause uncontrolled movements of the intraventricular septum. According Caspari et al this phenomenon must be considered as a limitation of catheter motion.

Lastly, the study of Chiang et al. (15) is related to the interaction between cardiac tissue and an ablation catheter, where they focussed especially on the fact whether the catheter slips during ablation. In this study it is not US that is used, but the catheter motion in relation to the cardiac wall is determined by looking at the deformation of the catheter. Therefore, the catheter is marked with several markers. The deformation of the catheter and the interaction with the cardiac wall is determined based on the transformations of these markers.

The focus of these related studies shows that the presented insights in this article have in all probability not been investigated before and supports the added value of this research. Besides the added value for the development of the Cameleo catheter, the gained knowledge could be used or inspire other scientists to apply or investigate effects of catheter motion in their application.

6. Recommendations
As with the development of new technologies or analysis methods, development uncovers many new challenges. Some of these challenges have already been addressed, however, some potential future expansion possibilities of this simulation model should be mentioned as well.

First, it would be interesting to add the possibility to simulate tissue ablation. As a result, the tissue where the catheter tip is placed will change over time. This can be used to gain even more insights about the effect of catheter motion on the assessment of lesion forming during ablation. (Appendix Q.1) Moreover, this added feature can be used to train physicians to adapt the ablation parameters in real-time while safely performing successful transmural lesions during this intraprocedural method. (9)

Second, the currently used Cameleo catheter consists of four single element transducers, which results in four M-modes. The catheter, as modelled in the simulation model, consists only of 3 transducers and moves in a 2D space. It will be interesting to extend the simulation model to a 3D version that will better mimic the reality and can be used to investigate how the insights from this study maintain in a 3D space. A disadvantage for a 3D model could be the calculation time, since the amount of data will be tripled. (Appendix M.3 and Q.1)

Furthermore, the cardiac motion is only modelled in one dimension, the thickness of the tissue changes only in Y direction. It would be recommended to model the cardiac motion in more dimensions, which gives a more realistic representation that may support the findings of this study or may lead to new insights about less simplified motions.

Finally, to make the simulation more user friendly, a user interface could be designed. Additionally, it is recommended to make it possible that the user could adapt the input signals in real time and would immediately see the effect of these changes in the M-mode. (Appendix Q.2)
7. Conclusion

A 2D simulation model of a catheter, including simulated US transducers, that moves during M-mode acquisition has been developed and validated. The validation tests insinuate that the simulation model meets the predetermined requirements and suggest that the simulated data can be used as reliable replacements of real US data.

With the simulation model a large variety of cardiac motion and catheter motion interaction can be simulated with predefined settings. The output of the simulation model increases understanding of the correlation between cardiac and catheter motion in M-mode images.

The insights that were gained in this study imply that dominating catheter motion over cardiac motion can lead to wrong interpretation of the velocity direction of cardiac motion. Additionally, from the side transducer M-modes it can be estimated if cardiac motion is dominating over catheter motion or vice versa. The information gained from the side transducers can be used to obtain information about motions patterns in the tip transducer. These insights about the effects of catheter motion on M-mode images provide new directions for further research.

Furthermore, the simulated data are compatible with the currently used Cameleo software for real ultrasound. This enables using the simulated data as input when new versions of the Cameleo Software are tested. Moreover, the interactive simulation model can be used for education of physicians who need to get familiar with M-mode images of a moving catheter in a moving environment.
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### C. Nomenclature

#### C.1. Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-mode</td>
<td>Amplitude-mode visualizes an envelope signal by presenting the amplitude of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>this signal in a shade of grey, where white represents maximum reflection and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>black represents no reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption</td>
<td>The intensity of the acoustic wave will decrease caused by conversion of acoustic energy to other forms of energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic impedance</td>
<td>Indicates how much sound pressure is generated based on the vibration of a particular tissue and frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>Cardiac arrhythmia disease: the atria of a patient contract irregularly or too fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation</td>
<td>Loss of intensity of US signal caused by absorption or scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation coefficient</td>
<td>Indicates how strongly the intensity of the US signal decreases as a function of the material where it passes through and of the frequency of the US wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameleo</td>
<td>Name of ablation catheter with integrated US transducers and the acquisition software that is developed and manufactured by Philips Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier wave</td>
<td>A high frequency signal that is used to transmit information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Envelope signal</td>
<td>A smooth curved line that outlines the extreme amplitudes of a RF signal, but which excludes the high frequency carrier wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-mode</td>
<td>The A-mode of each time sample is displayed next to each other, which makes it possible to monitor tissue changes or movements in relation to the transducer of the scanned tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie-generator</td>
<td>Simulation output that simulates an M-mode image for all the integrated transducers in the catheter for a set time period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary Veins</td>
<td>Large blood vessels that connect the atria with the lungs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiofrequency Ablation</td>
<td>Transformation of living tissue to dead tissue with a heated catheter, which is generated with a high alternating current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection coefficient</td>
<td>Determines the amplitude of a reflected wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refraction</td>
<td>Change in the direction of a wave caused by a change in the observed medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF data</td>
<td>Multiple RF signals of multiple time samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF signal</td>
<td>The RF signal is the unprocessed electrical signal generated with the piezoelectric element in an US transducer that is brought in movement by a reflected ultrasound wave. This RF signal contains all the information of the propagation of the acoustic waves and the interaction with the observed tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF-generator</td>
<td>Simulation output that simulates RF data for all the integrated transducers in the catheter for a set time period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering</td>
<td>A reflection wave that not propagates back in the direction as where it came from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sightline</td>
<td>The shades of grey that are observed by the transducer and which are directly displayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speckle</td>
<td>The result of interference of different reflections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmural lesion</td>
<td>A lesion that is formed through the entire cardiac wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSM</td>
<td>Algorithm that is used to calculate a velocity profile of the observed tissue, based on the phase shifts between the RF data of two time samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity profile</td>
<td>Displays the velocities that occur in the observed tissue, where blue represents tissue particles that move away from the transducer, and red represents tissue particles that move towards the transducer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C.2. Abbreviations

A-line  Amplitude line
A-mode  Amplitude mode
AF      Atrial Fibrillation
AV      Atrioventricular
B-mode  Brightness mode
HF      Heart Failure
M-mode  Motion mode
PRR     Pulse Repetition Rate
PVs     Pulmonary Veins
SA      Sinoatrial
TGC     Time gain control
US      Ultrasound

C.3. Symbols

\( \alpha_1 \) Angle that catheter makes in relation to tissue surface
\( \alpha_2 \) Catheter angle
\( \theta_x \) Rotation around X-axis
\( \theta_y \) Rotation around Y-axis
\( \theta_z \) Rotation around Z-axis
\( \theta \) Rotation around X-axis in 3D rotation matrix
\( \kappa \) Compressibility of tissue
\( \phi \) Rotation around Y-axis in 3D rotation matrix
\( \rho \) Density of tissue
\( \varphi \) Rotation around Z-axis in 3D rotation matrix
\( c \) Speed of sound
\( \cos \) Cosine
\( dx \) Translation along X-axis
\( dy \) Translation along Y-axis
\( dz \) Translation along Z-axis
\( f \) Frequency
\( f_{\text{carrier}} \) Frequency of carrier wave
\( f_D \) Doppler frequency
\( f_R \) Frequency received pulse
\( f_T \) Frequency transmitted pulse
\( i \) Iteration
\( PRR \) Pulse repetition rate
\( R \) Reflection coefficient
\( \sin \) Sine
\( t \) Time
\( \tan^{-1} \) Inverse tangent
\( v \) Tissue velocity
\( v_{\text{max}} \) Maximum tissue velocity that can be measured with TSM
\( x \) Spatial coordinate along the X-axis
\( y \) Spatial coordinate along the Y-axis
$z$     Spatial coordinate along the Z-axis
$x'$    Spatial coordinate along the X-axis after a replacement of coordinate $x$
$y'$    Spatial coordinate along the Y-axis after a replacement of coordinate $y$
$z'$    Spatial coordinate along the Z-axis after a replacement of coordinate $z$
$Z$     Acoustic impedance
$Z_1$   Acoustic impedance of material 1
$Z_2$   Acoustic impedance of material 2
D. Clinical Context

D.1. Heart Anatomy & Cardiac Cycle

The human heart is a hollow muscle that is responsible for pumping 4-6 litters of blood per minute all through the body. The heart exists of two atria and two ventricles. The atrium and ventricle that are located at the right side of the heart are separated by the tricuspid valve, which controls the blood flow between the contracting right atrium and the right ventricle. The mitral valve separates the atrium and ventricle located at the left side of the heart.

Figure 33 represents the pathway of the blood flow. Oxygen-poor blood, coming from the entire body, enters the right atrium via the inferior and superior vena cava. Via the tricuspid valve the blood enters the right ventricle. The pulmonary valve regulates the blood flow from the contracting right ventricle into the pulmonary arteries that moves the blood to the lungs where the blood will pick up oxygen. Pulmonary veins (PVs) will transfer the oxygen-rich blood to the left atrium and controlled by the mitral valve it will move to the left ventricle. The oxygen-rich blood will be delivered to the total body after passing the aorta valve.

![Figure 33: Pathway of blood flow](image1)

Figure 33: Pathway of blood flow [16]

The sequence of these events that regulate the blood flow is called the cardiac cycle, see Figure 34. The cardiac cycle refers to the beginning of a heartbeat till the end of a heartbeat and can be described into two phases. In the diastole phase the heart relaxes and the heart will be filled with blood. In the systole phase the heart contracts and pumps the blood to the rest of the body. These phases can be subdivided into...
several stages. During the diastole, the ‘Rapid inflow stage’ refers to the moment when the pulmonary valve and aorta valve closes and the tricuspid valve and mitral valve open. At that moment the heart is relaxed and blood flows into the right atrium and can flow already to the ventricles. During ‘Diastasis’ the velocity of the blood flow slows down, which is following by the ‘Atrial Systole’. During this stage the atrium gets an electrical trigger from the conduction system, to complete the filling of the ventricles. During the systole, the ‘Isovolumic contraction stage’ refers to the moment when the ventricles start to contract as a response to a trigger from the conduction system. At this moment all valves are closed. In the ‘Ejection’ stage the pulmonary and aorta valves are open and the ventricles eject all their blood volume. In the ‘Isovolumic relaxation’ the ventricles start to relax and all valves are closed again.

The heart rate is the amount of cardiac cycles that are completed per minute. The heart rate in rest varies between 50 and 100 beats per minutes depending on the condition and activity of a person. Mainly when the heart rate increases, the duration of the systole phase does not change, it is the length of the diastole phase which shortens. [16,17]

D.2. Heart Conduction System

The heart conduction system takes care for a regular heartbeat and is responsible to generate and propagate an electrical trigger with contraction of the atria and ventricle as results. The main components of the conduction system are the Sino atrial-node (SA-node), Atrioventricular-node (AV-node), bundle of His, bundles of branches and the Purkinje fibers. The SA-node is located at the top of right atrium and serves as a natural pacemaker. The cells situated in the SA-node manifest spontaneous electrical signals and are therefore responsible for a normal heart rhythm. The main components of the conduction systems are responsible for the transmission of the electrical signals throughout the rest of the heart muscle.

When an electrical signal arises in the SA-node, this signal is first propagated to the atria. The electrical signal causes depolarization of these cells; a process is activated that allow calcium to enter these cells, with a muscle contraction as result. The atrial depolarization is transmitted to the AV-node, after a delay the signal is transmitted to the bundle of His, then to the Purkinje fibers with a contraction of the ventricles as result. [16]

D.3. Cardiac dysrhythmia: Atrial Fibrillation

An irregular heartbeat is called an arrhythmia. A heartbeat is called tachycardia if it is too fast and is called bradycardia if it is too slow. Normally, a heart contracts between 50 and 100 beats per minutes and the atria will contract before the ventricles. When a patient suffers from a cardiac dysrhythmia those factors can be disturbed. Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a supraventricular tachyarrhythmia and is characterized by an irregular rhythm of atrial contraction. A result is that mechanical functions deteriorate over time. AF may occur in combination with other arrhythmias. [3] Patients with AF can be classified into different stages.

- A patient gets the diagnosis paroxysmal AF if less than 2 episodes occur within 7 days.
- A patient gets the diagnosis persistent AF if an episode persists for 7 days or even longer.
- A patient gets the diagnoses longstanding persistent if AF is continue or if the duration of paroxysmal AF is longer than one year.
- A patient will have permanent AF if the restoration of sinus rhythm is not possible or would not be performed by any treatment. [3,9]

D.4. Origin Atrial Fibrillation

In patients who suffer from AF, the electrical signals that cause the heartbeat do not only arise in the SA-node, but also arise in other parts of the atria. Usually these abnormal and undesired action potentials are generated in the PVs. Less common trigger sites for AF are the vein and ligament of Marshall and the posterior left atrium wall. [9] Those undesired action potentials disturb the signals that are generated by the SA-node. The fast and irregular discharges cause an irregular contraction rhythm of the atria, which could lead to 350 atria contractions per minute.

After affecting the atria contraction rhythm, these signals are passed through the rest of the heart muscle. With a delay the signals pass the AV-node. The transmission velocity of the AV-node determines the frequency of ventricle contraction, so the ventricular response to AF is dependent on the electrophysiological...
properties of the AV-node. In all probability, the AV-node is not able to pass the electrical signals with the same frequency, but will still cause ventricle contraction with an abnormal rapid and irregular rhythm. The result is that the ventricles and atria contract with a different frequency. Thereby the contraction frequency could still be too high to fully fill the ventricles with blood. In that case less blood is pumped into the body caused by AF. [3,9]

D.5. Diagnosis Atrial Fibrillation

As discussed in section D.2, the transmission of electrical signals that originating from the SA-node are responsible for a normal heartbeat. A normal heartbeat can be visualised by an electrical cardiogram (ECG), see Figure 34. Arrhythmias in a heartbeat can also be noticed on an ECG. When a patient suffers from AF the characteristic P waves in an ECG are replaced by rapid oscillations or fibrillatory waves that vary in amplitude, shape and timing, see Figure 35. Also the characteristic ventricle contraction waves occur irregular when the AV-node still functions properly. To diagnose AF in people who having a pacemaker, it is required to temporary inhibit the pacemaker to expose AF activity.

As already mentioned, a patient could have a permanent type of AF or an intermittent type of AF. When it is suspected that a patient has the intermittent type of AF, then a patient can get an ECG for 24 hours. Another option is to wear an event-recorder for 1 or 4 weeks. In that case the patient should press the recording button when irregular heartbeat are sensed.

Furthermore, blood tests are performed to detect abnormalities in blood values and medical imaging techniques like US or X-ray can be used to observe abnormalities in the anatomy of the heart, which may indicate AF. [3,9,16]

D.6. Prevalence Atrial Fibrillation

AF is the most common cardiac arrhythmia disease worldwide with an adverse prognosis. [2] Besides, AF is accounting for one third of hospitalizations for cardiac rhythm disturbances. Atrial fibrillation is a disease affecting about 40 million people worldwide. The prevalence is depending of age. In patients aged 60 through 69 the estimated prevalence ranging from 1.2% to 2.8%, in patients older than 80 years it ranging from 7.3% to 13.7%. [3,4]. The coming fifty years the prevalence will increase significantly considering the
aging population. The estimated growing factor in the coming fifty years lies between 2-fold and 5-fold. \cite{4,18}

Even after adjustment for age the prevalence and incidence have substantially increased over time. \cite{2}. In the last 20 years the hospital admissions has been increased with 66\% due to a combination of factors including the growth in prevalence and more frequent diagnosis since the upcoming use of ambulatory monitoring devices. AF has become an extremely costly health problem due to hospitalizations (52\%), drugs (23\%), consultations (9\%), investigations (8\%), loss of work (6\%) and paramedical procedures (2\%). This costly health problem will become even more costly as a result of the increasing prevalence. \cite{3}

D.7. CAUSE ATRIAL FIBRILLATION

The most common causes of AF are atrial fibrosis and loss of atrial muscle mass. \cite{3} This remark is in line with the fact that the prevalence of AF in elderly is significant higher. Also lifestyle has a large influence on the cause of AF.

Given the high prevalence of high blood pressure worldwide, high blood pressure has become the most common risk factor for developing AF. Some studies even show that slightly elevated blood pressure already increases the risk of AF. Blood pressure could be linked to an unhealthy and stressed lifestyle.

Obesity is also an important risk factor in the development of AF. People who are obese have a body mass index more than $30 \text{kg/m}^2$. Obesity could even be the cause of the increasing incidence of AF since also the incidence people who suffer from obesity are increasing. Some studies have found an increased risk factor of 45\% of incident AF among obese people compared to people with a normal body mass index. The incidence of AF has also a strong relationship to sleep apnoea patients. However, also this relation can be linked to obesity, since obesity lead to apnoea.

Furthermore, evidence has been found about men who drink excessive amounts of alcohol, which can be defined as 35 alcohol consumptions per week on a regular basis, have an increased risk in the development of AF. Women, who drink more than 14 alcoholic consumptions per week on a regular basis, have 60\% increased risk of development of AF compared with non-drinking women. \cite{2,3}

All these noncardiovascular lifestyle factors have a cardiovascular cause as result, which are actually the direct cause of AF. For example, obesity could lead to a heart failure, alcoholism could lead to coronary artery disease and high blood pressure to hypertension. \cite{19}

D.8. COMPLICATIONS AND PROGNOSIS ATRIAL FIBRILLATION PATIENTS

Patients who suffer from AF have a less coordinated heartbeat as a healthy person. A result is that the blood is not effectively pumped to the rest of the body. If the heart is not able to pump effectively, the body will start to compensate for that. This can lead to a heart failure (HF). HF results in accumulation of fluid in the longs that will cause difficulties in the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide from the blood. This is a life-threatening complication.

Another complication that could occur is a stroke. Because of AF blood cloths can be formed in the atria where the blood may stagnate. If these blood cloths enter the bloodstream it is possible that they block certain blood pathways. In less severe cases this could lead to cold feet or hands because of a lack of blood. In more severe cases, when important blood pathways to the brains are blocked, this could lead to a stroke with disability or even death as a consequence. Besides the risks of stroke, HF and death, AF could lead to cognitive dysfunction and a reduced quality of life. \cite{2}

Patients suffering from Atrial fibrillation have a 5-fold increased risk of stroke, increased risk of HF, and all-cause mortality rate is almost double in comparison to people with a normal sine heart rhythm. Moreover, women have an increased risk on these effects in comparison to men. \cite{2,3}
E. Radiofrequency Ablation

E.1. Radiofrequency catheter ablation

In the past decade radiofrequency (RF) catheter ablation has evolved in a short period of time from an unproven procedure to the golden ablation standard in many major hospitals all over the world. [9]

The goal of RF catheter ablation is to eliminate the abnormal and undesired electrical signals that initiate the abnormal heartbeat in AF. The PVs are the areas where in most patients the undesired electrical signals originate. Nowadays the most common procedure is to ablate circumferential transmural lesions that create total electrical isolation of the PVs, see Figure 36. The conventional approach to reach the goal of ablation is by applying RF energy on the target with a transvenous electrode catheter.

RF catheter ablation is a minimal invasive procedure. A catheter is placed via the groin or the neck into the body. Via the aorta or coronary artery is the catheter placed into the heart. The tip of the catheter is targeted toward the tissue where the undesired electrical signals originate, see Figure 37. A surgeon can activate RF energy in the tip of the catheter, commonly by using a pedal. Applying a high alternating electrical current in the tip of the catheter generates RF energy. When this high frequency energy conducts to high resistant myocardial tissue, the tissue resistivity results in dissipation of RF-energy as heat. When myocardial tissue is exposed for several seconds to a temperature of 50°C, irreversible coagulation necrosis will exist, also called lesions. These formed lesions are kind of scars in the tissue and are unable to conduct electrical signals. Good tissue contact and high power delivery improves the efficiency of this procedure. [9]

During ablation the surgeon will apply a force on the catheter tip with as goal that the catheter tip has continuous contact with the tissue that needs to be ablated.

E.2. Assessment Lesion forming

The assessment of a lesion formation is currently based on the temperature of the catheter tip, a decreasing amplitude of a local electrogram, duration of ablation, contact force between tip and tissue, electrical impedance, intracardiac echocardiography and delivered power. Only when all the lesions are formed can be demonstrate if all the lesions indeed block electrical signals as was intended. Moreover, this way of assessment is not suitable to assess if the lesion is transmural. Accurate lesion size prediction is limited since the required impedance, temperature and power for a transmural lesion could differ per patient or even per location in a patient. [6]

E.3. Success rate

More experience, greater knowledge about RF catheter ablation and technical developments have contributed in an increase of the success rate of this treatment.

A success rate of 60% after the first treatment is reported for paroxysmal AF patients a success rate of 30% for persistent AF patients. In 20% till 40% of the cases where AF reoccurred, a re-ablation procedure was performed. For these multiple procedures a success rate of 70% is reported for paroxysmal AF and a success rate of 50% for persistent AF patients. [9]

Figure 36: Circumferential lesions that are created around the left and right PVs, which totally isolate the PVs. [9]
A study from Cappatto et al. [20,21] shows a more common percentage about the success rate of RF catheter ablation. In their study they show a success rate of 80% after 1.3 procedures per AF patient. 10% of these patients still need drugs to control the AF. Comparing these numbers with a comparable study they did before shows improvement of catheter ablation over time. In that study they concluded an overall success rate of 75.5% and a percentage of 23.9% of patients who still needed to use drugs to control their AF. [20,21]

E.4. Alternative for radiofrequency ablation

Radiofrequency is the most common and effective treatment for AF. Nevertheless, symptoms or complications of AF can also be controlled in a different way. [3]

Drugs

The types of drugs can be categorized in three categories: medication to control the heart rate, medication to control the heart rhythm and medication to control blood clotting. Still, there is no consensus about which drug is the best to treat AF.

Drugs that control the heart rate slows the heart rate by blocking electrical signals around the atria and counter the transmission of these signals to the ventricles. Beta-blockers are drugs that slow down the heart rate and relax the blood vessels. Calcium channel blockers reduce the heart workload and also relax the blood vessels. Cardiac Glycosides improve the cardiac output, but these drugs can also be toxic, which is one of the disadvantages of these drugs. Even more disadvantages are that it could lead to fatigue, dizziness, shortness of breath or even could introduce other arrhythmia.

Drugs that control the heart rhythm are also called chemical cardio version, this is because the drugs have the aim to restore the normal sinus rhythm of the heart. The drugs can be risky since they associated with serious side effects. Besides, in some cases the patient needs to be monitored when starting with this drugs therapy. [3,19]

Blood thinners are used to decrease the risk of a stroke in patients with AF. These drugs are called anticoagulants and reduce the possibility to form blood clots. A disadvantage is that long-term use of anticoagulants may decreases quality of life since it involves multiple drugs interactions and frequent blood testing. Besides, the risk of bleeding increases since a wound would not heal easily.

Especially in patients where the stroke risk is low and where only the sinus rhythm needs to be maintained, drugs are the first choice of treatment. An exception can be made in young patients, when an ablation treatment may be preferred over years of drugs therapy. [3]

Electrical Cardioversion

During an electrical cardioversion a patient gets a shock with a defibrillator with as goal to convert the irregular an abnormal heartbeat back into the regular sinus rhythm. This treatment is performed under anaesthesia. The electrical shock is synchronized with the R wave of the ECG to be sure that the shock does not take place during a sensitive phase of the cardiac cycle. Electrical cardioversion helps the heart to get back in a normal rhythm, but the long-term success rate is low. [3]
F. Philips Cameleo Catheter

F.1. Cameleo Catheter

Philips has designed the Cameleo Catheter, see Figure 38, in order to improve the assessment of a lesion formation. The Cameleo catheter consists of an ablation electrode, an irrigation system to cool down the temperature of the catheter and a 30 MHz single element piezoelectric US transducer. This forward-looking US transducer is fully integrated in the tip of the catheter and transmits US pulses with a frequency of 2 KHz. Between these transmitted pulses a reflected signal is received, which means that A-lines are also generated with a frequency of 2 kHz. The acquired M-mode (A-line observed over time) makes it possible to monitor the lesion formation in vivo in real-time. See Figure 39.

Meanwhile, the newest prototype is equipped with four 30 MHz single element piezoelectric US transducers. In addition to the transducer located in the tip, three transducers are located at the side of the catheter tip, with a perpendicular orientation in relation to the catheter. The side transducers are orientated with an angle variance of 120°, see Figure 40. In this study the MUVIC 444-H catheter prototype has been used.

Figure 38: Cameleo ablation catheter with integrated ultrasound transducers

Figure 39: Real time M-mode image of lesion formation, represented with the red line.

Figure 40: The MUVIC 444-H Cameleo ablation catheter integrated with four ultrasound transducers
F.2. Output Cameleo catheter

The US output of the Cameleo Catheter could be visualised as an M-mode image, as a TSM image, or as a Strain Rate image, which will all be explained in more detail. These different visualisations methods give information about different characteristics and properties of the observed tissue, see Figure [41]. Furthermore, to obtain information about different properties at the same time it is possible to show the TSM or the Strain Rate as an overlay of the M-mode image.

Figure 41: Example of M-mode image (top), TSM/velocity profile (middle), Strain Rate image (bottom)

**M-mode image**

An M-mode image is a brightness mode (B-mode) of one scan line (A-mode) displayed over time, see the upper image in Figure [41]. The brightness of the image is in relation to the reflection coefficient of the material. So an M-mode image is obtained by displaying an A-mode continuously over time. Changes in tissue composition or changes in catheter orientation can be seen on the M-mode image.

**TSM**

The ‘Temporal-Spectral-Mean algorithm, developed by Philips research, can be used to calculate the velocities in the tissue and to produce a velocity profile. A TSM shows if the tissue moves towards or away from the transducers, represented with the colours red and blue, see the middle image in Figure [41]. The intensity of the colour represents how fast the tissue moves. The velocities are calculated based on the phase shifts that can be measured from the RF data.

The maximum velocity that can be measured can be calculated based on Equation (5). If velocities above this threshold occur in the tissue, then aliasing will occur.

\[
 v_{\text{max}} = \frac{\text{PRR} \cdot c}{4 \cdot f_{\text{carrier}}} \\
 v_{\text{max}} = \frac{2 \text{kHz} \cdot 1540 \text{ m/s}}{4 \cdot 30 \text{ MHz}} = 25.6 \text{ mm/s} 
\]

The TSM algorithm is implemented in the Cameleo software. This algorithm works in real time on the acquired US data. During this study a less complicated version of this TSM algorithm has been used in Matlab. With this Matlab version it is not possible to calculate the velocities in real time, but this Matlab script can be used to calculate the velocities of an entire simulation time period. To control the intensity of
the colours in these TSM images, the colormap scale needs to be set according to the maximum measurable velocity, as calculated with Equation 5, which is evaluated in more detail in the manual described in Appendix M.2.6.

**Strain rate**

A strain rate image shows the boundary of two tissues where the strain of the tissue differs. For example, when a tissue exist of two tissue layers that deform with different velocities, as result of a difference in stiffness, than the boundary between these tissue layers will be visualised on the Strain Rate image, see the lower image in Figure 41. The Strain Rate algorithm is implemented in the Cameleo software.

### F.3. Ultrasound physics in Cameleo catheter

Ultrasound is sound with a higher frequency than can be heard by human beings. This means that any sound above 20MHz can be considered as ultrasound. When choosing an operating frequency of an US signal that will be send into a tissue, a trade-off need to be made between the desired resolution of the US image and the penetration depth into the tissue. The higher the frequency of the US wave, the less an US wave can penetrate into the object, so tissue that is located deep in the body cannot be observed. On the other hand, a higher frequency relates to higher image resolution, since higher frequency US waves have smaller wavelengths, which lead to more detailed information. High frequency US is used with the Cameleo catheter, namely 30MHz, because a high resolution of US images is desired to get detailed geographically information and to accurately assess a lesion. The limitation of penetration depth is not a problem, since the transducer is placed exactly on the object of interest.

The transducer in the Cameleo Catheter is both the receiver and the transmitter of the US wave. The main component of a transducer is the piezoelectric element, which is able to convert an electrical signal into an US wave and vice-versa. When the piezoelectric element functions as transmitter, a high alternating current is applied on this element by a pulse generator. A characteristic response of the piezoelectric element is that it will deform with a certain frequency, which generates an US wave. When the piezoelectric element functions as a receiver another useful property of this piezoelectric material is used. When piezoelectric crystals are compressed as a result of a receiving US wave, a voltage is generated, which results in an electrical signal. This signal is processed by the US imaging system, converted with a sampling frequency of 100MHz to a 16-bit digital signal.

![Figure 42: Received RF-signal. Envelope detection of this signal gives an A-line, which is one time sample of an M-mode image](image)

Immediately after transmitting an US pulse into the observed tissue, the transducer will be switched to the receiving mode. The speed at which US pulses are transmitted is called the Pulse Repetition Rate (PRR), and is 2kHz in this case. As an US signal is transmitted into the observed tissue, this US pulse is...
partially reflected when it meets a boundary of tissues with different acoustic properties. This is called an echo. This echo contains information about the location and the acoustic properties of the reflection point. In an US image the location of a pixel corresponds to the depth of the observed tissue. The brightness of the grayscaled pixel corresponds to the amount of reflection and therefore to the difference in acoustic properties. Since a lot of these reflection boundaries are present in a tissue, the transducer receives a lot of those echoes. In practise, all these echoes will be received as one RF-signal, see Figure 42. This RF signal is not suitable for interpretation, therefore the envelope of this signal is extracted. The envelope of a RF-signal is called an Amplitude line (A-line). This A-line can be displayed in a grayscaled Amplitude mode (A-mode) image, of which the brightness of the grey scale represents the amplitude. All these different amplitudes create a so-called speckle pattern in an US image.

As can be seen in Figure 42, the RF-line consists of 2048 samples. Since the sample frequency is known, 100MHz, it could be calculated what the travel time was of the 2048th sample. With a speed of sound of 1540 m/s can be calculated what the maximum observation depth is. Hereby have to be taken into account that US pulse has to travel the distance back and forth, which means that the echo travel time can be divided by two.

\[
\frac{1540 \text{m/s} \cdot 2048 \cdot 100 \text{MHz}}{2} = 15.8 \text{mm}
\]  

The maximum observation depth is thus 15.8 mm. This example shows that the amplitudes are plotted as a function of depth and show that the A-line relates to the brightness and physical location of every observed point. Repeating the process of displaying an A-mode is called a Motion Mode (M-mode) as already have been showed in Figure 39. When displaying continuously A-modes over time, differences that occur in tissue can be observed. In this study a sample frequency of 2kHz is used to acquire the M-mode.
G. Problem

The integrated high-frequency single ultrasound transducer and ablation catheter makes it possible to assess tissue-depth and lesion formation real-time. Therefore, the catheter is placed via the aorta or coronary artery into the heart. See Figure 43. During ablation the surgeon will apply a force on the catheter tip with as goal that the catheter tip has continuous contact with the tissue that needs to be ablated. Although this force is applied on the catheter tip, the catheter is still able to wiggle as a result of cardiac motion. This undesired, but also unknown motion, has effect on the M-mode images and corresponding velocity profiles because not the same tissue will be observed over time, see Figure 43. Since not the same tissue is observed over time, the interpretation of the acquired M-mode images is difficult, see Figure 44.

In conclusion, the problem statement reads: ‘Interpretation of acquired M-mode images and corresponding velocity profiles is difficult since it is unknown how motion patterns in the M-mode images and corresponding velocity profiles relates to cardiac and catheter motion.

Figure 43: Problem sketch of M-mode acquisition with a moving integrated ultrasound ablation catheter

Figure 44: Example of pre-clinical data, which show that the interpretation of the M-mode images is difficult
H. Research Goal

The M-mode images can be used to assess lesion formation real time. It is a fact that the M-mode images are affected when the catheter moves during acquisition, but the detailed consequences of catheter motion on M-mode images and corresponding velocity profile are unknown. To make sure that correct observations are taken from the M-mode images during its application, more knowledge is required about which motions patterns are caused by cardiac motion and which patterns by catheter motions. Therefore, it is valuable to gain more insight about how catheter and cardiac motion relates to characteristic patterns in the M-mode images and corresponding velocity profiles. These motion patterns in the M-mode image are also in direct relation to the other visualization methods, shown in Figure [41]. Information from these images can also be used to gain more insight about the effect of catheter motion.

From the above, the main goal of this study can be formulated as: ‘Gain insight in the relation between catheter motion and characteristic patterns in M-mode images and corresponding velocity profiles’.

To reach this goal the focus of this study is twofold. Firstly, develop and validate a novel 2D simulation model of a catheter, including simulated US transducers, that moves during M-mode acquisition of contracting cardiac tissue. This simulation must be a representative model of real US data that is generated with a moving catheter. Therefore, predefined requirements of the model are essential. Secondly, this simulation model can be used to generate a large variety of different output data with different settings for cardiac and catheter motion. Analysis of these datasets should gain insights about how cardiac and catheter motion relates to characteristic M-mode patterns and changes in corresponding velocity profiles.
I. General Design Approach

From the beginning of this study the general approach, shown in Figure 45, was used to achieve the research goal. The thinking behind this approach is to start with a simplified 2D model with only catheter motion. This simplified model helps to keep observations organised instead of making it too complicated in the beginning. If a model is too complicated from the beginning, there is a risk to lose the overview both in the development process as in observing the output data. So, once a version is working properly, the simulation could be extended.

The ideal model is a model that mimics the acquisition of real US data the most representative. That means that a lesion will be formed over time using a catheter with four ultrasound transducers in a 3D space. As already mentioned, the overview will be lost if the development of a simulation model was immediately started with these challenging requirements. Therefore, a distinction have been made in four extensions of the model; 2D simulation model with only catheter motion, a 2D simulation model with catheter and cardiac motion, a 3D simulation model with catheter and cardiac motion and finally a 3D simulation model with catheter motion, cardiac motion and lesion forming over time. All these extensions can be subdivided in the ability of producing the simulated sightline over time or producing RF-data (Figure 11), respectively Movie generator and RF-data generator.

In the time schedule of this study it was not possible to develop all of these extensions. Nevertheless this general approach was created and reported to always keep in mind the extension possibilities of the simulation model during the design process.

![Figure 45: General approach to achieve research goal](image)

The first step in the general approach is defining the motion input signals of the simulation model. It should be considered in which dimensions the cardiac and catheter motions are modelled and assumptions should be made about which motions could be excluded from the simulation model.

Next, if the input of the model is determined the simulation model need to be designed (or extended) based on these input parameters, which creates a single M-mode per transducer as result.

Analysis of these M-modes can generate more insights about how cardiac motion and catheter motion relates to characteristic M-mode patterns. Optionally, there could be even determined if it would be possible to write an inverse algorithm based on these M-modes. In that case the M-modes would be the input of this algorithm and the input signals would be the output, which immediately validate the inverse algorithm since these motion signals are self-determined. If desired in the future, such an inverse algorithm could be used for any motion compensation.

Furthermore, the simulation model needs to be validated based on set validation criteria and requirements. When these validation criteria are not satisfied, then the simulation model needs to be optimized. When the validation criteria are satisfied, then the simulation model can be further extended.
J. Requirements

In this Appendix all the requirements are explained in more detail.

1. Motion of the modelled cardiac tissue, which represents a beating heart, should at least contain motion in the axial direction, which is defined as perpendicular direction in relation to the tissue surface, in other words, the Y direction of the 2D space, see Figure 4 and 5.

To simplify the model the choice has been made to only model the cardiac motion in the orientation direction of the tip transducer when the catheter is placed perpendicular to the tissue surface, in other words, Y direction of the 2D space. The main deformation of a cardiac wall is that the wall becomes thicker and thinner. The observations that are done with the tip transducer will be most influenced by motions that occur along the axis of the observation direction. Also the velocities measurements are measured along this axis. Furthermore, to programming the cardiac motion in multiple directions would be a hard job, therefore it is useful to first investigate what the effect of motion in one direction is on the M-mode images. In the future, an option is to extend the simulation model by modelling the cardiac motion in multiple dimensions.

The cardiac motion can be distinguished in the time period that the tissue becomes thicker and the time period when the tissue becomes thinner. In Figure 46 it can be seen that the wall becomes thicker when the heart contracts and that the heart wall becomes thinner when the heart is in relaxation phase. It is important, since these terms are used in this article that these terms are not confused with each other.

![Figure 46: When the heart contracts, the cardiac wall becomes thicker. When the heart relaxes, the cardiac wall becomes thinner](image)

2. At least three catheter motions should be modelled, representing translation in axial and lateral direction, X and Y direction of the 2D space respectively, see Figure 4, and rotation along the Z-axis, see Figure 5.

In 2D space the catheter can move from left to right, which indicates X-motion, the catheter can move up and down, which indicates Y motion. Furthermore, the catheter can wiggle, which is a rotational motion around the Z-axis with the catheter tip as pivot point.

3. Every transducer integrated in the catheter tip should provide a single M-mode image.

Per transducer an A-line should be generated for every time sample. These A-lines should be displayed over time, which resembles an M-mode per transducer.

4. If identical catheter and cardiac motion is used to generate data, then the simulation model output should generate the same patterns compared to real M-mode images, which can be quantified by comparing the frequency, amplitude and slope that can be derived from the geometry of the M-mode patterns.
This requirement needs to be fulfilled to be sure that the simulated data is a representative alternative for real US data.

5. **The simulation model should display directly the observed moving tissue as result of a changing catheter orientation that can be compared with a real M-mode image or should generate a received RF signal that contains information about the reflections and motions in the observed tissue, see Figure 4.** The simulation model will be used for several purposes. When the simulation model shows the observed tissue directly, then the model can be used to get new physicians more familiar with an integrated US ablation catheter that displays several M-modes of moving tissue. Also more knowledge can be gained about motion patterns in the M-mode as a result of catheter and cardiac motion. When the simulation model generated RF data from the observed tissue as output, then the data can be used to use for other calculations, like a velocity profile of the observed tissue. It would also be possible to use the RF data as input for the Cameleo system, which is also used to display real US data.

6. **The velocities that occur in the tissue as result of cardiac or catheter motion should be able to be measured from the simulated RF data with an accuracy of 98% using the TSM algorithm.** In practice, if a tissue particle moves over time, the echo of this particle will also shift on the A-line (Figure 42) because the echo of this particle changes as a function of depth. In Figure 47 are two echoes shown of one single tissue particle at \( t = i \) and \( t = i + 1 \). As can be seen, the frequency stays equal, but the echo has translated in relation to the time, which in turn is in relation to the depth of the tissue. This translation can be measured by looking to the phaseshift of a certain point of these echoes. This phenomenon should also occur in the simulated data when motion takes place.

![Figure 47: Echo from a tissue particle that has been moved between iterations at \( t = i \) and \( t = i + 1 \)](image)

As already mentioned, the 'Temporal-Spectral-Mean algorithm, developed by Philips research, can be used to calculate the velocities in the tissue and to produce a velocity profile. These velocities are calculated based on the phase shifts in the RF-data and can be estimated with an accuracy of 2%. The velocities can also be calculated based on the predefined input signals. If the RF data is correctly generated, than these velocities correspond.

7. **If identical catheter and cardiac motion are used to generate data, the TSM of the simulated RF data should be similar to the TSM of real RF data, which can be quantified by comparing if identical velocity directions are determined.** The TSM algorithm is able to obtain a velocity profile of RF data. The velocity direction is indicated with the colours red and blue. Red means that the tissue moves towards the transducer, and blue means that the tissue moves away from the transducer. The TSM of the simulated data and US data should determine the same velocity directions when applying identical motion during acquisition.

8. **The simulated RF data should be generated in 16-bit integers, which is required to be able to use the simulated data as input for the visualisation Cameleo software (Philips, Version 904, Eindhoven The Netherlands) that is used to process and display the real US data acquired with the Cameleo catheter, shown in Figure 7.** This is a requirement that is defined by the operator of the Cameleo software.
9. *The values of all parameters in the simulation model should be adjustable.*

To be able to gain insights about different motion patterns all the motion should be able to set as desired. It would also be interesting to test new transducer compositions with the simulation model, so also these parameters should be adjustable. Furthermore, variations in time settings and sample frequencies makes it possible to use the simulation model for different purposes and to improve the calculation time by decreasing these factors if possible.
K. Specifications

In this Appendix the specifications for the 2D simulation model are explained in more detail.

10. The tip of the catheter should contain one single element transducer

11. Two single element transducers should be placed at the side of the catheter tip, orientated with a fixed angle of 90° in relation to the orientation of the tip transducer
   As already have been shown in figure 4 and 40, the MUVIC 444-H catheter consists of 4 transducers. One single element transducer is placed in the tip of the catheter and three single element transducers are placed on the side of the catheter. These side transducers have an angle of 90° in relation to the tip transducer and have an orientation difference of 120° in relation to each other. This simulation model is a 2D model. For that reason, the specifications are deviated from the MUVIC 444-H catheter, but are definitely related to these dimensions. In the future, if a 3D model will be developed, these specifications can be adapted as above-mentioned.

12. Distance between the side transducers and tip transducer should be 2.5 mm
   According to the MUVIC 444-H catheter, these dimensions are set.

13. The carrier wave of the received RF signal should be modelled with a frequency of 30 MHz and a sample frequency of 100 MHz
   In the current used real US system pulses are generated with a 30MHz signal and a received signal is sampled with a frequency of 100MHz.

14. The observation depth of the transducers should be 15.8 mm, which relates to a RF signal consisting of 2048 samples
   As already mentioned in section F the acquired real US data exist of 2048 pixels per A-line, which is in relation to 15.8 mm.

15. The frequency for both catheter and cardiac motion should be comparable to an average heart rate of 60 beats per second, which relates to a frequency of 1 Hz of the motion signals
   When a frequency of 1Hz is used, the cardiac tissue contracts once in a second, which relates to 60 beats per second.

16. The tissue should consist of at least a two layer structure with different reflection coefficients
   At least a two layer structure is useful to follow motion patterns in the M-mode image. When only one tissue layer is used, then only changes in the tissue can be based on a speckle pattern, which is less easily to observe.

17. To be able to measure velocities in the tissue with an accuracy of 98% based on phase shifts in the RF signals with the TSM algorithm, a sample frequency of 2 KHz of the generated RF data is required
   In 1 sec 2000 A-modes are created, which relates to a sample frequency of 2KHz of the M-mode image.
L. Assumptions

In this Appendix all the assumptions that are taken for the development of the 2D simulation model are elaborated in more detail.

- **The density and compressibility of the tissue are not determined, but assumed to be equal in the entire tissue**
- **The speed of sound is assumed to be equal in the entire tissue, since the speed of sound is a function of density and compressibility**

An US wave propagates through matter via compression and expansion of a material. The density, $\rho$, and compressibility, $\kappa$, of a material determine the propagation speed at which the acoustic wave travels through the material \[1\].

$$c = \sqrt{\frac{1}{\kappa \rho}} \quad (7)$$

The density and compressibility of the tissue will not influence any behaviour of the catheter motion, but especially the speed of sound. Consequently, these characteristics will not contribute to the research goal of this study, since the focus of this study is to investigate how catheter motion relates to M-mode images. Besides, the complexity of the simulation model will be increased when these properties are taken into account. For that reason, the assumption has been made that the density and compressibility would not influence the US wave propagation. In this simulation model changes in the received US signal are only dependent of catheter motion and the translation of tissue particles, in other words, cardiac motion.

- **The acoustic impedance is assumed to be equal in the entire tissue, since the acoustic impedance is a function of density and speed of sound**

Equation 8 shows that all the parameters that are assumed to be equal over the entire tissue determine the acoustic impedance. Consequently, the acoustic impedance is also be assumed to be equal and unknown in the entire tissue.

$$Z = \rho c \quad (8)$$

- **In practise, the reflection coefficient is determined by the differences in acoustic impedance between tissue structures. In a real US image, these differences in reflection coefficients are displayed with different shades of grey. Since for this simulation model is assumed that the acoustic impedance is equal in the entire tissue, the reflection coefficients are determined, independent of any physical properties, by a value in the range of 16-bit for every tissue layer. The value 0 relates to no reflection and the value $2^{16}$ relates to maximal reflection, visualised as respectively black and white in the M-mode image**

- **Differences in reflection coefficients within one tissue layer, a speckle pattern, are introduced in the simulation for detailed visual purposes, but are also not in relation with any physical properties of the tissue**

In practise, the reflection coefficient is determined by the differences in acoustic impedance between tissue particles as shown in equation 9\[9\] Where $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ are two tissue layers with a different acoustic impedance and where $R$ is the reflection coefficient.

$$R = \left(\frac{Z_2 Z_1}{Z_2 + Z_1}\right)^2 \quad (9)$$

A result of the previous assumptions is that the acoustic impedance is equal and unknown in the entire tissue, which means that there would be now reflection coefficient in the entire tissue. Therefore, to each pixel (or group of pixels) a value is assigned, which represents the reflection coefficient in that point. Logically, these reflection coefficients have not any relationship with physical properties of the tissue. Moreover, the simulation would look more realistic and motion patterns are better visible when little deviations in the reflection coefficients are visualised, indicated as a so-called speckle pattern.
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The received RF signal does only contain information about the tissue on which the transducer is oriented. Normally if an US wave hits an object the wave will be partially transmitted, partially scattered and partially reflected. The angle of the transmitted signal can change when it hits an object, this phenomenon is called refraction. When such refracted signal reflects, theoretically it could be that information is received with the transducer from tissue that is not lying in the sightline of the transducer. In this simulation model is assumed that all the received signals only originates from a tissue particle that is lying in the sightline of the transducer. In the future, an option is to add also refractions or scattering of signals.

Furthermore, this assumption can be grounded with the maximum time that is needed to travel to the deepest observable tissue particle (15.8 mm deep, pixel 2048). Because, when the 2048 samples are taken with a sample frequency of 100MHz, then the US wave travels $\frac{2048}{100 \cdot 10^6} = 20.48 \mu s$. When taken into account that the wave travels back and forth then the time will be $40.96 \mu s$. The pulse repetition rate is 2kHz, which means that 2000 samples are taken in 1 sec and consequently a wave has $50 \mu s$ to be transmitted and received.

There is no reduction of the amplitude and intensity of the received RF signal as a function of depth. In real US data the echoes from deeper located tissue lose intensity. The amplitude of a signal decreases as the wave propagates through material. The term attenuation indicates this loss of signal intensity. Attenuation is caused by absorption and scattering. When a signal is partially absorbed, the signal intensity is converted to thermal energy. When the signal scatters secondary waves are generated as the wave propagates. In this simulation model the reflection coefficients that are defined per tissue particle will determine the amplitude of the RF signal without any loose of intensity. So, in this model the intensity of the signal does not change as a function of depth.

In practise, Time Gain Compensation (TGC) is applied on the received RF signal to compensate for tissue attenuation. This actually means that the inverse operation of attenuation is applied, because the TGC increases the intensity of the received signal as function of the depth. Since attenuation does not take place in this simulation model, also TGC is not required.

No frequency shift of the carrier wave occurs as a result of interaction with a moving tissue particle. In the simulation model a carrier wave of 30MHz is used and the velocities in the tissue are in the order of 10mm/s, see Figure 23. The Doppler frequency shift formula can be used to calculate the frequency shift as result of a moving observed object, see Equation 10 with $f_D$ the Doppler frequency, $f_R$ and $f_T$ the frequency of the received and the transmitted pulse, $|\vec{v}|$ the velocity vector, $\theta$ the angle between the velocity vector and the sound beam and $c$ the velocity of sound.

When using equation 10 it can be calculated that the measurable frequency shift would be 389 Hz in case of the velocities and carrier frequency that are used in this study, see equation 11. A frequency shift of 389 Hz over 30MHz is not an accurate measurable shift. For that reason the assumption has made that no frequency shift occurs when a wave meets a moving object.

$$f_D = f_R - f_T = -\frac{2|\vec{v}| \cos(\theta)}{c} f_T$$

$$389.61 = -\frac{2 \cdot 0.01 \cos(0)}{1540} \cdot 30 \cdot 10^6$$

No translation motion of the catheter occurs during ablation. A surgeon applies a force on the catheter tip during ablation. This force will keep the catheter tip located at the same place.
M. Development Process of Simulation Model

The development process of the simulation model that has been completed will be discussed in this appendix section. Considerations that have been made are evaluated and some of the programming solutions that did not work properly are discussed in order to also document the knowledge about unsuccessful solutions, which perhaps could contribute during further research.

The development process was started with a really simple model where only catheter motion was modelled. As mentioned in section I, the simulation model was extended step by step. In this section the development process is explained by describing different phases where phase 1 indicates a 2D simulation model with only catheter motion, phase 2 the 2D simulation with catheter and cardiac motion as has been evaluated in this article and phase 3 is the start that have been made with the 3D model.

M.1. Phase 1: 2D simulation model with only catheter motion

The simulation as shown in Figure 48 and 49 was the first prototype. At the top of these images the tissue is displayed, where also the motions of the catheter are shown. In the middle, the motion signals of the catheter can be seen. The three lower images display the observed tissue by the catheter. In this simulation model it is possible to add a desired amount of blocks to the tissue composition to obtain extra irregularities in the tissue.

This simulation model has been used to gain the first insights about the effect of catheter motion on the motion patterns that can be seen in the M-mode images.

Figure 48: First prototype of simulation model with only catheter motion (in this example only translation)
M.2. Phase 2: 2D Simulation Model with Cardiac & Catheter Motion

The model as shown in Figure 48 and 49 has been extended to the model described in this article. The simulation model obtained in phase 1 has obtained a lot of useful information in order to determine the requirements and specifications for the 2D simulation model with cardiac & catheter motion.

The Movie generator and RF data generator shown in Figure 6 and 7 are edited in order to show only the most important axis information. In Figure 50 and 51 an unedited screenshot is shown with the actual displayed axis when running the simulation model.

Figure 50: Unedited screenshot of the output of the Movie generator
With this simulation model it is possible to use a large variety of signals as motion input signal. Figure 52 shows an example where an ECG signal is used as motion input signal for cardiac and catheter motion with as effect that the contraction of the tissue and the motion of the catheter moves with a representative contracting rhythm of a heart.

The main difference between the output of the Movie generator and the RF generator is shown in Figure 53. In this Figure two A-modes are displayed; one presents a time sample acquired with the Movie generator and one presents a time sample acquired with the RF generator. The A-mode of the Movie generator shows...
only the grey values that are directly copied from the observed tissue, while the A-mode of the RF data generator shows different amplitudes, but modulated with a carrier wave.

Figure 53: Left: A-mode obtained with Movie generator. Right: A-mode obtained RF data generator
M.2.1. **Design process of transducer orientation**

The manner in which the transducer orientation is modelled has been improved during the design process. The most major changes in how this is modelled will be discussed.

1. **First Concept**
   
   For each iteration the position of the transducers was recalculated for every transducer based on the translations, see Figure 54. Then, the orientation of each transducer was calculated separately based on the rotational motion. This means that a lot of calculations needed to be done, which is an expensive job, but which also increases the chance of a modelling error. Furthermore, if the model would be extended with more transducers, then even more calculations are required. For that reason, this way of modelling the orientation of the transducers was improved to another concept.

   ![Figure 54: First concept of modelling transducer orientation](image)

   **Figure 54:** First concept of modelling transducer orientation

2. **Second Concept**

   All the transducers move as one object since the transducers are all fixated in one catheter. This means that the orientation of each transducer changes with the same ratio. Therefore, one rotation matrix was used to determine the changes of the transducer orientation per time sample. The only problem with this method was that the contraction of the tissue and the translation of the transducers did not take place at the same time, with as result the saw tooth effect shown in Figure 55.

   ![Figure 55: Second concept of modelling transducer orientation. A saw tooth shaped pattern in the M-mode image was caused by catheter translation and tissue contraction that did not take place at the same time](image)

   **Figure 55:** Second concept of modelling transducer orientation. A saw tooth shaped pattern in the M-mode image was caused by catheter translation and tissue contraction that did not take place at the same time
3. Final design

The problem that occurred in the previous concept is in this final concept solved by making the rotation matrix dependent of the exact height of the contracted tissue. In Figure 56, it can be seen that observed tissue does not contain the undesired saw tooth effect anymore.

![Figure 56: Final design of modelling transducer orientation, that results in a smooth M-mode image](image)

### M.2.2. Design process of speckle pattern

The manner in which the speckle pattern is modelled has been improved during the design process. The most major changes in how this is modelled will be discussed.

1. First Concept

In this first concept a random value was added to each pixel of the generated tissue, which created a speckle pattern. A disadvantage was that when a large resolution for the tissue was used, the deviations in reflection coefficients were nearly visible. Furthermore, this concept proved that it was not suitable when the simulation model was extended with cardiac motion. To simulate cardiac motion, it was required that the speckle pattern could contract and extend without changing in reflection coefficient, which was not possible with this concept.

![Figure 57: First concept of modelling speckle pattern: Adding randomized values to the generated tissue.](image)
2. Second Concept

In this second concept the speckle pattern was modelled as a combination of multi sinuses. The benefit of using these multi sinuses is that generated signal can be resized, while the values remained intact, which represents cardiac motion. This property was valuable, since that could represent contracting tissue. The problem was that the generated RF data with these multi sinuses caused artefacts in the TSM, because the speckle pattern was too artificial.

```matlab
if Noisy
    Noise1=randn(resoy,resox);
    Noise2=randn(resoy,resox);
    Noise3=randn(resoy,resox);
    Noise4=randn(resoy,resox);
    time = linspace(0,10,resoy);
    for i=1:resox
        freq0.5*(rand(1));*0.6); %
        ampl0.2*(rand(1));*0.5; %
        Noise1(i,:)=ampl*sin(2*pi*freq*time+phaseshift);
    end
    for i=1:resox
        freq0.5*(rand(1));*0.6); %
        ampl0.2*(rand(1));*0.5; %
        Noise2(i,:)=ampl*sin(2*pi*freq*time+phaseshift);
    end
    for i=1:resox
        freq0.5*(rand(1));*0.6); %
        ampl0.2*(rand(1));*0.5; %
        Noise3(i,:)=ampl*sin(2*pi*freq*time+phaseshift);
    end
    for i=1:resox
        freq0.5*(rand(1));*0.6); %
        ampl0.2*(rand(1));*0.5; %
        Noise4(i,:)=ampl*sin(2*pi*freq*time+phaseshift);
    end
    Noise=Noise1+Noise2+Noise3+Noise4;
else
    Noise = 0;
end
```

Figure 58: Second concept of modelling speckle pattern: Adding randomized values determined with multi sinuses

3. Final design

A speckle pattern was created of which the size of a speckle can be set as desired. At $t = 1$ a speckle pattern is created for the tissue that has the minimal tissue height. For each time sample this speckle pattern is extended with the function inresize that copies the value of the nearest neighbour, with as result that the determined reflection coefficients are use to extend the cardiac tissue. This change in expansion of the tissue represents contracting cardiac motion.

```matlab
if Speckle=1
    Specklesize=80;
    Noisecolumn=round(remoy/Specklesize,remox/Specklesize);
    Noisekron=Noisecolumn,ones(Specklesize,Specklesize));
    % Multiplies the Noisecolumn in x and y direction
    [row,~] = find(tissue.data((:,1) == 0));
    tissue.data((row(1):row(1)+1,1)) = tissue.data((row(1)+1):row(1)+1,1) - abs(Noisekron);
end
```

Figure 59: Final design of modelling speckle pattern: Adding a predefined randomized speckle pattern to the generated tissue
M.2.3. Design process of Carrier wave

The theory of how the RF signal depends on the cardiac and catheter motion is shown in Figure 60. In this Figure it can be seen that a phase shift can be measured between the RF data of different time samples as result of cardiac or catheter motion. In this example the tissue particles move away from the transducer as a result of an expanding cardiac wall or an increasing catheter angle. This theory is supported by the measurements that have been made of real US, see Figure 85 and 87 used for validation test 6.

1. First Concept

The carrier signal was modelled with a sine function, which was multiplied once with the modelled tissue at \( t = 1 \). For each time sample the tissue was deformed and the catheter orientation was changed, the observed tissue that was multiplied with the carrier wave was used as RF data. These RF data did not give the expected result when using the TSM algorithm, since no phaseshift could be detected between the RF signals of the different time samples.

```matlab
if Carrier
    Acarrier = 4; forcarrier = round(resoy/4); phasenshift = 0; % Amplitude, Frequency and Phase Shift for
    Carrier Signal
    time = linspace(0,1,resoy); % Time Line of carriergnial signal with the same amount of numbers
    as resolution in y direction
carrierSignal = Acarrier*sin(2*pi*forcarrier*time + phasenshift);
tissue.data = tissue.data .* (carrierSignal’ * ones([1, size(tissue.data,2)]))
end
```

Figure 60: Change of RF signal as result of cardiac or catheter motion

Figure 61: First concept of modelling carrier wave signal: Multiply generated tissue with carriersignal before running simulation model
2. Second Concept

Instead of multiplying the tissue with a carrier wave only at \( t = 1 \), the deformed tissue was multiplied with a carrier wave for each time sample. Because the tissue deformed over time, a measurable phase shift occurred. The problem with this approach was that the phase shift was equal for the entire thickness of the tissue, because for every time sample the same carrier wave was used. In the TSM of Figure 62 it can be seen that velocities are estimated equally in the entire tissue, while the velocities of the tissue particles that are located deeper in the tissue should be estimated higher. Consequently, the phase shift should be nearly zero nearby the transducer and should increase as function of depth when the entire tissue moves with the same velocity.

![Figure 62: Second concept of modelling carrier wave signal: Multiply each time sample with carriersignal](image)

3. Third Concept

At \( t = 1 \) a carrier wave was modelled that for each time sample was resampled, in other words, stretched as function of cardiac or catheter motion. This approach only worked properly when a carrier wave was modelled with a frequency of 20 MHz. Figure 63 shows the undesired effect of resampling a 30 MHz signal with a sample frequency of 100 MHz; two subsequent data points can get the same value after resampling. As result the phasishift between the RF signals of two time samples can not be measured anymore.

![Figure 63: Third concept of modelling carrier wave signal: Multiply each time sample with a carrier signal that is stretched or compressed as function of cardiac or catheter motion](image)
4. Fourth Concept

The idea was to use Gaussian pulses instead of a continuous sine function. For each time sample the carrier wave was upsampled with a factor 100, the carrier signal was then deformed as function of cardiac and catheter motion, and then downsampled again. Unfortunately, this method caused artefacts as result of the 'empty' spaces between these pulses. In Figure 64 it can be seen that for tissue that is located deeper in the tissue the velocities are estimated higher, which is correct, but probably as result of the used pulses the result is not optimal. Furthermore, the frequency of the RF signals of different time samples did change, which should not be the case.

```matlab
% Gaussian pulse
toc = gauspul('cutoff', 3);
tcarrier = -toc : le-1 : toc;
pulse = gsempuls(tcarrier, 3);
pulselength = 0.001 * ones(1, 2) pulse 0.001 * ones(1, 2));
repeat = cell(resoy / (length(pulseLength)));
carrier = repeat(pulseLength, 1, repeat);
carrier = carrier(1:resoy);

for i = 1:N;
    if Carrier
        carrier = resample(carrier, 100, 1, 0);
        carrier = resample(carrier, 100, 1, 0);
        carrier = resample(carrier, 100, 1, 0);
        carrier = %mode1p = mode1p(carrier, 1:lengthmode);
    else
        %mode1p = resample(%mode1p, 1:lengthmode);
        %mode1p = %mode1p(1:lengthmode);
    end
    ...
end
```

Figure 64: Fourth concept of modelling carrier wave signal: Multiply each time sample with a pulsed carrier signal that is adapted as function of catheter or cardiac motion

5. Fifth Concept

For each time sample a sine function was created of which the phase of this signal changes as function of cardiac and catheter motion and the observation depth. In Figure 65 it can be seen that a desired phase shift occurs between the RF signals of two time samples. Unfortunately, this concept did not work out properly for extreme motions. If the phaseshift became too large, a frequency shift was caused instead of a phase shift. The TSM will be able to estimate velocities from these data, but Figure 65 shows that these velocities are way to high to measure, and as a result aliasing occurs.

```matlab
for i = 1:N;
    if Carrier
        time = lengthmode;
        time = time/fs_carrier;
        if factor_carrier <= 1
            carriersignal = Acarrier * sin(2*pi*factor_carrier * time);
        else
            factor = factor_carrier - 1;
            phase = 0:((factor*wavelengths*2*pi)/(lengthmode-1));
            carriersignal = Acarrier * sin(2*pi*factor_carrier * time - phase);
        end
        %mode1p = %mode1p.*carriersignal;
    end
    ...
end
```

Figure 65: Fifth concept of modelling carrier wave signal: Multiply each time sample with a carrier wave of which the phase differs as function of observation depth and catheter and cardiac motion
6. Final design

For each time sample a carrier wave was modelled that consists of multiple Gaussian pulses with a fixed frequency. This means that the frequency would not change, since this signal is not stretched. Only the distance between these pulses is determined as a function of cardiac and catheter motion and is recalculated for each time sample. By using a really small distance between the Gaussian pulses it seems that the carrier wave is a continuous wave, while this is a result of interfering Gaussian pulses. If there is no cardiac or catheter motion the distance between these Gaussian pulses is \(10e^{-6}\), which means that approximately 205 pulses are generated for 2048 pixels. Consequently, every pulse covers 10 pixels. In practise, the created pulses covers more than 10 pixels, with as result that the pulses interfere with each other. This solves the problem of ‘empty spaces between pulses’ as discussed in the fourth concept. Moreover, no frequency of the signal occurs and the phaseshift changes in relation to the observation depth.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 66:** Final design of modelling carrier wave signal: Multiply each time sample with a carrier signal that consists of multiple Gaussian pulses of which the distance between these pulses differ as function of cardiac or catheter motion.
M.2.4. Detailed Workflow

A more detailed workflow of the simulation model in comparison to Figure 8 is shown in Figure 67. This workflow shows all the steps that are performed when running the simulation model.

Figure 67: Detailed workflow of the Movie generator and RF data generator
User Manual Movie generator

Introduction
The aim of the Movie generator is to produce a movie that shows the effect of a change in cardiac tissue or catheter orientation on M-mode images. The catheter is equipped with multiple single element transducers that all result in a single data matrix. In this manual the script of the Movie generator simulation will be explained in detail. A short explanation is given about every section of the script. The green coloured comments in the script itself give even more specific information per command.

Output Movie generator
The movie generator generates a movie of the tissue changes, catheter orientation and the corresponding sightlines of the different transducers over time. The motion input signals of the cardiac motion and catheter motion are displayed in the upper right corner. The moving tissue and changes in catheter orientation can be seen in the upper left corner. The red line in this image represents the sightline of the tip transducer. The simulated sightline is plotted in the three plots at the bottom of Figure 1. As can be noticed the first plot displays a red dot at the top of the plot, which symbolises the sightline of the tip transducer. The blue and purple lines represent the sightlines of the side transducers. The corresponding plots are indicated with a same coloured dot.

Input Movie generator
All the parameters can be adjusted as desired. The parameters that are most interesting for adjustment are the following:
- The cardiac tissue consists of an adjustable amount of layers, which differ from each other by a difference in reflection coefficient.
- The cardiac contracting motion can be set with any signal. The signals that are implemented in current script are (multi) sinusoids and an ECG signal.
- The composition and orientation of the transducers in the catheter can be adapted. In this current script the composition and orientation of the catheter is set as the dimensions of the MUVIC 444-H catheter, developed and manufactured by Philips research.
- The catheter motion is determined by three signals: translation in X-direction, translation in Y direction and rotation around the Z-axis. These signals can be set with any signal. The signals that are implemented in current script are (multi) sinusoids and an ECG signal.

Figure 1 Output Movie generator
Implementation in Matlab

Generate Workspace and Physical Size (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
First, an empty workspace is generated. This operation can be seen as pre-allocate of data. The resolution of the physical size is adjustable, in this case the resolution is based on the MUVIC 444-H catheter that has a ratio of 2048 data points per 15.8 mm. For the movie generator the resolution is divided by a factor ten with as result that the simulation becomes way faster. Furthermore, in this section some features of the simulation can be activated by means of the command ‘true’ or ‘false’. For example, if it is desired to save the movie as an avi-file, then the command Movie should be activated.

```matlab
%% Generate workspace and physical size
resox = 600; % number of points in which [0,widthx ] is discretized
resoy = 600; % number of points in which [0,heighty] is discretized
widthx = round(resox * 15.8 / 204.8); % real width of the observed tissue part
heighty = round(resoy * 15.8 / 204.8); % real height of the observed tissue part
x = linspace(0, widthx, resox); % Create the width of space
y = linspace(0, heighty, resoy); % Create the height of space
[xg,yg] = meshgrid(x,y); % Derive handy arrays for computing
dPlot = true; % indicates whether plotting is done or not
Simulate = true; % indicates whether every iteration is plotted or if data is plotted after all iterations
Movie = true; % indicates whether a movie of the simulation is saved
ECGtissue= false; % indicates whether a ecg signal is used as contraction signal
ECGtransd= false; % indicates whether a movie of the simulation is saved
Speckle = true; % indicates whether speckle will be added to the tissue layers
%
% At this point the tissue of physical size widthx x heighty is represented by (resox-1) by (resoy-1) cells.
```

Set Time and Sample Frequency (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
In this section the simulation time and sample frequency parameters are defined, which determine automatically the amount of iterations that each simulation run should complete. Real ultrasound data generated with the MUVIC 444-H catheter is normally acquired with a sample frequency of 2000Hz. Such a high frequency is required if subsequent calculations are performed with the generated data. The data output from the Movie generator is not meant to use for further calculations, for that reason it is possible to divide also the sample frequency by a factor ten, which decreases the calculation time.

```matlab
%% Set time and sample frequency
T = 2; % Observation time in seconds
fs = 200; % Sampling frequency
N = T*fs; % Same as T/dt, represents total amount of time samples
t = linspace (0,T,N); % Time axis
```

Generate Signal for Tissue Compression (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
In this section the input motion signal for ‘cardiac’ tissue compression is defined. The tissue consists of several tissue layers, determined in the next section. This signal determines the height of one tissue layer. A simple sinusoid can be extended by using the parameters tissue.fmulti and tissue.amulti, which results in a multisine. Another option is to make use of the ECGtissue, which generates an ECG signal as tissue motion signal. In that case the function complete_cardiac is called. This function has been downloaded from the internet and a manual can be found in the Philips_Bente_de_Lat/3. Matlab Scripts/4. Remaining/1. ECG/ECGmanual.

```matlab
%% Generate signal for tissue compression
tissue.f=1; % Define frequency of compression
tissue.a=0.5; % Define the difference in height of the layers
tissue.equil=6; % Define equillibrium height of the tissue layers
tissue.cos=(tissue.f*2*pi*t)+tissue.a*tissue.equil; % Define final signal for compression
tissue.fmulti=0; % Frequency for introducing irregularities in signal
tissue.amulti=0; % Determine how much the multisingle should dominate
tissue.height=tissue.height+(sin(tissue.fmulti*2*pi*t)+tissue.amulti); % Add multisin to compression signal
tissue.height=tissue.height; % Add multisin to compression signal
figure;plot(t,tissue.height);
if ECGtissue
    multiply=10; % Determine a multiplication factor
delaytis=0.7;
    [ecg]=complete_cardiac(t+delaytis,multiply); % Call function complete
tissue.height=ecg; % Put ECG signal in theta
tissue.height=tissue.height/30+tissue.equil; % An alternating motion is achieved by substraction
figure(1);plot(t,tissue.height); hold on % Plot the created ECG signal
end
```
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Define Tissue Layers and Tissue Height (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
In this section the composition of the cardiac tissue is defined. During an US acquisition, the reflection coefficient is determined by the differences in acoustic impedance between tissue structures. In a real US image, these differences in reflection coefficients are displayed with different shades of grey. For this simulation model is assumed that the acoustic impedance is equal in the entire tissue, the reflection coefficients are determined, independent of any physical properties. The value 0 relates to no reflection and the largest value relates to maximal reflection, visualised as respectively black and white in the M-mode image.

The number of tissue layers is determined by using a vector, with the vector length defining the number of layers. The value of every layer represents the reflection coefficient. In this case the choice have been made to take reflection coefficients in the range of 16-bit, since the data need to be converted to 16-bit data, to make it compatible with the Cameleo software, but the values can be set with any value.

```matlab
%% Define amount of tissue layers and total tissue height
tissue.layers = [18000 30000 18000 30000]; % Layers will get these values
minheightlayer = min(tissue.height); % Determine minimal height of one tissue layer
maxheightlayer = max(tissue.height); % Determine minimal total height of tissue
tissue.x = x; % Save the width (indexes) of space as width of tissue
tissue.y = y; % Save the height (indexes) of space as height of tissue
```

Generate Tissue (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
In this section the cardiac tissue was generated in the pre-allocated empty workspace on the basis of the previously defined minimal tissue height of one layer.

```matlab
%% Generate a tissue
% Calculate the layers for one column (so 1D) and then copy this layer to every column (to save memory)
yg1D = yg(:,1); % Determine size preallocation
dat1D = zeros(size(yg1D)); % Preallocate data
for i = 1:length(tissue.layers)
    yLo = (i-1)*minheightlayer ; % Define the lower border for the layer (so the height of the previous layer)
    yHi = i *minheightlayer ; % Define the upper border for the layer (so the height of the current layer)
    dat1D( yg1D >= yLo & yg1D < yHi ) = tissue.layers(i); % Give predefined value to tissue layer
end
tissue.dat = dat1D * ones([1,resox]); % Save the layers for every column in tissue.dat
```

Generate Speckle Pattern in Tissue (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
A characteristic appearance of US is that structures in a tissue do not seem to be totally equal, but a so-called speckle pattern can be recognized. A speckle pattern occurs because of little deviations in the reflection coefficients within a tissue. This appearance was added to the simulation model by subtracting randomized smaller values from the main tissue layer value. This results in different reflection coefficients in the entire tissue with as effect a more realistic M-mode image. These speckle patterns have just been added for visual purposes, but are not in relation with any physical properties of the tissue.

This option can be activated or de-activated. The size of the speckles can be adjusted according to the desired effect of the speckle.

```matlab
%% Generate a speckle pattern in tissue
if Speckle
    % Specklesize=5;
    Noisecolumn=rand(resoy/Specklesize,resox/Specklesize)*10000; % Define a random speckle pattern
    Noise=kron(Noisecolumn,ones(Specklesize,Specklesize)); % Multiplies the Noisecolumn in x and y direction

    % Only add speckle pattern to the tissue, not to the 'air'.
    % So, first determine till which row this is the case.
    % Then add the speckle pattern to the tissue.dat.
    [row,~] = find(tissue.dat(:,1) == 0);
    tissue.dat((row(1)-1):min(tissue.height)+1,:) = tissue.dat((row(1)-1):min(tissue.height)+1,:) - abs(Noise(1:row(1)-1,:)) ;
end
```
Generate Signal for Catheter Motion (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
In this section the catheter motion signals are determined in three directions: translation in X-direction, translation in Y-direction and rotation around the Z-axis. First, the frequency and amplitude of these signals are determined. These signals could be generated with a simple sine function or a more complicated multi-sine function by using the transd.multi and transd.amulti parameters. Another option is to use an ECG-signal.

```matlab
%% Generate signal for catheter motion
transd.fx = 0; % Frequency of moving catheter in x direction
transd.fy = 0; % Frequency of moving catheter in y direction
transd.fsweep = 1; % Frequency of wiggling catheter
transd.fmulti = 0; % Frequency for irregularities (by 0 freq no irregularities)
transd.ax = 0; % Amplitude of moving catheter in x direction
transd.ay = 0; % Amplitude of moving catheter in y direction
transd.asweep = 0.125*pi; % Amplitude of wiggling catheter in pi
transd.amulti = 0; % Determine how much the irregularities should dominate

tranX = cos(transd.fx*2*pi*t); % Create cosine movement of catheter discretized over N samples
tranX = tranX * transd.ax; % Adapt amplitude of transd

tranY = cos(transd.fy*2*pi*t); % Create cosine movement of transd discretized over N samples
tranY = tranY * transd.ay + transd.ay; % Adapt amplitude of transd and begin position

phaseshift = 0; % Phaseshift of catheter motion in relation to cardiac motion
rotZ = rotZ*(sin(transd.fmulti*2*pi*t)*transd.amulti); % Influence the periodic behaviour
rotZ = rotZ*transd.asweep; % Adapt amplitude of transd
rotZ = rotZ + (sin(transd.fmulti*2*pi*t)*transd.amulti); % Influence the periodic behaviour
rotZ = rotZ - transd.asweep; % Make active if a constant angle is desired

if ECGtransd
    multiply = 10;
delaycat = 0.6;
end
figure(1);plot(t,rotZ,'r'); % Plot the created ECG signal
end
```

Transducer Settings and Start Location (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
In this sections the orientation parameters of the transducers are defined. The resolution and watching depth of the transducers are in this case based on the MUVIC 444-H catheter, but again divided by a factor ten, to make the simulation faster. The resolution of 204.8 is the same number as used in the first section to determine the resolution of the physical size. When the watching depth is larger than the minimal tissue thickness, an error message will be given. Furthermore, the distance from the side transducers in relation to tip transducer has been determined. This distance is used to determine the starting point of all the used transducers, which is dependent on the minimal tissue thickness, watching depth and the physical space. The parameters transd.loc represent the starting point of the transducer. The parameters transd.view determine in which direction the transducer is orientated and so actually represent the deepest point that can be seen with the transducer. At this point in the parameter settings, the side transducer have the same watching orientation as the tip transducer, in the next section the orientation of the side transducers will be set in relation to the tip transducer.

```matlab
%% Generate signal for catheter motion
transd.fx = 0; % Frequency of moving catheter in x direction
transd.fy = 0; % Frequency of moving catheter in y direction
transd.fsweep = 1; % Frequency of wiggling catheter
transd.fmulti = 0; % Frequency for irregularities (by 0 freq no irregularities)
transd.ax = 0; % Amplitude of moving catheter in x direction
transd.ay = 0; % Amplitude of moving catheter in y direction
transd.asweep = 0.125*pi; % Amplitude of wiggling catheter in pi
transd.amulti = 0; % Determine how much the irregularities should dominate

tranX = cos(transd.fx*2*pi*t); % Create cosine movement of catheter discretized over N samples
tranX = tranX * transd.ax; % Adapt amplitude of transd

tranY = cos(transd.fy*2*pi*t); % Create cosine movement of transd discretized over N samples
tranY = tranY * transd.ay + transd.ay; % Adapt amplitude of transd and begin position

phaseshift = 0; % Phaseshift of catheter motion in relation to cardiac motion
rotZ = rotZ*(sin(transd.fmulti*2*pi*t)*transd.amulti); % Influence the periodic behaviour
rotZ = rotZ*transd.asweep; % Adapt amplitude of transd
rotZ = rotZ + (sin(transd.fmulti*2*pi*t)*transd.amulti); % Influence the periodic behaviour
rotZ = rotZ - transd.asweep; % Make active if a constant angle is desired

if ECGtransd
    multiply = 10;
delaycat = 0.6;
end
figure(1);plot(t,rotZ,'r'); % Plot the created ECG signal
end
```
%% Transducer settings and start location
trans.d = 15.8;   % Watching Depth
trans.reso = 204.8; % Amount of pixels that can be seen with transducer
if trans.d > minheighttissue % error message when trans.d is larger then the smallest height of tissue
    throw(MException(['%s',':transDepth Incorrect'],trans Depth is to big (%d)', trans.d));
end
DistAB = 2.5;   % Distance between the tip transducer and the side transducers in mm
transd.Tiploc = [(widthx/2) minheighttissue 0 1];   % Begin location Tip transducer (2D, so Z=0)
transd.Aloc   = [(widthx/2) minheighttissue+DistAB 0 1];% Begin location A transducer
transd.Bloc   = [(widthx/2) minheighttissue+DistAB 0 1];% Begin location B transducer

transd.Tipview = transd.Tiploc;
transd.Tipview(2)=transd.Tipview(2)
transd.Tipview = transd.Tiploc;
transd.Aview = transd.Tipview;
transd.Bview = transd.Tipview;

Create Side Transducer configuration and orientation (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
The catheter is made up of three transducers. The starting position and orientation of the tip and side transducer were determined in the previous section. The orientation of the side transducers are determined in this section, by making the orientation of the side transducers dependent to the tip transducer by using a rotation matrix. As result all the transducers will move as one object and will not move independently.

%% Create transducer configuration and orientation
angle_a = 0.5*pi; % Define angle between Tip and A transducer
angle_b = 1.5*pi; % Define angle between Tip and A transducer
origin = transd.Tiploc(1:3); % Define pivot point for rotation matrix
origin_min = origin*-1; % Define negative pivot point for rotation matrix
% Define the end point of the sightline of the side transducers with a rotation matrix, with the Tip transducer as reference point.
rotmatA = makehgtform('translate',[0 DistAB 0],'zrotate',angle_a);
rotmatA1 = makehgtform('translate',origin);
rotmatA2 = makehgtform('translate',origin_min);
rotmatA = rotmatA1*rotmatA*rotmatA2;
transd.Aview = (rotmatA*transd.Aview');
rotmatB = makehgtform('translate',[0 DistAB 0],'zrotate',angle_b);
rotmatB1 = makehgtform('translate',origin);
rotmatB2 = makehgtform('translate',origin_min);
rotmatB = rotmatB1*rotmatB*rotmatB2;
transd.Bview = (rotmatB*transd.Bview');

Create Sightline for Tip, A and B Transducer and Plot Sightline Per Iteration (Simulation2D_Movie_Generator.m)
This section will be completed for each iteration. At the beginning of each iteration, the growing factor of the tissue is calculated, represented by factor_speckle, which indicates the change in height of one tissue layer, cardiac motion respectively. This factor is used to resize the entire tissue matrix, tissue.dat.

The value followtissue is added to the translation in the Y-direction signal, with as result that the catheter would always move as much in Y-direction as the tissue does, which makes it impossible that the catheter will be placed into the tissue.

A rotation matrix is calculated based on the catheter motion signals for t=i. Hereby is the tip transducer used as pivot point. Because all the transducers are linked to each other, one rotation matrix is used for all the transducers. As a consequence, all the transducers will move as one object.

Depending on the cardiac motion and catheter motion, the sightlines of all the transducers are calculated by calling the functions GetTransViewTip, GetTransViewA and GetTransViewB. How these sightlines are performed will be discussed later.

The output per iteration of the GetTransView-funcions is actually one array of reflection coefficients per transducer, comparing to an A-mode. Per iteration this array is stored in the pre-allocated matrices MmodeTip, MmodeA and MmodeB. These matrices are all plotted. This whole process is repeated for each iteration. The plots are updated when a new iteration is added, which results in a ‘Movie’ of the different sightlines over time.
In the upper left corner of the simulation the changes in the entire tissue are plotted. Also the catheter orientation is plotted per iteration. In order to let the catheter move as one object, all the transducers parameters be linked to each other, which makes it impossible to move these objects separately.

```matlab
%% Create Mmode for Tip, A and B transducer
tAll = tic;  % record the time it should take to plot everything
dtArray = zeros(1,length(tranY));  % store the time of one loop, so you could compare the differences over time
if Movie
    answer =input('Name of videofile: ', 's');
    writerObj = VideoWriter(answer);
    open(writerObj);
end
for i = 1:N;
    height = tissue.height(i);  % Select the height of the layer for time=i
    % Calculate the growing factor depending on cardiac motion
    factor_speckle = height/minheightlayer;
    % Recalculate the composition of the deformed tissue
    tissue.plot = imresize(tissue.dat, [resoy*factor_speckle resox], 'nearest');
    tissue.plot = tissue.plot(1:resoy, 1:resox);
    tissue.data = tissue.plot;
    [rowzero,~] = find(tissue.plot(:,1) == 0);  % Find where tissue starts
    followtissue = (rowzero(1) * heighty / resoy) - transd.Tiploc(2);  % Calculate the amount of mm that tissue grows
    tranYY = tranY(i)+followtissue;  % Add those mm to translation in Y direction
    % Define the catheter orientation dependent of the x translation, y translation and rotation around z-axis
    % With the origin used as pivot point
    rotmat = makehgtform('translate',[tranX(i) tranYY 0], 'rotate',rotZ(i));
    rotmat1 = makehgtform('translate',origin);  % Pivot point
    rotmat2 = makehgtform('translate',origin_min);  % Pivot point
    rotationmatrix = rotmat1*rotmat*rotmat2;
    % Call the GetTranViews functions to obtain the A-mode per iteration
    [AmodeTip, yTranTip] = getTranViewTip(transd, tissue, rotationmatrix);
    [AmodeA , yTranA ] = getTranViewA (transd, tissue, rotationmatrix, resox, resoy, widthx, heighty);
    [AmodeB , yTranB ] = getTranViewB (transd, tissue, rotationmatrix, resox, resoy, widthx, heighty);
    if i==1 % Preallocate array in the first iteration when final size is known.
        MmodeTip = zeros(length(AmodeTip), N);
        MmodeA = MmodeTip;
        MmodeB = MmodeTip;
    end
    % Store current A-modes of transducers in MmodeTip, MmodeA or MmodeB
    MmodeTip(:,i) = AmodeTip;
    MmodeA(:,i) = AmodeA ;
    MmodeB(:,i) = AmodeB ;
end
```
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if doPlot
    timerI = tic;
    if i==1
        figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1],'Renderer','zbuffer'); subplot(5, 3, [1 4]);
        plot1=pcolor(tissue.x, tissue.y, tissue.plot);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
        shading interp; colormap('gray');hold on
        title('Tissue consisting of layers', 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [1 1], 'HorizontalAlignment', 'right', 'FontSize',12)
        Parent = hgtransform;
        catheter = hggroup();
        tT = line([transd.Tiploc(1),transd.Tipview(1)], [transd.Tiploc(2),transd.Tipview(2)], [transd.Tiploc(3), transd.Tipview(3)], 'Color', 'r', 'LineWidth',3, 'Parent', catheter);
        set(catheter,'Parent',Parent);hold on;
        axis equal; ylim ([0 widthx]);
        xlabel('Width(mm)', 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0.95 -0.04], 'HorizontalAlignment', 'right', 'FontSize',12);
        ylabel('Thickness(mm)';
        plotstart=plot(transd.Tiploc(1),transd.Tiploc(2), 'ro', 'MarkerSize',6);hold on;% Starting point
    else
        set(plot1,'CData',tissue.plot);
        set(Parent,'Matrix',rotationmatrix)
    end
    if i==1
    % Plot cardiac motion signal
    subplot(5, 3, 6);
        plot7b=plot(t, tissue.height); set(gca,'FontSize',12)
        hold on
        title('Compresison of tissue', 'FontSize',12)
        ylabel('Thickness layer (mm)', 'FontSize',12)
        plot8b=plot(t(i),tissue.height(i), 'r.', 'MarkerSize',20);
    else
        set(plot8b,'XData',t(i), 'YData',tissue.height(i));
    end
    if i==1
    % Plot translation in Y direction
    subplot(5, 3, 3);
        plot7=plot(t, tranY);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
        hold on
        title('Catheter motion in y direction', 'FontSize',12)
        ylabel('Y-displacement (mm)', 'FontSize',12)
        plot9 = plot(t(i),tranY(i), 'r.', 'MarkerSize',20);
    else
        set(plot9,'XData',t(i), 'YData',tranY(i));
    end
    if i==1
    % plot translation in X direction
    subplot(5, 3, 2)
        plot9 = plot(t, tranX);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
        hold on
        title('Catheter motion in x direction', 'FontSize',12)
        ylabel('X-displacement (mm)', 'FontSize',12)
        plot9 = plot(t(i),tranX(i), 'r.', 'MarkerSize',20);
    else
        set(plot9,'XData',t(i), 'YData',tranX(i));
    end
if i==1
  % plot rotation around Z-axis
  subplot(5, 3, 5);
  plot11=plot(t, rotZ);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
  hold on
  title('Catheter rotational motion','FontSize',12)
  xlabel('Time(s)','FontSize',12)
  ylabel('Angle(rad)','FontSize',12)
  plot10=plot(t(i),rotZ(i),'r.','MarkerSize',20);
else
  set(plot10,'XData',t(i),'YData',rotZ(i));
end
if i==1
  subplot(5,3,[7 8 9]);
  % yTran - max(yTran) because otherwise the images are vertically flipped
  plot11=pcolor(t, (yTranTip-max(yTranTip)), MmodeTip);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
  shading interp; colormap('gray');hold on
  Tran=0*t;
  plot12=plot(t(i), Tran(i), 'r.',['MarkerSize',30]);
  title('M-Mode Tip transducer','Units','normalized','Position',[0 1], 'HorizontalAlignment','left','FontSize',12);
  xlabel('Time(s)','Units','normalized','Position',[0.99 0.1], 'HorizontalAlignment','right','FontSize',12);
  ylabel('Depth(mm)','FontSize',12);
else
  set(plot11,'CData',MmodeTip);
  set(plot12,'XData',t(i));
end
if i==1
  subplot(5,3,[10 11 12]);
  % yTran - max(yTran) because otherwise the images are vertically flipped
  plot13=pcolor(t, (yTranA-max(yTranA)), MmodeA);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
  shading interp; colormap('gray');hold on
  Tran=0*t;
  plot14=plot(t(i), Tran(i), 'b.',['MarkerSize',30]);
  title('M-Mode A-transducer','Units','normalized','Position',[0 1], 'HorizontalAlignment','left','FontSize',12);
  xlabel('Time(s)','Units','normalized','Position',[0.99 0.1], 'HorizontalAlignment','right','FontSize',12);
  ylabel('Depth(mm)','FontSize',12);
else
  set(plot13,'CData',MmodeA);
  set(plot14,'XData',t(i));
end
if i==1
  subplot(5,3,[13 14 15]);
  % yTran - max(yTran) because otherwise the images are vertically flipped
  plot15=pcolor(t, (yTranB-max(yTranB)), MmodeB);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
  shading interp; colormap('gray');hold on
  Tran=0*t;
  plot16=plot(t(i), Tran(i), 'm.',['MarkerSize',30]);
  title('M-Mode B-transducer','Units','normalized','Position',[0 1], 'HorizontalAlignment','left','FontSize',12);
  xlabel('Time(s)','Units','normalized','Position',[0.99 0.1], 'HorizontalAlignment','right','FontSize',12);
  ylabel('Depth(mm)','FontSize',12);
else
  set(plot15,'CData',MmodeB);
  set(plot16,'XData',t(i));
end
if Simulate
  drawnow % force all plotting stuff to be actually drawn.
end
if Movie
  subplotframe=gcf;
  frame = getframe(subplotframe);
  writeVideo(writerObj,frame);
dtArray(i) = toc(timerI);
  fprintf(1,'... i=%3d: time to plot was %f seconds\n', i, dtArray(i));
end
Call Function GetTransViewTip, GetTransViewA, GetTransViewB (getTranViewTip.m getTranViewA.m getTranViewB.m)

The functions GetTransView determine the sightlines of the observed tissue for t=i. Therefore, two coordinates are determined with the previous determined rotation matrix. These coordinates are the begin-position and end-position of a sightline, see Figure 2. The intermediate coordinates between the begin and end position are determined based on the set transducer resolution. Subsequently, this series of coordinates, are used to find the corresponding reflection coefficients in the already deformed tissue data, which are later on plotted as the sightline for t=i.

```matlab
function [AmodeTip, yTranTip] = getTranViewTip(transd, tissue, rotationmatrix)
transd.Tiploc = rotationmatrix * transd.Tiploc';
% Calculate the x-index in the tissue where the transd start (you can do this by substract
% the x-transd-coordinate from the tissue.x values. Where this value is zero it is the same position.
[-, xi_begin] = min(abs(tissue.x-transd.Tiploc(1)));
% Calculate the y-index in the tissue where the transd start
[-, yi_begin] = min(abs(tissue.y-transd.Tiploc(2)));
transd.Tipview = rotationmatrix * transd.Tipview';
% Calculate the x-index in the tissue where the transd ends (you can do this by substract
% the x-transd-coordinate from the tissue.x values. Where this value is zero it is the same position.
[-, xi_end] = min(abs(tissue.x-transd.Tipview(1)));
% Calculate the y-index in the tissue where the transd ends
[-, yi_end] = min(abs(tissue.y-transd.Tipview(2)));

j_index=round(linspace(xi_begin, xi_end, transd.reso));
i_index=round(linspace(yi_begin, yi_end, transd.reso));
% Define M-mode by using the data from the tissue but now with y-begin with a step -1 to y_end (depending
% on the depth)
AmodeTip = tissue.data( sub2ind(size(tissue.data), i_index, j_index) );
AmodeTip = AmodeTip(end:-1:1); % Flips the image so that you get the view from the top to the bottom
yTranTip = linspace(0, transd.d, transd.reso); % The y-axis for the Mmode plot (0 : steps : transd.d)
```

Figure 2 Coordinates sightline
Summary in Workflow

1. Start
2. Define 2D space and physical dimensions
3. Generate signal for cardiac motion/height tissue layers
4. Define tissue for t=0, including visual speckle
5. Generate catheter configuration
6. Generate signal for catheter motion
7. Define starting position of catheter
8. Running Movie generator
   - Calculate growing factor for t=i
   - Resize entire tissue matrix
   - Deformed tissue
   - Calculate rotation matrix catheter
   - Rotation matrix
   - GetTranViews
   - A-mode for t-i
   - Save in Mnode1tp, Mnode6, Mmode8
   - Plot deformed tissue & update M-modes
   - Calculated all iterations?
   - Yes
     - Write to avi file
   - No

Symbols:
- Preparation
- Decision
- Script of a function
- Calculation process
- (Output)Data
- Internal storage
- Display
Main difference Movie generator and RF generator

First have to be mentioned that the Movie generator only calculates the so-called simulates sightline, while the RF generator also multiplies this sightline with a carrier wave signal, with an RF data as result, see Figure 3.

The main difference in calculation of this sightline between the Movie generator and RF generator is that in the Movie generator the entire tissue is resized as a result of the cardiac motion signal and the sightline is already determined with the correct elongation, while in the RF data generator the observed sightline is taken from undeformed tissue, and only this observed sightline is resized as result of the cardiac motion signal. Obviously, it saves a lot of time to only resize one column instead of 6000 columns in case of the Movie data generator.

Another main difference is that the acquired sightlines/A-modes are plotted in the Movie generator per iteration, while in the RF data generator all the data is plotted after running all the iterations. That means that only in the Movie generator the entire moving tissue and the moving catheter can be observed over time in the upper left corner. In the RF data generator only the begin position of the entire tissue and catheter is shown in the upper left corner.

Moreover, the resolution and sample frequency of the Movie generator can be decreased with a factor ten, without losing visible result. For the RF data generator a larger sample frequency and resolution is required to be able to use the data as representative US data, which for example can be used to measure velocities in the tissue.

Figure 3 Overview of output of Movie generator and RF data generator
User Manual RF data generator

Introduction
The aim of the RF data generator is to generate representative radiofrequency ultrasound data of contracting 'cardiac' tissue that is acquired with a moving catheter. The catheter is equipped with multiple single element transducers that all result in a single data matrix. In this manual the script of this simulation will be explained in detail. A short explanation is given about every section of the script. The green coloured comments in the script itself give even more specific information per command.

Output RF data generator
The motion input signals of the cardiac motion and catheter motion are displayed in the upper right corner. The observed moving tissue and moving catheter can be seen in the upper left corner. The red line represents the sightline of the tip transducer. The RF data is plotted in the three plots at the bottom of Figure 1. As can be noticed the first plot displays a red dot at the top of the plot, which symbolises the tip transducer. The blue and purple lines represent the sightlines of the side transducers. The corresponding plots are indicated with a same coloured dot.

Input RF data generator
All the parameters can be adjusted as desired. The parameters that are most interesting for adjustment are the following:
- The cardiac tissue consists of an adjustable amount of layers, which differ from each other by a difference in reflection coefficient.
- The cardiac contracting motion can be set with any signal. The signals that are implemented in current script are (multi) sinusoids and an ECG signal.
- The composition and orientation of the transducers in the catheter can be adapted. Currently, in this script the composition and orientation of the catheter are set based on the dimensions of the MUVIC 444-H catheter, developed and manufactured by Philips research.
- The catheter motion is determined by three signals: translation in X-direction, translation in Y direction and rotation around the Z-axis. These signals can be set with any signal. The signals that are implemented in current script are (multi) sinusoids and an ECG signal.
Implementation in Matlab

Generate Workspace and Physical Size (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)
First, an empty workspace is generated. This operation can be seen as pre-allocation of data. The resolution of the physical size is adjustable, but in this case based on the MUVIC 444-H catheter that has a ratio of 2048 data points per 15.8 mm. Furthermore, in this section some features of the simulation can be activated by means of the command 'true' or 'false'.

```matlab
%% Generate workspace and physical size
resox = 6000; % number of points in which (0, widthx) is discretized
resoy = 6000; % number of points in which (0, heighty) is discretized
widthx = round(resox * 15.8 / 2048); % real width of the observed tissue part
heighty = round(resoy * 15.8 / 2048); % real height of the observed tissue part
x = linspace(0, widthx, resox); % Create the width of space
y = linspace(0, heighty, resoy); % Create the height of space
[xg,yg] = meshgrid(x,y); % Derive handy arrays for computing

doPlot = true; % indicates whether plotting is done or not
ECGtissue = false; % indicates whether a ecg signal is used as contraction signal
ECGtransd = false; % indicates whether a ecg signal is used as wiggling signal
Speckle = true; % indicates whether speckle will be added to the tissue layers
Carrier = true; % indicates whether the result will be realistic US RF data

% At this point the tissue of physical size widthx x heighty is represented by (resox-1) by (resoy-1) cells.
```

Set Time and Sample Frequency (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)
In this section the simulation time and sample frequency parameters are defined, which determine automatically the amount of iterations that each simulation run should complete. Real ultrasound data generated with the MUVIC 444-H catheter is normally acquired with a sample frequency of 2000Hz. Furthermore, a sample frequency of at least 2000Hz is required to calculate a velocity profile from the RF-data.

```matlab
%% Set time and sample frequency
T = 2; % Observation time in seconds
fs = 2000; % Sampling frequency
N = T*fs; % Same as T/dt, represents total amount of time samples

t = linspace (0,T,N); % Time axis
```

Generate Signal for Tissue Compression (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)
In this section the input motion signal for 'cardiac' tissue compression is defined. The tissue consists of several tissue layers, determined in the next section. This signal determines the height of one tissue layer. A simple sinusoid can be extended by using the parameters `tissue.fmulti` and `tissue.amulti`, which results in a multisine. Another option is to make use of the `ECGtissue`, which generates an ECG signal as tissue motion signal. In that case the function `complete_cardiac` is called. This function has been downloaded from the internet and a manual can be found in the `Philips_Bente_de_Lat/3. Matlab Scripts/4. Remaining/1. ECG/ECGmanual`

```matlab
%% Generate signal for tissue compression

if ECGtissue
   multiply=10; % Determine a multiplication factor
   delaytis=0.7;
   [ecg]=complete_cardiac(t+delaytis,multiply); % Call function complete
   tissue.height=ecg; % Put ECG signal in theta
   tissue.height=tissue.height/30+tissue.equilib; % A alternating motion is achieving by substracting a value
end

figure(1); plot(t,tissue.height); hold on % Plot the created ECG signal
```
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Define Tissue Layers and Tissue Height (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)
In this section the composition of the cardiac tissue is defined. During an US acquisition, the reflection coefficient is determined by the differences in acoustic impedance between tissue structures. In a real US image, these differences in reflection coefficients are displayed with different shades of grey. For this simulation model is assumed that the acoustic impedance is equal in the entire tissue, the reflection coefficients are determined, independent of any physical properties. The value 0 relates to no reflection and the largest value relates to maximal reflection, visualised as respectively black and white in the M-mode image.

The number of tissue layers is determined by using a vector, with the vector length defining the number of layers. The value of every layer represents the reflection coefficient. In this case the choice have been made to take reflection coefficients in the range of 16-bit, since the data need to be converted to 16-bit data, to make it compatible with the Cameleo software, but the values can be set with any value.

```matlab
%% Define amount of tissue layers and total tissue height
tissue.layers = [18000 30000 18000 30000]; % Layers will get these values
minheightlayer = min(tissue.height); % Determine minimal height of one tissue layer
minheighttissue = min(tissue.height)*length(tissue.layers); % Determine minimal total height of tissue
maxheightlayer = max(tissue.height);
tissue.x = x; % Save the width (indexes) of space as width of tissue
tissue.y = y; % Save the height (indexes) of space as height of tissue
```

Generate Tissue (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)
In this section the cardiac tissue was generated in the pre-allocated empty workspace on the basis of the previously defined minimal tissue height of one layer.

```matlab
%% Generate a tissue
% Calculate the layers for one column (so 1D) and then copy this layer to every column (to save memory)
yg1D = yg(1,1); % Determine size preallocation
dat1D = zeros(size(yg1D)); % Preallocate data
for i = 1:length(tissue.layers)
yLo = (i-1)*minheightlayer ; % Define the lower border for the layer (so the height of the previous layer)
yHi = i *minheightlayer ; % Define the upper border for the layer (so the height of the current layer)
dat1D( yg1D >= yLo & yg1D < yHi ) = tissue.layers(i); % Give predefined value to tissue layer
end
tissue.data = dat1D * ones([1,resox]); % Save the layers for every column in tissue.data
```

Generate Speckle Pattern in Tissue (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)
A characteristic appearance of US is that structures in a tissue do not seem to be totally equal, but a so-called speckle pattern can be recognized. A speckle pattern occurs because of little deviations in the reflection coefficients within a tissue. This appearance was also added to the simulation model by subtracting randomized smaller values from the main reflection coefficient of one tissue layer. This results in different reflection coefficients in the entire tissue with as result a more realistic M-mode image. These speckle patterns have just been added for visual purposes, but are not in relation with any physical properties of the tissue. This option can be activated or de-activated. The size of the speckles can be adjusted according to the desired effect of the speckle.

```matlab
%% Generate a speckle pattern in tissue
if Speckle
Specklesize=50;
Noisecolumn=rand(1,Specklesize*10000); % Define a random speckle pattern
Noise=kron(Noisecolumn,ones(Specklesize,Specklesize)); % Multiplies the Noisecolumn in x and y direction
% Only add speckle pattern to the tissue, not to the 'air'. So, first determine till which row this is the case. Then add the speckle pattern to the tissue.data.
[row,~] = find(tissue.data(:,1) == 0);
tissue.data((row(1)-1):size(tissue.data,1),:) = tissue.data((row(1)-1):size(tissue.data,1),:) - abs(Noise(1:(row(1)-1),:));
end
```
Generate Signal for Catheter Motion (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)

In this section the catheter motion signals are determined in three directions: translation in X-direction, translation in Y-direction and rotation around the Z-axis. First, the frequency and amplitude of these signals are determined. These signals could be generated with a simple sine function or a more complicated multi-sine function by using the `transd.fmulti` and `transd.amulti` parameters. Another option is to use an ECG-signal.

```matlab
%% Generate signal for catheter motion
transd.fx = 0; % Frequency of moving catheter in x direction
transd.fy = 0; % Frequency of moving catheter in y direction
transd.fswEEP = 1; % Frequency of wiggling catheter
transd.fmulti = 0; % Frequency for irregularities (by 0 freq no irregularities)
transd.ax = 0; % Amplitude of moving catheter in x direction
transd.ay = 0; % Amplitude of moving catheter in y direction
transd.asweep = 0.125*pi; % Amplitude of wiggling catheter in pi
transd.amulti = 0; % Determine how much the irregularities should dominate

transd.Tipview = transd.Tiploc; % Temporary sightline end point of B transducer
transd.Bview = transd.Tipview; % End point of sightline Tip transducer
transd.Aview = transd.Tipview; % Temporary sightline end point of A transducer
transd.Bview = transd.Aview; % Temporary sightline end point of B transducer

% Plot the created ECG signal
figure(1);plot(t,rotZ,'r'); % Plot the created ECG signal
figure(2);plot(rotZ,transd.Tipview,'b'); % Plot the created ECG signal

%% Transducer Settings and Start Location (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)

In this section the orientation parameters of the transducers are defined. The resolution and watching depth of the transducers are in this case based on the MUVIC 444-H catheter. When the watching depth is larger than the minimal tissue thickness, an error message will be given. Furthermore, the distance from the side transducers in relation to tip transducer has been determined. This distance is used to determine the starting point of all the used transducers, which is dependent on the minimal tissue thickness, watching depth and the physical space. The parameters `transd.loc` represent the starting point of the transducer. The parameters `transd.view` determine in which direction the transducer is orientated and so actually represent the deepest point that can be seen with the transducer. At this point in the parameter settings, the side transducer have the same watching orientation as the tip transducer, in the next section the orientation of the side transducers will be set in relation to the tip transducer.

```matlab
%% Transducer settings and start location
transd.d = 15.8; % Watching Depth
transd.loc = [0 0 0]; % Begin location Tip transducer (2D, so Z=0)
transd.Bloc = [(widthx/2) minheighttissue (widthy)]; % Begin location B transducer
transd.Aloc = [(widthx/2) minheighttissue (widthy)]; % Begin location A transducer
transd.Tiploc = [(widthx/2) minheighttissue 0]; % Begin location Tip transducer (2D, so Z=0)

if transd.d > minheighttissue % error message when transd.d is larger then the smallest height of tissue
    throw(MException([mfilename, ':transdDepthIncorrect'], 'Trans Depth is to big (%d)', transd.d));
end

DistAB = 2.5; % Distance between the tip transducer and the side transducers in mm
```
Create Side Transducer configuration and orientation (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)

The catheter is made up of three transducers. The starting position and orientation of the tip and side transducers were determined in the previous section. The orientation of the side transducers are determined in this section, by making the orientation of the side transducers dependent to the tip transducer by using a rotation matrix. As result all the transducers will move as one object and will not move independently.

```matlab
%% Create transducer configuration and orientation
angle_a = 0.5*pi; % Define angle between Tip and A transducer
angle_b = 1.5*pi; % Define angle between Tip and A transducer
origin = transd.Tiploc(1:3); % Define pivot point for rotation matrix
origin_min = origin*1; % Define negative pivot point for rotation matrix

% Define the end point of the sightline of the side transducers with a
% rotation matrix, with the Tip transducer as reference point.
rotmatA = makehgtform('translate',[0 DistAB 0],'zrotate',angle_a);
rotmatA1 = makehgtform('translate',origin);
rotmatA2 = makehgtform('translate',origin_min);
transd.Aview = (rotmatA*transd.Aview')';

rotmatB = makehgtform('translate',[0 DistAB 0],'zrotate',angle_b);
rotmatB1 = makehgtform('translate',origin);
rotmatB2 = makehgtform('translate',origin_min);
transd.Bview = (rotmatB*transd.Bview')';
```

Define Carrierwave Parameters (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)

The real ultrasound MUVIC 444-H catheter operates with a carrier frequency of 30MHz and a sampling frequency of 100MHz. These settings are set in this section and used later on in the functions GetTranView.

```matlab
%% Define carrierwave parameters
fs_carrier = 100e6; % Sample frequency Carrier wave
fcarrier = 30e6; % Frequency Carrier wave
```

Create RF data for Tip, A and B transducer (Simulation2D_RFdata_Generator.m)

This section will be completed for each iteration. At the beginning of each iteration, the growing factor of the tissue is calculated. A distinction can be made between the change in the tissue height, factor speckle, and the growing factor for the carrier wave, factor_carrier. The difference is that the growing factor for the carrier wave is also dependent on the catheter angle, while factor speckle only calculates how the speckle pattern should grow in Y-direction. When the catheter angle becomes larger, it seems that the tissue becomes thicker. This principle is used to calculate the factor_carrier. The imaginary increase is assumed in this case as an increase in thickness. Later on will become clear what effect this will have on the simulated US signal.

```
Minimal height

Height at t (only dependent on cardiac motion)

Height at t (including catheter motion)
```

Factor speckle = Height at t (only dependent on cardiac motion) / Minimal height

Factor carrier = Height at t (including catheter motion) / Minimal height

Then, the function tissueplot is called, which is used to follow the tissue growth over time. (If you want to plot every iteration of the RF-data over time, than the tissueplot can be used in the upper left corner in the simulation as representation of the moving
The value followtissue is added to the translation in the Y-direction signal, with as result that the catheter would always move as much in Y-direction as the tissue does, which makes it impossible that the catheter will be placed into the tissue.

A rotation matrix is calculated based on the catheter motion signals for t=i. The tip transducer is then used as pivot point. Because all the transducers are linked to each other, one rotation matrix is used for all the transducers. As a consequence, all the transducers will move as one object.

Depending on the cardiac motion and catheter motion, the A-modes of all the transducers are calculated by calling the functions GetTransViewTip, GetTransViewA and GetTransViewB. How these A-modes are performed will be discussed later, based on the scripts of these functions.

The output per iteration of the GetTransView-functions is actually one A-mode per transducer. Per iteration this A-mode is stored in the pre-allocated matrices MmodeTip, MmodeA and MmodeB. And the whole process is repeated for iteration at t=i+1.

```matlab
%% Create RFdata for Tip, A and B transducer
tAll = tic; % record the time it should take to plot everything
dtArray = zeros(1,length(tranY)); % store the time of one loop, so you could compare the differences over time
for i = 1:N;
    height = tissue.height(i); % Select the height of the layer for time=i
    factor_carrier = (height/abs(cos(rotZ(i))))/minheightlayer;
    factor_speckle = height/minheightlayer;
    [Nom, Denom] = rat(factor_speckle);
    tissue = tissueplot(tissue, yg, height, resox);
    [rowzero,~] = find(tissue.plot(:,1) == 0); % Find where tissue starts
    followtissue = (rowzero(1) * heighty / resoy) - transd.Tiploc(2); % Calculate the amount that tissue grows
    tranYY = tranY(i)+followtissue; % Add those mm to Y direction
    % Define the catheter orientation dependent of the x translation, y translation and rotation around z-axis
    rotmat = makehgtform('translate',[tranX(i) tranYY 0], 'zrotate',rotZ(i)); % Pivot point
    rotmat1 = makehgtform('translate',origin);
    rotmat2 = makehgtform('translate',origin_min);
    rotationmatrix = rotmat1*rotmat*rotmat2;
    % Call the GetTranViews functions to obtain the A-mode per iteration
    [AmodeTip, yTranTip] = getTranViewTip(...
    [AmodeA , yTranA ] = getTranViewA (...
    [AmodeB , yTranB ] = getTranViewB (...;
    if i==1 % Preallocate array in the first iteration when final size is known.
        MmodeTip = zeros(length(AmodeTip), N);
        MmodeA = MmodeTip;
        MmodeB = MmodeTip;
    end
    % Store current A-modes of transducers in AmodeTip, AmodeA or AmodeB
    MmodeTip(:,i) = AmodeTip;
    MmodeA (:,i) = AmodeA ;
    MmodeB (:,i) = AmodeB ;
```
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Call Function Tissueplot (tissueplot.m)
This function calculates the composition of the tissue based on the height per tissue layer at t=i. To make this function faster, the calculation of the composition has been done for just one column of the tissue and is then multiplied in relation to the width of the tissue.

```matlab
function tissue = tissueplot(tissue, yg, height, resox)
% Calculate the layers for one column (so 1D) and then copy this layer configuration to every column (to save memory)
yg1D = yg(:,1);
dat1D = zeros(size(yg1D));
for i = 1:length(tissue.layers)
yLo = (i-1)*height;  % Define the lower border for the layer
yHi = i   *height;  % Define the upper border for the layer
dat1D( yg1D >= yLo & yg1D < yHi ) = tissue.layers(i);
end
% Save the layers for every column in tissue.plot
end
```

To make these data comparable to real US data, the data is multiplied with a carrier wave signal. This carrier wave signal is modelled with multiple Gaussian-modulated sine wave pulses. The center frequency and sample frequency is determined with the previous determined rotation matrix. These coordinates are the begin-position and end-position of the sightline of the tip transducer, see Figure 2. The tissue data that is used is the data that is still undeformed (to make a faster calculation). Since the undeformed tissue is used the parameter followtissue needs to be subtracted again, do be sure that we start at the top of the tissue. The intermediate coordinates between the begin and end position are determined based on the set transducer resolution. Subsequently, this series of coordinates, are used to find the corresponding reflection coefficients in the tissue data. Next, the observed A-mode is resized with factor_speckle, which is here been expressed in Nom and Denom. After resizing the entire array has become larger than transreso, which means that the observed tissue is longer than the actual possible observation depth. Therefore, only the data that can be seen with the set depth is used, the rest of the data is excluded. At this point a sightline has been created of the observed deformed tissue.

To make these data comparable to real US data, the data is multiplied with a carrier wave signal. This carrier wave signal is modelled with multiple Gaussian-modulated sine wave pulses. The center frequency and sample frequency is determined with the parameters fs_carrier and fcarrier. The distance between these pulses was increased depending on the growing factor of the cardiac motion or catheter motion. This factor is the factor_carrier. The change in distance between the Gaussian pulses is fully dependent of cardiac and catheter motion, shown in Figure 3 and as discussed in section 'Create RF data for Tip, A and B transducer'. The change of the distance between these pulses causes a phaseshift of the pulses if you observe the A-modes over time. These phase shifts can be used to derive velocities in the tissue. This generated carrier wave signal is multiplied with the sightline of the observed tissue, AmodeTip, which will make the reflection coefficient serve as the amplitude of this signal. Over time these amplitudes move in a same way as the distance between the pulses, so they are completely in relation to each other.

Call Function GetTransViewTip (getTranViewTip.m)
The function GetTransViewTip determines the A-mode of the observed tissue for t=i. First, the sightline of the tip transducer is determined. Therefore, two coordinates are determined with the previous determined rotation matrix. These coordinates are the begin-position and end-position of the sightline of the tip transducer, see Figure 2. The tissue data that is used is the data that is still undeformed (to make a faster calculation). Since the undeformed tissue is used the parameter followtissue needs to be subtracted again, do be sure that we start at the top of the tissue. The intermediate coordinates between the begin and end position are determined based on the set transducer resolution. Subsequently, this series of coordinates, are used to find the corresponding reflection coefficients in the tissue data. Next, the observed A-mode is resized with factor_speckle, which is here been expressed in Nom and Denom. After resizing the entire array has become larger than transreso, which means that the observed tissue is longer than the actual possible observation depth. Therefore, only the data that can be seen with the set depth is used, the rest of the data is excluded. At this point a sightline has been created of the observed deformed tissue.
function [AmodeTip, yTranTip] = getTranViewTip(transd, tissue, rotationmatrix, followtissue, Nom, Denom, Carrier, factor_carrier, fs_carrier, fcarrier)

transd.Tiploc = rotationmatrix * transd.Tiploc';
transd.Tiploc(2)=transd.Tiploc(2) - followtissue; % Place y_begin at begin of undeformed tissue

% Place y_begin at begin of undeformed tissue
% Calculate the x-index in the tissue where the transd start (you can do this by substitact
% the x-transd-coordinate from the tissue.x values. Where this value is zero it is the same position.
[-, xi_begin] = min(abs(tissue.x - transd.Tiploc(1)));
% Calculate the y-index in the tissue where the transd start
[-, yi_begin] = min(abs(tissue.y - transd.Tiploc(2)));

transd.Tipview = rotationmatrix * transd.Tipview';
transd.Tipview(2)=transd.Tipview(2) - followtissue;

% Place y_end at end of undeformed tissue
%Calculate the x-index in the tissue where the transd ends (you can do this by substitact
% the x-transd-coordinate from the tissue.x values. Where this value is zero it is the same position.
[-, xi_end] = min(abs(tissue.x - transd.Tipview(1)));
% Calculate the y-index in the tissue where the transd ends
[-, yi_end] = min(abs(tissue.y - transd.Tipview(2)));

j_index=round(linspace(xi_begin, xi_end, transd.reso));
i_index=round(linspace(yi_begin, yi_end, transd.reso));

%Define M-mode by using the data from the tissue
AmodeTip = tissue.data( sub2ind(size(tissue.data), i_index, j_index) );
lengthAmode = length(AmodeTip);
% Resize the tissue according to the growing factor
AmodeTip=resample(AmodeTip,Nom,Denom,0);
% Give Amode original size of transd.reso
AmodeTip=AmodeTip(1:lengthAmode);

% Add carrier wave to signal
if Carrier
    time=1:(lengthAmode-1);
    time=time/fs_carrier;
    t = 0 : 1/fs_carrier : time(end); % fs_carrier sample frequency, time(end) pulse train length
d1=[0 : 1/ (10e6/factor_carrier) : 2.047e-05]; % the pulse repetition freq and pulse train length
    carriersignal = pulstran(t,d1,'gauspuls',fcarrier,0.3); % fcarrier signal freq, with 30% bandwith
    AmodeTip=AmodeTip.*carriersignal;
end
AmodeTip = AmodeTip(end:-1:1); % Turn around the image so that you get the view from the top to the bottom
yTranTip = linspace(0, transd.d, transd.reso); % The y-axis for the Amode plot (0 : steps : transd.d)
Call Functions GetTransViewA and GetTransViewB (getTranViewA.m, getTranViewB.m)

The functions for the side transducers are comparable to the GetTranViewTip function of the tip transducer, but there is one main difference. The side transducers are placed with a distance of 2.5mm above the tip transducers, which results in the fact that the side transducers also observe 'air'. In the RF generator the observed tissue, the sightline, is resized according to factor_speckle after observation, because of faster calculation purposes. The disadvantage in this case is that you would also 'resize' the observed air, while only the tissue is contracting. For that reason for the side transducers is determined where the tissue starts and only that part of the sightline is resampled with the factor_speckle.

```matlab
function [AmodeA, yTranA] = getTranViewA(transd, tissue, rotationmatrix, followtissue, Nom, Denom, Carrier, factor_carrier, fs_carrier, fcarrier);
transd.Aloc = rotationmatrix * transd.Aloc';
transd.Aloc(2) = transd.Aloc(2) - followtissue;
% Place y_begin at begin of undeformed tissue

% Calculate the x-index in the tissue where the transd start (you can do this by subtract
% the x-transd-coordinate from the tissue.x values. Where this value is zero it is the same position.
[~, xi_begin] = min(abs(tissue.x - transd.Aloc(1)));
% Calculate the y-index in the tissue where the transd start
[~, yi_begin] = min(abs(tissue.y - transd.Aloc(2)));

transd.Aview = rotationmatrix * transd.Aview';
transd.Aview(2) = transd.Aview(2) - followtissue;
% Place y_begin at begin of undeformed tissue

% Calculate the x-index in the tissue where the transd ends (you can do this by subtract
% the x-transd-coordinate from the tissue.x values. Where this value is zero it is the same position.
[~, xi_end] = min(abs(tissue.x - transd.Aview(1)));
% Calculate the y-index in the tissue where the transd ends
[~, yi_end] = min(abs(tissue.y - transd.Aview(2)));

j_index = round(linspace(xi_begin, xi_end, transd.reso));
i_index = round(linspace(yi_begin, yi_end, transd.reso));

% Define M-mode by using the data from the tissue
AmodeA = tissue.data( sub2ind(size(tissue.data), i_index, j_index) );
lengthAmode = length(AmodeA);
if isempty(AmodeA(find(AmodeA(:)==0))); % if you only see 'air', which has value 0, then no action is needed
    % Resize only the tissue according to the growing factor, so do not resample the 'air',which has value 0
    AmodeA = AmodeA(find(AmodeA(:)==0)) resample(AmodeA(find(AmodeA(:)==0)), Nom, Denom, 0);
else
    % Give Amode original size of transd.reso
    AmodeA = AmodeA(1:lengthAmode);
end
% Add carrier wave to signal
if Carrier
    time = 1:(lengthAmode-1);
    time = time/fs_carrier;
    t = 0 : 1/fs_carrier : time(end); % fs_carrier sample frequency, time(end) pulse train length
    d1 = [0 : 1/ (10e6 * factor_carrier) : 2.0470e-05]; % the pulse repetition freq and pulse train length
    carrier_signal = pulstran(t,d1,'gauspuls',fcarrier,0.3); % fcarrier signal freq, with 30% bandwidth
    AmodeA = AmodeA.*carrier_signal;
end
AmodeA = AmodeA(end:-1:1); % Flip the image so that you get the view from the top to the bottom
yTranA = linspace(0, transd.d, transd.reso); % The y-axis for the Amode plot (0 : steps : trans.d)
```
%% Plot RF Data

if doPlot
    timerI = tic;
    figure('Renderer','zbuffer');
    subplot(5, 3, [1 4]);
    plot1=pcolor(tissue.x, tissue.y, tissue.data);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
    shading interp; colormap('gray');hold on
    title('Tissue consisting of layers', 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [1 1], 'HorizontalAlignment', 'right','FontSize',12)
    Parent = hgtransform;
    catheter = hggroup();
    tT = line([transd.Tiploc(1),transd.Tipview(1)], [transd.Tiploc(2),transd.Tipview(2)], [transd.Tiploc(3), transd.Tipview(3)], 'Color', 'r', 'LineWidth',3, 'Parent', catheter);
    set(catheter, 'Parent',Parent);hold on;
    axis equal; ylim ([0 widthx]);
    xlabel('Width(mm)','Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0.95 -0.04], 'HorizontalAlignment', 'right','FontSize',12);
    ylabel('Thickness(mm)');
    plot(transd.Tiploc(1),transd.Tiploc(2), 'ro','MarkerSize',6);hold on; % Starting point

% Plot cardiac motion

subplot(5, 3, 6);
    plot(t, tissue.height); set(gca,'FontSize',12)
    hold on
    title('Compression of tissue', 'FontSize',12);xlabel('Time(s)', 'FontSize',12)
    ylabel('Thickness layer (mm)','FontSize',12)
    plot8b=plot(t(i),tissue.height(i), 'r.','MarkerSize',20);

% Plot translation in Y direction

subplot(5, 3, 3);
    plot(t, tranY);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
    hold on
    title('Catheter motion in y direction', 'FontSize',12)
    ylabel('Y-displacement (mm)', 'FontSize',12)

% Plot translation in X direction

subplot(5, 3, 2);
    plot(t, tranX);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
    hold on
    title('Catheter motion in x direction', 'FontSize',12)
    ylabel('X-displacement (mm)', 'FontSize',12)

% Plot rotation around Z-axis

subplot(5, 3, 5);
    plot(t, rotZ);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
    hold on
    title('Catheter rotational motion', 'FontSize',12)
    ylabel('Angle (rad)', 'FontSize',12)

subplot(5,3,[7 8 9]);
    % yTran = max(yTran) because otherwise the images are vertically flipped
    pcolor(t, (yTranTip-max(yTranTip)), MmodeTip);set(gca, 'FontSize',12)
    shading interp; colormap('gray');hold on
    Tran=0*t;
    plot(t(end), Tran(end), 'r','.','MarkerSize',30);
    title('M-Mode Tip-transducer', 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0 1], 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left','FontSize',12);
    ylabel('Time(s)', 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0.99 -0.1], 'HorizontalAlignment', 'right','FontSize',12);
    ylabel('Depth(mm)', 'FontSize',12);
The hilbert function is used in Matlab to extract the envelope of the RF data, which results in an M-mode image. This method is not the most optimal option, but gives an impression of envelope extraction. Especially in case of the side transducers this function has difficulties with the ‘air’ above the tissue.

```matlab
subplot(5,3,[10 11 12]);
% yTran - max(yTran) because otherwise the images are vertically flipped
pcolor(t, (yTranA-max(yTranA)), MmodeA);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
shading interp; colormap('gray');hold on
Tran=0*t;
plot(t(end), Tran(end), 'b.', 'MarkerSize',30);
xlabel('Time(s)', 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0 1], 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'FontSize',12);
ylabel('Depth(mm)', 'FontSize',12);

subplot(5,3,[13 14 15]);
% yTran - max(yTran) because otherwise the images are vertically flipped
plot15=pcolor(t, (yTranB-max(yTranB)), MmodeB);set(gca,'FontSize',12)
shading interp; colormap('gray');hold on
Tran=0*t;
plot(t(end), Tran(end), 'm.', 'MarkerSize',30);
xlabel('Time(s)', 'Units', 'normalized', 'Position', [0 1], 'HorizontalAlignment', 'left', 'FontSize',12);
ylabel('Depth(mm)', 'FontSize',12);

dtArray = toc(timerI);
fprintf(1,'... i=%3d: time to plot was %f seconds;
', i, dtArray(i));
end
dtAll = toc(tAll);
% figure;plot(t,dtArray)
fprint(1,'...loop over all %d time-samples took %f seconds;
', length(tranY), dtAll);
```

**Make M-mode image of RF data (envelope.m)**

The hilbert function is used in Matlab to extract the envelope of the RF data, which results in an M-mode image. This method is not the most optimal option, but gives an impression of envelope extraction. Especially in case of the side transducers this function has difficulties with the ‘air’ above the tissue.

```matlab
%% Make M-mode images from RF data
clear all
close all
clc

%% uiopen % open de RF-data matrices of the Tip transducer, the A transducer, the B transducer

%% env_Tip = log10(abs(hilbert(flipud(MmodeTip))));
figure;imagesc(env_Tip);

env_A = log10(abs(hilbert(flipud(MmodeA))));
figure;imagesc(env_A);

env_B = log10(abs(hilbert(flipud(MmodeB))));
figure;imagesc(env_B);
```
Make Data Compatible with Cameleo Software (ControlClientCompatible.m)

To be able to use the generated RF data as input for the Cameleo Software, the data first needed to convert to a 16-bit file. Therefore the following script is written. Depending on the height of the chosen reflection coefficients the MmodeTip, MmodeA, and MmodeB matrices needed to be multiplied or divided by a ten-power factor, with as result that a large range of the 16-bit numbers is used. These 16-bit files are written to a .dat file. This .dat file can be sent to Erwin Engelsma, which could use the .dat file as input data for the Cameleo Software. He is also able to make a ‘playback’ version of the data, a so-called .cam file. This .cam file can only be displayed in the Cameleo Software.

```matlab
%% Make RF data compatible with Control Client software
load('rfdata.mat')
RF_Tip = int16(flipud(MmodeTip/10));
max(max(RF_Tip))
min(min(RF_Tip))
fid = fopen('case_14B_Tip.dat','w');
fwrite(fid,RF_Tip(:),'int16');
close(fid)
RF_A = int16(flipud(MmodeA/10));
max(max(RF_A))
min(min(RF_A))
fid1 = fopen('case_14B_A.dat','w');
fwrite(fid1,RF_A(:),'int16');
close(fid1)
RF_B = int16(flipud(MmodeB/10));
max(max(RF_B))
min(min(RF_B))
fid2 = fopen('case_14B_B.dat','w');
fwrite(fid2,RF_B(:),'int16');
close(fid2)
us_slot=flipud(MmodeTip);
```

Use data to calculate velocity profile (test_tsm_simul.m)

The generated data can be used to calculate the velocities in the tissue. These velocities can be calculated with a ‘Temporal-Spectral-Mean’ algorithm (TSM), developed by Philips research, which calculates the velocities based on phase shifts in the RF-data. Therefore should first the generated data be written to the variable `us_slot`, which serves as input for the TSM algorithm. The data also need to be flipped.

```matlab
us_slot=flipud(MmodeTip);
```

Furthermore, to control the intensity of the colours in the TSM images, the colour map scale needs to be set according to the maximum measurable velocity, which is now set from -25.6 mm/s to 25.6 mm/s (can be changed all at the bottom of the script).

\[
v_{\text{max}} = \frac{\text{PRR} \cdot c}{4 \cdot f_{\text{center}}}
\]

\[
v_{\text{max}} = \frac{2 \text{ kHz} \cdot 1540 \text{ m/s}}{4 \cdot 30 \text{ MHz}} = 25.6 \text{ mm/s}
\]

Then, the algorithm can be used. It is recommended to set `all_data_out = rawTsmOut` if simulated data are used and to use `all_data_out = cleanTsmOut` if real US data are used. In that case your result is less infected with noise. Moreover, the colormap of the image can be set with the colours as used in the Cameleo Software and common Doppler Software, namely red represents motion towards the transducer and blue represents motion away from the transducer, see Figure 4. If you not set this colour map, the standard ‘jet’ colour map will be used.
Figure 4 Set colour map of TSM

Figure 5 TSM image
% ModeTip should already in the Matlab workspace
noise_threshold = 0.6;
cmap = 'jet';
-----------------------------------
% Read sensor data from one experiment
[R_us_slot, C_us_slot] = size(us_slot);
-----------------------------------
% Create algorithm instances and get their default parameters

data_header.width = C_us_slot;
data_header.height = R_us_slot;
data_header.Fs_data = 100e6;
data_header.Fs_slines = 2000;
[locl_tsm, ~, par.tsm] = tsm('create');
% Initialize algorithm
par.tsm.horfilt_enable = 1;
par.tsm.packet_size = 16;
par.tsm.time_step = 1;
par.tsm.depth_step = 4;
par.tsm.bpf_enable = 0;
par.tsm.var_freq_threshold = noise_threshold;
[local.tsm, ~, par.tsm] = ...
    tsm('init', local.tsm, par.tsm, data_header);
tsmFuns = tsm_members; % returns access functions for tsm members
tsmOutDataDynamicRange = tsmFuns.GetTsmOutDataDynamicRange(locl_tsm);

fprintf('tsm packet-size is: %d
', par.tsm.packet_size);
fprintf('tsm time_step is : %d
', par.tsm.time_step);
fprintf('tsm depth_step is : %d
', par.tsm.depth_step);

% allocate memory for the algorithm input and output data buffers, and for
% the RGB display window buffer.

all_data_out = double(zeros(R_us_slot, C_us_slot));

H = figure;
fprintf('computing... '
);
[locl_tsm, status.tsm, par.tsm, ~] = ...
    tsm('run', local.tsm, par.tsm, us_slot(:, 1:data_header.width));
% resolution as the tsm input as defined in the input data_header.
tsmFuns = tsm_members; % returns access functions for tsm members
dim = [data_header.height data_header.width];
tsvOut = tsmFuns.GetTsVOut(local.tsm, dim);
rawTsmOut = tsmFuns.GetRawTsmOut(local.tsm, dim);
cleanTsmOut = tsmFuns.GetCleanTsmOut(local.tsm, dim);
duration = status.tsm.duration;

% Buffer all output for later full data displaying.

all_data_out = rawTsmOut; % or rawTsmOut or tsvOut
fprintf('done.
');
% close the algorithm
[locl_tsm, ~] = tsm('close', local.tsm);
% Display the data in a sweep, or all data at once.

fprintf('displaying data...');
data=(all_data_out/pi)*25.6;
figure; imagesc(data,[-25.6 25.6]); % axis image
xlabel('Iterations')
ylabel('Depth(mm)')
Summary in Workflow

1. Start
   - Define 2D space and physical dimensions
   - Generate signal for cardiac motion/height tissue layers
   - Define tissue for t=0, including visual speckle
   - Generate catheter configuration
   - Generate signal for catheter motion
   - Define starting position of catheter

2. Start Running RF data generator
   - Calculate growing factor for t=i
   - Calculate rotation matrix catheter
   - Tissue plot
     - deformed simplified tissue
   - Undoformed tissue
   - Rotation matrix
   - Rotate
   - Get TransViews
     - A mode of undeformed tissue for t=i
   - Resize A-mode for t=i
   - Multiply with carrierwave for t=i

3. Save in MmodeTip, MmodeA, MmodeB
   - Calculated all iterations?
     - No
       - RF data of deformed tissue for t=i
     - Yes
       - Plot undeformed entire tissue & RF data
Main difference Movie generator and RF generator

First have to be mentioned that the Movie generator only calculates the so-called simulates sightline, while the RF generator also multiplies this sightline with a carrier wave signal, with an RF data as result, see Figure 5.

The main difference in calculation of this sightline between the Movie generator and RF generator is that in the Movie generator the entire tissue is resized as a result of the cardiac motion signal and the sightline is already determined with the correct elongation, while in the RF data generator the observed sightline is taken from undeformed tissue, and only this observed sightline is resized as result of the cardiac motion signal. Obviously, it saves a lot of time to only resize one column instead of 6000 columns in case of the Movie data generator.

Another main difference is that the acquired sightlines/A-modes are plotted in the Movie generator per iteration, while in the RF data generator all the data is plotted after running all the iterations. That means that only in the Movie generator the entire moving tissue and the moving catheter can be observed over time in the upper left corner. In the RF data generator only the begin position of the entire tissue and catheter is shown in the upper left corner.

Moreover, the resolution and sample frequency of the Movie generator can be decreased with a factor ten, without losing visible result. For the RF data generator a larger sample frequency and resolution is required to be able to use the data as representative US data, which for example can be used to measure velocities in the tissue.
M.3. Phase 3: 3D Simulation Model with Catheter Motion

The 2D simulation model has been further developed to a 3D simulation model, shown in Figure 68. This model can be compared with the 2D Movie generator.

Figure 68: Output of 3D simulation model, which has more input signals than the 2D model. The catheter consists of one more transducer, which consequently leads to an extra M-mode image.

The catheter orientation has been modelled in a comparable way as has been done in the 2D simulation model. The main difference is that the catheter in this model has more degrees of freedom. The rotation matrix as has been used in the 2D model is adapted to a 3D space. To calculate a rotation matrix for a 3D space, the rotation matrix around the z-axis, shown in equation 1 can be combined with a rotation matrix around the x-axis, equation 12, and with a rotation matrix around the y-axis, equation 13.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    x' \\
y' \\
z' \\
1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
    1 & 0 & 0 & dx \\
    0 & \cos \theta_x & -\sin \theta_x & dy \\
    0 & \sin \theta_x & \cos \theta_x & dz \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (12)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x' \\
y' \\
z' \\
1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta_y & 0 & \sin \theta_y & dx \\
0 & 1 & 0 & dy \\
-\sin \theta_y & 0 & \cos \theta_y & dz \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\] (13)

The order in which the equations 1, 12, and 13 are multiplied determines the combined 3D rotation matrix. Equation 14 shows the final rotation matrix when first a rotation around the x-axis is applied, then around the y-axis, then around the z-axis, followed by translation given in \(dx, dy\) and \(dz\). In this equation the \(\theta\) represents the rotation around the x-axis, \(\phi\) represents the rotation around the y-axis, and \(\varphi\) represents the rotation around the z-axis. These rotations can also be indicated with the terms pitch (rotation around
x-axis), roll (rotation around y-axis) and yaw (rotation around z-axis).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x' \\
  y' \\
  z' \\
  1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
  \cos \phi \cdot \cos \varphi & -\cos \phi \cdot \sin \varphi & \sin \phi & dx \\
  \cos \theta \cdot \sin \varphi + \sin \theta \cdot \sin \phi \cdot \cos \varphi & \cos \theta \cdot \cos \varphi - \sin \theta \cdot \sin \phi \cdot \sin \varphi & -\sin \theta \cdot \cos \phi & dy \\
  \sin \theta \cdot \sin \varphi - \cos \theta \cdot \sin \phi \cdot \cos \varphi & \sin \theta \cdot \cos \varphi + \cos \theta \cdot \sin \phi \cdot \sin \varphi & \cos \theta \cdot \cos \phi & dz \\
  0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
z \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{14}
\]

Currently, this 3D model can only serve as a Movie generator with catheter motion. The calculation proceedings that are required to generate cardiac motion and RF data still need to be implement in this model, this can be done based on how this in modelled in the 2D simulation model.

A large disadvantage of this 3D model is the computation time. In the Movie-generator this problem can be solved by significantly decrease the resolution of the tissue and the sample frequency. Unfortunately this would not be a solution for the RF data generator since a sample frequency of 2 kHz and 2048 samples for one RF signal are required when the RF data is used as input for the TSM or Cameleo software. Consequently, to run the 3D RF generator, computers are desired that have a lot of computation power.
N. Validation of 2D Simulation Model

N.1. Test set-up

The set-up shown in Figure 69 is a heart phantom that contains different chambers. This phantom is used to show how the Cameleo catheter can be used within a heart. The movements of the heart phantom are motorized controlled with the set-up shown in Figure 12. For this study it was desired to fully control the catheter motion instead of using this heart phantom. The heart phantom was replaced by an additional part that was designed and manufactured for this study, shown in Figure 70.

The parts shown in Figure 70 make it possible to place the catheter tip aligned with the pivot point of the motorized controlled motion like is the case in the simulation model, shown in Figure 71.

Figure 69: Original test set-up of a heart phantom that is rebuilt based on the purpose of this study by replacing the red bordered part with the manufactured parts shown in Figure 70.

Figure 70: Designed and manufactured catheter holder (yellow) and tissue holder (blue) that are used to control the catheter motion with the catheter tip aligned at the pivot point.

Figure 71: Side view of set up (shown in Figure 70). The catheter tip is aligned with the pivot point of the motorized controlled motion.
N.2. Test 1: Compare simulated sightline with real US data

During the design process, data were acquired to obtain information how the simulation model should be modelled. These data can be found in the digital appendices. The data that are used for the validation tests and that are used in this article, are small time periods of a longer acquisition. In this appendix the complete time period of these data sets are shown.

N.2.1. Case I Y Motion

![Figure 72: Full time period of data acquired with tip transducer and only catheter translation in Y-direction](image)

N.2.2. Case II X Motion

![Figure 73: Full time period of data acquired with tip transducer and only catheter translation in X-direction](image)

![Figure 74: Full time period of data acquired with side transducer and only catheter translation in X-direction](image)

In Figure 75 the data of case II from Table 1 is displayed for different constant catheter angles: $0.1\pi$, $0.2\pi$ and $0.25\pi$. This Figure shows that the steepness of the slope is not dependent on a constant catheter angle, but is purely caused by the catheter translation in X direction. So, the amplitude of the translation in the X direction could be determined independent of the constant catheter angle.
Figure 75: The steepness of the M-mode image as a result of translation in the X-direction is not dependent on the catheter angle, but is purely caused by translational motion.

N.2.3. Case III Cardiac Motion

Figure 76: Full time period of data acquired with only cardiac motion.
N.2.4. **Case IV Catheter Motion**

Figure 77: *Full time period of data acquired with tip transducer and only rotational catheter motion*

Figure 78: *Full time period of data acquired with side transducer and only rotational catheter motion*

N.2.5. **Case V Cardiac and Catheter Motion**

Figure 79 shows the data acquired with the settings of case V from Table 1. It can be seen that with the current used set up it was not able to accurately control the cardiac and catheter motion. For that reason, these data were excluded for comparison with simulated data.

Figure 79: *Real US data where catheter motion is motorized controlled and cardiac motion is controlled by hand*
N.2.6. Case VI Cardiac and Catheter Motion controlled by hand

Figure 81 shows the data acquired with the settings of case VI from Table I. Also for this example applies that both the cardiac and catheter motion were not accurately controlled and therefore not suitable for comparison with simulated data.

Figure 80: Full time period of data acquired with cardiac motion controlled by hand and catheter motion motorized controlled

Figure 81: Real US data where catheter motion and cardiac motion are controlled by hand

Figure 82: Full time period of data acquired with cardiac and catheter motion controlled by hand
N.3. Test 2: Envelope of RF data

In Figure 83 and 84 the results of case III and case IV from the validation test 2 are shown.

**Figure 83:** Top: M-mode image derived from simulated RF data. Bottom: Simulated sightline. Both were acquired by settings of case III from Table 1 that only includes cardiac motion.

**Figure 84:** Top: M-mode image derived from simulated RF data. Bottom: Simulated sightline. Both were acquired by settings of case IV from Table 1 that only includes catheter motion.
N.4. Test 6: Compare TSM of RF data with real US data

Observing simulated data and real US data on more detailed level can support the comparison between the TSM of the simulated data and real US data that has been showed in validation test 6 of this article.

Figure 85 shows real US data acquired with only a palpating motion, which represents cardiac motion. In the close-up of the M-mode image, the motion patterns of the M-mode image are visible. When using plotted RF data as an overlay of the M-mode close-up, then it can be seen that similar motion patterns are visible in the RF data and in the M-mode image. The TSM obtained from these RF data show that a decreasing slope of the patterns in the M-mode image is estimated as a negative velocity and an increasing slope of the patterns in the M-mode image is estimated as a positive velocity. This corresponds to the input signal. Also can be seen that the slope of the motion patterns increases as function of depth, which means that tissue particle located further away from the transducer move with a higher velocity in relation to the transducer compared to particles that are located near to the transducer.

These same patterns can also be seen in Figure 86 for simulated data. The motion patterns that can be seen in the RF data corresponds exactly to the motion patterns of the M-mode image, this suggests that the way in which the RF signal depends on the cardiac motion is modelled correctly. Also a decreasing slope of the patterns in the M-mode image are estimated as a negative velocity and a increasing slope of the patterns in the M-mode image are estimated as a positive velocity.

Figure 87 shows real US data acquired with only catheter motion. Figure 88 shows simulated data acquired with only catheter motion. For both the real US data and the simulated data acquired with only catheter motion can the same conclusions be made as done for acquired data with only cardiac motion. Also for the motion patterns of the simulated RF data applies that these exactly corresponds to the motion patterns that can be seen in the M-mode image, this suggests that the way how the RF signal depends on the catheter motion is also modelled correctly. Moreover, in Figure 87 it can be seen that when the catheter angle increases, in other words, when the tissue seems to become thicker, the M-mode motion pattern and slope of the RF data decreases, estimated with a negative velocity by the TSM. When the catheter angle decreases, in other words, when the tissue becomes thinner, the M-mode pattern and the slope of the RF data increases, estimated with a positive velocity by the TSM.
**Figure 85:** Schematic overview of how the patterns in M-mode images relate to patterns in RF data and corresponding TSM for real US data acquired with only cardiac motion.

**Figure 86:** Schematic overview of how the patterns in M-mode images relate to patterns in RF data and corresponding TSM for simulated data acquired with only cardiac motion.
Figure 87: Schematic overview of how the patterns in M-mode images relate to patterns in RF data and corresponding TSM for real US data acquired with only catheter motion.

Figure 88: Schematic overview of how the patterns in M-mode images relate to patterns in RF data and corresponding TSM for simulated data acquired with only catheter motion.
N.5. Test 7: Fast Fourier Transform of two A-modes

As has been discussed in appendix [M.2.3] one of the challenges during the development of the RF data was that no frequency shift should occur between the RF signals of two subsequent time samples as result of cardiac or catheter motion, see appendix [L] for a detailed explanation of this assumption. Validation test 7 was used during the design process to test if a frequency shift was measurable in the generated RF data by making use of the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT).

Finally this test was also used to test the final design of the simulation model, as will be discussed in this Appendix. Therefore, test 7 was performed for simulated RF data with parameter settings of cases III to V given in Table 1.

In this validation test the FFT of two A-lines were compared where the difference in height of the observed tissue were in maximum and minimum position, so two signals between which any undesired and unexpected frequency shift should be best measurable. This is the case at \( t = 0.5 \text{sec} \) and \( t = 1 \text{sec} \), 1000\(^{th}\) and 2000\(^{th}\) iteration respectively, for case III shown in Figure 89. The resampled FFT of these two A-lines shows that the centre frequency does not change, but the FFT shows that the distance between the peaks differ. The peaks for the blue line, the 1000\(^{th}\) iteration, lie closer to each other, than the peaks of the 2000\(^{th}\) iteration. This means that the distance between pulses in the A-mode of the 1000\(^{th}\) iteration is larger than the distance between pulses in the A-mode of the 2000\(^{th}\) iteration, which is relation to the elongation of the tissue. For case IV and case V, shown in Figure 90 and 91 similar observations can be done.

These results show that now frequency shift occurs. In case of this final concept this result was expected, since the carrier wave is build up with Gaussian pulses with a fixed frequency. Nevertheless, during the design process this method was useful to test the different design concepts.

![Figure 89](image)

**Figure 89:** Top: M-mode of tip transducer acquired with cardiac motion. Bottom: FFT of simulated RF data of A-mode at \( t = 0.5 \text{ sec} \) and \( t = 1 \text{sec} \)
Figure 90: Top: M-mode of tip transducer acquired with catheter motion. Bottom: FFT of simulated RF data of A-mode at $t = 0.25$ sec and $t = 0.5$ sec

Figure 91: Top: M-mode of tip transducer acquired with cardiac and catheter motion. Bottom: FFT of simulated RF data of A-mode at $t = 0.5$ sec and $t = 1$ sec
N.6. Test 8: Aliasing with artificial data

When the TSM algorithm was used on the simulated RF data aliasing occurred for too large angles. This phenomenon happens since there is a maximum velocity that can be measured with this algorithm, see Appendix F.2. It was tested if similar aliasing patterns occurred for simulated data as real US data. Therefore, the catheter was rotated on the tissue by hand with a frequency of 1Hz and an angle of approximately $0.3\pi$. Figure 92 shows that for both simulated as real US data aliasing occurs, which can be indicated with two opposite velocity directions that are estimated within one A-mode. The aliasing patterns itself are not comparable since the simulated data is generated with a really smooth motion input signal instead of the motion controlled by hand for the real US data.

Figure 92: Aliasing occurs as a result of too fast velocities that occur within the tissue.
O. Analysis of Output data from Simulation Model

O.1. Table of parameter settings of acquired output data

The simulation model was used to generate data that were used for the analysis of the effect of catheter motion on M-mode images and corresponding TSM profile. The data that were generated with the simulation model were generated according the settings given in Table O.1. Test No. 3, 15, 16 and 17 were not used for the analysis, but were generated to test if the Strain rate algorithm would also work on the simulated data. This will be discussed in more detail in Appendix Q.5.

**Table 8: Parameter setting of acquisition samples, which were used for gaining insights in the effect of catheter motion on US M-modes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Amplitude Cardiac Signal</th>
<th>Amplitude Catheter Signal</th>
<th>Phase-shift Catheter Signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Cardiac motion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5/0.6/0.75/0.65 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Catheter motion</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0π</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
<td>0π</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
<td>0π</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
<td>0.2π</td>
<td>0π</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac &amp; Catheter motion</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0π</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
<td>0π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0.5π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
<td>0π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
<td>0.5π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12b</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.2π</td>
<td>0π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13b</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.2π</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14b</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.2π</td>
<td>0.5π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5/0.6/0.75/0.65 mm</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.5/0.6/0.75/0.65 mm</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0.25π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.5/0.6/0.75/0.65 mm</td>
<td>0.125π</td>
<td>0.5π</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O.2. Output data

The data that were generated with the simulation model according the settings of Table O.1 were converted to data files that are compatible with the Cameleo software. Screenshots of the simulated data displayed in the Cameleo software are shown in Figure 93, 94 and 95.
Figure 93: Output data used for Analysis
Figure 94: Output data used for Analysis
(a) Test No. 14  
(b) Test No. 14b  
(c) Test No. 15, Strain algorithm  
(d) Test No. 15, TSM algorithm  
(e) Test No. 16, Strain algorithm  
(f) Test No. 16, TSM algorithm  
(g) Test No. 17, Strain algorithm  
(h) Test No. 17, TSM algorithm

Figure 95: Output data used for Analysis
O.3. Overview of analysis with cardiac motion as starting point

The image displayed at the top of Figure 96 shows the M-mode image and TSM of the tip transducer when only cardiac motion is applied. This image is used as a base and from this starting point is shown which changes occur when also catheter motion is involved. If catheter motion is added to cardiac motion, the M-mode and TSM can be influenced in two different ways, this depends whether the catheter angle is increasing or decreasing between two time steps. If the catheter angle is decreasing the observed tissue seems to become less thick in the M-mode than it is in reality, as a result the velocity will increase. If the catheter angle is increasing the observed tissue seems to become even thicker than it is in reality, as a result the velocity will decrease.

When the velocity of catheter motion is larger, the effect on the M-mode and TSM would have obviously more impact, but when catheter motion is dominant over cardiac motion and these two motions have an opposite effect on the M-mode and TSM, the velocity direction of the catheter motion is estimated by the TSM instead of the velocity direction of the cardiac motion. This is the case when the heart wall becomes thicker while the catheter angle decreases or when the heart wall becomes thinner while the catheter angle increases.

Figure 96: Overview that shows how the M-mode and TSM of the tip transducer, acquired with only cardiac motion, can be influenced by catheter motion
O.4. Example case 2

![Simulated output data](image)

**Figure 97**: Simulated output data, acquired with both cardiac motion and catheter motion, divided in six segments in order to evaluate effects of catheter motion and cardiac motion.

The segments shown in Figure 97 are evaluated based on the findings obtained with this study. The action plan, as discussed in this article, has been used to evaluate each segment.

a) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.
   Step 2) Side transducer is red, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.
   Step 3) If cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but underestimated, if cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.

b) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.
   Step 2) Side transducer is red, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.
   Step 3) If cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but underestimated, if cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.

c) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.
   Step 2) Side transducer has no colour, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.
   Step 3) Nor cardiac nor catheter motion is dominant, so the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but overestimated due to catheter motion.

d) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.
   Step 2) Side transducer has no colour, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.
   Step 3) Nor cardiac nor catheter motion is dominant, so the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but underestimated due to catheter motion.

e) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.
   Step 2) Side transducer is blue, so it is for sure that cardiac motion is dominant. Cardiac velocity direction in tip transducer is correct, but underestimated due to catheter motion.

f) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.
   Step 2) Side transducer is blue, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.
   Step 3) If cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but overestimated, if cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.
O.5. Example case 3

Figure 98: Simulated output data, acquired with both cardiac motion and catheter motion, divided in six segments in order to evaluate effects of catheter motion and cardiac motion

The segments shown in Figure 98 are evaluated based on the findings obtained with this study. The action plan, as discussed in this article, has been used to evaluate each segment.

a) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.  
Step 2) Side transducer is red, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.  
Step 3) If cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but underestimated, if cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.

b) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.  
Step 2) Side transducer is red, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant. Cardiac velocity direction in tip transducer is correct, but overestimated due to catheter motion.

c) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.  
Step 2) Side transducer is blue, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.  
Step 3) If cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but overestimated, if cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.

d) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.  
Step 2) Side transducer has no colour, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.  
Step 3) Nor cardiac nor catheter motion is dominant, so the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but underestimated due to catheter motion.

e) Step 1) Catheter motion decreases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.  
Step 2) Side transducer is blue, so it is for sure that cardiac motion is dominant. Cardiac velocity direction in tip transducer is correct, but underestimated due to catheter motion.

f) Step 1) Catheter motion increases the estimated velocity by the tip transducer.  
Step 2) Side transducer is blue, so it cannot be said for sure if cardiac motion is dominant.  
Step 3) If cardiac motion is in relaxation phase, the cardiac velocity direction is correct, but overestimated, if cardiac motion is in contraction phase, the cardiac velocity direction is cancelled out or even incorrect.
P. Discussion

P.1. Development of Simulation model

P.1.1. Carrier wave & translation
In the current simulation model the simulated carrier wave is only dependent on the catheter rotational motion and cardiac motion. This could be extended with X-translation and Y-translation. Since the assumptions were made that there is no X and Y motion during ablation, the decision was made to do not spend too much time on this process. Consequently, it is not possible to make a TSM of simulated data acquired with a translating catheter in X-direction and Y-direction.

P.1.2. Computation time
Related to the complexity of the wave equation, another reason for the simplified simulation was the calculation time. More complicated calculations are inherent to longer computation time. In conclusion, a consideration was made between a costly simulation that gives too much information for this research purpose or a simplified simulation that fulfils the requirements and gained enough information for this study objective.

P.2. Validation of Simulation Model

P.2.1. Add disturbances to motion input signals
Figure 99 shows the simulated output data when disturbances are added to the input signals. Although this gives similar effects as shown in Figure 15, the added disturbances to the input signals of the simulation model are a rough estimation, since the disturbances of the stepper motor are difficult to determine accurately.

Figure 99: Example how the input signal of the simulation model could be adapted in such a case that it corresponds to the undesired effects of the stepper motor (Figure 15) used in the test set-up

P.2.2. One side transducer
Furthermore, the MUVIC 444-H catheter that was used for real US data acquisition contains three side transducers, while the 2D simulation model only contains two side transducers. For that reason, it was only possible to generate with one side transducer a real US M-mode image that was suitable for comparison with the simulation model. This was not really a problem since the applied catheter motion caused the same motion patterns in both the side transducers, but it should be taken into account when less homogeneous catheter motion is applied. In that case it is not possible to use the generated real US data of one side transducer as comparable data for the two side transducers of the simulation model.

P.2.3. Reflection coefficients
Another improvement for the validation tests is to better match the reflection coefficients of the observed tissues of the simulated data and real US data. In this study the tissues were matched based on a four-layer
structure of the tissue. Nevertheless, this could be even more coordinated when using reflection coefficients in the same range with as result that also the brightness levels of the simulated M-modes corresponds to the real US M-modes.

P.3. Analysis of Output data from Simulation Model

P.3.1. Transducer configuration

Figure 100 shows how multiple transducers could be used to calculate the catheter angle in case if the nearest transducer in relation to the catheter tip has been pushed into the tissue. In practise, the tissue surface is not a straight tissue surface, when using multiple transducers the transducer located with the largest distance in relation to the catheter tip would give the least accurate measurement of the catheter angle.

![Figure 100: Example how multiple transducer can be used to calculate the catheter angle if the nearest transducer is pushed into the tissue](image)

P.3.2. The term ‘dominant’

In this simulation model the term ‘dominant’ is based on how the catheter and cardiac motion are modelled. Further research could give additional evidence that the distance between the Gaussian pulses are correctly modelled as a function of cardiac and catheter motion. Required improvements are not expected, since the RF data exactly follow the motion patterns of the M-mode image, see Figure 87, but if improvements are required to this way of modelling, then it is also required to have a critical view at when cardiac or catheter motion can be labelled with the term ‘dominant’.
Q. Recommendations

Q.1. Simulate ablation process

In practice, the Cameleo catheter is used to ablate tissue. During ablation the tissue properties will change. Consequently, the acoustic impedance of the ablated tissue will change, the tissue becomes stiffer and the estimated velocities in the observed tissue will not be equal in the entire tissue. It would be interesting to add the possibility to also simulate this tissue ablation process. This simulation process can be used to gain even more insights about the effect of catheter motion on the assessment of lesion forming during ablation.

![Figure 101: Example of simulation output when a lesion formation is simulated](image)

Q.2. User interface

An user interface makes it possible for the user to adapt the input signals while running the simulation model. The effect of changes in the input signal will be directly visible in the M-mode images.

![Figure 102: Recommend is to add a user interface to the simulation model, which makes it possible for the user to adapt parameter settings while running the simulation model](image)

Q.3. X and Y translation

Another remark that should be mentioned is that in this study the influence of catheter translation in X and Y direction was not taken into account during the analysis. This decision was made based on the assumption that the catheter does not move in X or Y direction since a surgeon applies force on the catheter tip during ablation. Even though this is the case in the majority of cases, it could be interesting to also investigate the effect of these translations on the M-mode image and corresponding TSM, with as goal that these translations could be recognized if it happens anyway.
Q.4. **Implement TSM in real-time in simulation model**

It would also be recommended to implement the TSM algorithm in the simulation model. Currently, if a TSM is desired, the user first needs to generate RF data for a complete time period. The TSM of these generated RF data can then be calculated. It would be useful if the TSM can be calculated as an overlay of the M-mode image. Therefore, the envelope of the generated RF data needs to be displayed over time, while the TSM also works in real time. This combination of monitoring will correspond more to the reality.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 103:** It would be recommended to implement the TSM algorithm in the simulation model with as result that it could be used in real time.
Q.5. Strain rate

The simulation model can also be extended by determining different motion input signals for different tissue layers. During this study a simple script has been written to test if the simulated RF data would also be suitable for the Strain rate algorithm, discussed in Appendix F. Therefore, the velocities within the tissue were varied as shown in Figure 104. In Figure 93 and 95 output data are shown that were generated with varying input signals for different tissue layers. As a result of a modelling mistake, the boundary of the different velocities corresponds not with the reflection boundaries, but these Figures show that the Strain rate algorithm can also be used on the simulated RF data.

```plaintext
for i = 1:N;
    ...
    height = tissue.height(i);% select the height of the layer for time t
    factor_carrier = (height/abs(co(denom)));%height layer
    factor_spectre = round(factor_spectre*1000)/1000;
    (Nom, Denom) = rats(factor_spectre);
    if Strain
        height = 1.1*height;
        height = 1.5*height;
        height = 1.3*height;
        factor_carrier = (height/abs(co(denom)));%height layer
        factor_spectre = round(factor_spectre*1000)/1000;
        (Nom, Denom) = rats(factor_spectre);
    end
    ...
    end
```

**Figure 104**: Trial of implementing differences in tissue velocities, to test if the simulated RF data can also be used to obtain a strain rate image